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framework of a randomized experiment cannot or does not apply
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methods to analyze dynamic situations when the policy assigns
treatment at different times and the measurement of the  outcome 
of interest also depends upon a time dimension. The last two
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and street prostitution which use panel 
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The ideal approach in microeconomics to evaluate the effect of a policy on an outcome

of interest is to conduct a randomized experiment. As its name suggests, this approach

randomly assigns some individuals - the treatment group - to some policy measure and

others - the control group - to a baseline without the policy. The effect of the policy

is given by the difference in some outcome(s) of interest between these two groups at a

later point in time. This thesis focuses on the evaluation of policies when the usual static

framework of a randomized experiment can not or does not apply perfectly. The first

two chapters look at microeconometric evaluation methods to analyze dynamic situations

when the policy assigns treatment at different times and the measurement of the outcome

of interest also depends upon a time dimension. The last two chapters of this thesis are

empirical crime studies on tax evasion and street prostitution. These exploit a different

variation over time using panel data methods to evaluate the policy effects.

1.1 A short example

Consider the following evaluation problem. In a developing country, a policymaker or

researcher is interested in evaluating the effect of a cash transfer to poor households on

their children’s years of schooling. These cash transfers were randomly allocated over time

and were intended to be used for books or other schooling material. Answering whether the

cash transfer had positive, negative or no impact on the number of years children spent

enrolled in school first requires formulating the appropriate evaluation question. This

evaluation question depends on several dynamic aspects. A cash transfer can be given at

different moments of a child’s education (elementary, 1st grade, 2nd grade, etc.). It may

be that the cash transfer has a different effect depending upon the time it is allocated

to poor families. It might, for instance, have no effect when allocated in the early years
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of a child’s education but have positive effects if transferred in later years. The effects

may also depend upon the moment of evaluating the school enrollment outcome. It could

have positive effects on enrollment shortly after the cash transfer but negative effects over

longer time horizons. These variations in effects are important for policymakers interested

in optimally allocating the cash transfers.

Another important consideration is to understand how the behavior of economic agents

may interfere with the evaluation of a policy. For example, when choosing the moment to

evaluate the treatment, some students may have already left school before their families

receive the cash transfer. These students can not be ignored when evaluating the effects

of the cash transfer since they are not a random selection of students. These may be the

students with the worst grades who drop out or the ones from poor families needing to

work to contribute to the income of their household. Furthermore, if families find out

about the cash transfer program, they may adjust their behavior prior to the moment

of receiving it in expectation of additional future income or in order to qualify for the

transfer. This dynamic selection complicates the analysis. Even if cash transfers are

randomly assigned initially when children first enter school, the treatment and control

groups will no longer be random at the moment the transfer is actually allocated nor

when evaluating enrollment outcomes.

1.2 Outline of dynamic treatment evaluation

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 in this thesis compare existing dynamic microeconometric ap-

proaches, propose new methods, and apply them to real and simulated data. The emphasis

in these methods is to adapt the static potential outcomes framework (Holland,1986) to

dynamic settings in an effort to minimize functional form assumptions. The basic layout

of the analysis applies to situations where we observe for each individual the duration

T > 0 in some initial state (e.g. years of schooling). We define the binary variables Yt as

indicators for remaining in the initial state (Yt = 0) (e.g. enrolled in school) or leaving it

(Yt = 1) after t periods, so Yt = I(T ≤ t). This outcome variable describes the survival

in the initial state.

We focus on a situation in which individuals can receive a single treatment (e.g. a

cash transfer) only once and the timing at which individuals receive treatment differs. Let

S > 0 denote the elapsed duration at the moment of receiving the treatment. In dynamic

settings, some people may have left the initial state before receiving treatment. Without

additional parametric assumptions, it is not possible to describe the effect of treatment

on these individuals. Instead, the evaluation usually considers only the people who did
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not leave the initial state at the moment of evaluating the treatment.

Let Y ∗1,t(s) denote the potential outcome status after t periods if the individual was

treated after s periods. A natural counterfactual to consider is the potential outcome Y ∗0,t,

which is the outcome had the individual not received treatment prior to t. This thesis goes

through the identifying conditions required to formulate an appropriate counterfactual in

different treatment policy settings. Identification is based on assuming that there exists

no information influencing an agent’s outcome which is not observed and can not be

modeled by the econometrician. When this is the case, a relevant treatment effect on the

surviving treated would be,

∆(t, s) = E
[
Y ∗1,t(s)− Y ∗0,t|S = s, Ys = 0

]
with t > s

This treatment effect denotes the effect of providing treatment at s on outcomes at t for

those who were still in the initial state at s. This is the ex-post effect of the treatment on

future outcomes. Individuals treated at s are thus compared to individuals who (possibly)

receive treatment after t. So even though we only consider a single treatment, it may have

different effects when applied at different time periods. The main empirical complication

is that it is unclear which individuals qualify for the control group. Chapter 2 and 3

extend this basic framework to allow for a wider variety of treatment effects such as ex-

ante effects and total policy effects. We consider both non-parametric discrete dynamic

methods and semi-parametric continuous-time methods.

Chapter 2 evaluates a job search assistance program for unemployment insurance re-

cipients where the assignment to the program follows the dynamic framework outlined

above. We provide a more detailed discussion on dynamic treatment effects and identi-

fication conditions. In the empirical analyses we use administrative data from a unique

institutional environment which allows us to compare different microeconometric evalu-

ation estimators. All estimators find that the job search assistance program reduces the

exit rate to work, in particular when provided early during the spell of unemployment.

Furthermore, continuous-time (timing-of-events and regression discontinuity) methods are

more robust than discrete-time (propensity score and regression discontinuity) methods.

Chapter 3 focuses on extending the methodology of Chapter 2 to a more general frame-

work. It considers the evaluation of a policy effect in dynamic settings when there is an

initial randomization to treatment and a treatment at a later time. We assess again in

this chapter the underlying assumptions and relative performance of several discrete and

continuous-time microeconometric treatment evaluation techniques when actual treat-

ment depends on dynamic selection. We provide a discussion on defining parameters of

interest in different policy settings with ongoing entry in treatment and anticipation be-

havior. We compare the commonly applied 2SLS to dynamic IV methods and propose a
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new method to estimate ex-ante and ex-post dynamic treatment effects when agents adapt

their behavior prior to entering treatment. To illustrate the performance of the competing

methods we present a simulation study using a simple structural dynamic model. The

results underline the sensitivity of IV methods, and in particular of 2SLS, to the choice of

population entering the control group. Our dynamic non-parametric and dynamic least

squares methods produce reliable estimates of ex-ante, ex-post and total effects in our

simulation when agents anticipate treatment.

1.3 Effects of economic policies on crime

The last two chapters depart from the dynamic framework presented above and use dif-

ferent forms of exogenous variation over time to identify the effects of a policy. These

two chapters look at topics in the economics of crime and put a stronger focus on the

underlying incentives influencing criminal choices and the behavioural responses to dif-

ferent policies. The microeconomic behaviour of criminals in both chapters takes it’s

roots in Becker’s (1968) economics of crime model. Becker explains the choice to commit

an offense as the result of an individual weighing the potential gains from a crime with

the probability of apprehension and the punishment if caught. In his model, a rational

economic agent maximizes expected utility E[U],

E[U] = pU(Y − C) + (1− p)U(Y )

where U(·) is the agent’s utility function. The agent will commit an offense if the monetary

and psychic benefits Y are sufficiently high, and the probability of apprehension p and

the monetary equivalent of the punishment C are sufficiently low. Much of the discussion

in Chapters 4 and 5 draws from extensions and refinements of this model when applied

to the topics of tax evasion and crime displacement.

Chapter 4 considers the effect of random auditing announcements on tax declara-

tions. In the Netherlands, the tax authorities announce at the beginning of the tax-filing

period a specific component in tax reports which will receive special attention when au-

diting. Theoretical models predict that rational taxpayers will reduce misreporting on

these components in response to stricter auditing (i.e. when the probability of appre-

hension p goes up). We use detailed administrative data from the Dutch tax authorities

(Belastingdienst) to detect unusual patterns in tax reports due to two announcements.

We find increased declarations of secondary property, residual assets and freelance income

not subject to third-party reporting. We also observe patterns in property and residual

assets declarations which presuppose that increases are not always directly visible on the
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tax item targeted by the announcement but reveal themselves in other overlapping top-

ics. The substitution patterns suggest that taxpayers try to reduce their declarations in

the announcement topic whenever possible and declare previously underreported income

and wealth across other topics in an effort to minimize their tax burden. When shifting

declarations to other sections is not possible, taxpayers increase their declarations in the

topic targeted by the auditing announcement.

The last chapter, chapter 5, considers the effect of legal street prostitution zones

(tippelzones) on crime in the 30 largest cities in the Netherlands. Using a difference-

in-difference model we evaluate the opening and closing effects of tippelzones on both

reported and perceived crime. We find that open street prostitution zones are associated

with a decrease in registered crime but an increase in perceived crime. These results are

mainly driven by strong closing effects. For registered crime, the decreases are noticeable

after a year while the increase in perceived crime is strongest immediately after the closing

of a tippelzone.
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Chapter 2

Dynamic Evaluation of Job Search

Assistance

2.1 Introduction

Since the 1990s, many countries offer job search assistance to stimulate the exit to work

of unemployed workers. Policymakers often consider this to be a necessary requirement

in a system with relatively generous benefits. In their recent survey, Card, Kluve and

Weber (2010) stress that job search assistance programs often have relatively good short-

run effects. Also in the Netherlands job search assistance is offered frequently. In fact,

the Netherlands is one of four OECD countries spending more than one percent of GDP

on active labor market programs (see OECD, 2010). However, empirical evidence on the

effectiveness of Dutch active labor market programs is very limited, which is particularly

true for job search assistance programs. In this paper, we focus on job search assistance

for unemployed workers in the Dutch primary education sector. As outcome variable we

consider the exit from unemployment, which is also the key variable of interest to pol-

icymakers. Focussing, for example, on wages is less interesting since a majority of the

unemployed teachers return to a job in the primary school sector where wages are deter-

mined by collective bargaining and are almost a deterministic function of the individual’s

age (with some extras for managerial responsibilities).

In the Netherlands, the use of randomized social experiments in social insurance

schemes is uncommon. Van den Berg and Van der Klaauw (2006) describe the most

recent experiment conducted in 1998/99. In our paper, we deal with non-experimental

data, which makes the empirical evaluation non-trivial. First, the evaluation of job search

assistance suffers from the usual selection problem that participation might be related to

(unobserved) individual characteristics. Second, job search assistance often does not start
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immediately after an individual enters unemployment, and the start of the program dif-

fers between individuals. When staying unemployed sufficiently long, all individuals will

eventually enter job search assistance, which complicates the evaluation (see Abbring

and Heckman, 2007; for a survey on dynamic treatment evaluation). Some individuals

have already left unemployment at the moment they should enter job search assistance.

Dynamic selection complicates the construction of a comparable control group.

Even though we only evaluate a single treatment, the effects can differ between indi-

viduals. Not only because individuals are heterogeneous, but also because the impact of

the program can depend on the moment of starting job search assistance. For example,

lock-in effects may be more substantial for unemployed workers with relatively favorable

labor market prospects (or those who are still relatively short-term unemployed). We

investigate to what extent the timing of entering job search assistance affects its effec-

tiveness. Obviously, this is informative about the targeting efficiency of the program and

such knowledge may improve the profiling of unemployed workers. In the current policy

debate this issue becomes more important. In the next few years the Dutch government is

facing substantial budget cuts, which will affect the expenditures on active labor market

programs.

In our empirical analyses, we use administrative data from a unique institutional en-

vironment in which the assignment to job search assistance is very clearly described, and

allows for different evaluation methods. The participation in job search assistance depends

only on a limited set of observable characteristics, and there are some clear discontinu-

ities. We exploit this when estimating the effect of job search assistance using propensity

score matching and regression discontinuity estimators. We compare the results of these

estimators to assessing the program’s effectiveness using the timing-of-events estimator.

Because the institutional environment guarantees that the underlying assumptions of the

different estimators are satisfied, we obtain valuable insights in the performance (in a real

life setting) of some of the most popular cross-sectional estimators for policy evaluation

used in recent microeconometric research.

In the US, interventions during unemployment often start at a fixed moment, e.g.

Black, Smith, Berger and Noel (2003) study training services starting after two weeks of

unemployment. A substantial share of the econometric methodology, therefore, focuses

on static treatment evaluation (e.g. Imbens and Wooldridge, 2009; for a recent survey).

However, in many European countries the timing of entry into labor market programs

often varies between individuals. Other than in the Netherlands, this is, for example, the

case in Sweden (e.g. Fredriksson and Johansson, 2008; and Sianesi, 2004), Switzerland

(e.g. Gerfin and Lechner, 2002; and Lalive, Van Ours and Zweimüller, 2008), France
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(Crépon, Ferracci, Jolivet and Van den Berg, 2010), and Germany (Lechner and Wunsch,

2009). A relatively large literature attempts to fit such a dynamic setting into the standard

potential outcome model (e.g. Gerfin and Lechner, 2002; and Sianesi, 2004). Sianesi

(2004) discusses the complications of finding a suitable control group in case all individuals

will eventually enter a program. Considering those individuals who are observed not

to have received treatment implies conditioning on future outcomes. Fredriksson and

Johansson (2008) argue that not accounting for dynamic selection may bias treatment

evaluation estimators.

This paper fits within the recently growing literature on dynamic treatment evaluation,

surveyed by Abbring and Heckman (2007). The contribution is not only empirical, but by

comparing different methods we also intend to make some methodological contributions.

We discuss the implementation of various estimators in a dynamic setting, and show

that all dynamic evaluation methods rely on assuming that individuals do not anticipate

the exact start of treatment. Empirical studies using the timing-of-events methodology

often explicitly justify this assumption (e.g. Van den Berg, Van der Klaauw and Van

Ours, 2004), but this is ignored in studies using other evaluation estimators. Propen-

sity score matching methods mainly focus on the conditional independence assumption,

which is often justified from the richness of the data. Gerfin and Lechner (2002) and

Sianesi (2004), for example, argue that information on past labor market outcomes and

subjective assessments of labor market prospects justify the conditional independence as-

sumption. Lalive, Van Ours and Zweimüller (2008) show that even if such information is

available, applying timing-of-events estimation and propensity score matching estimation

give substantially different results. Unlike our institutional setting, in their setting it is

unclear whether the conditional independence assumption is valid. Additionally, we apply

regression-discontinuity estimation. The implementation of regression-discontinuity esti-

mation in a dynamic setting is non-standard mainly because forward-looking individuals

might take into account the timing of entering the program when deciding about their

job search strategy (e.g. Rosenzweig and Wolpin, 2000). We follow Abbring and Van den

Berg (2005) when applying regression-discontinuity estimation. As far as we know this

paper is the first using the regression-discontinuity estimator for duration models in an

empirical application.

In the empirical application we mainly focus on the ex-post effects of job search as-

sistance, which are the causal effects of actually entering the program. Using the content

and the goal of the program we try to decompose this ex-post effect into a lock-in effect

and an improvement in job search. In particular, we exploit that job search assistance

is most intensive during the first eight weeks. Most treatment evaluation estimators are
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not informative on ex-ante effects, which are the effects of being enrolled in a benefits

scheme which includes an active labor market program compared to a scheme without

this particular program. When applying regression-discontinuity we compare individuals

who should enter the program quickly after becoming unemployed with those who enter

later during the spell of unemployment. By comparing reemployment rates between both

groups before actually entering the program, we can get some idea about the threat effect

of the program which provides some insight in the size of possible ex-ante effects.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2.2 we provide details about the rele-

vant unemployment insurance scheme, and the job search assistance program. Section 2.3

presents the data. In Section 2.4 we provide a general framework for dynamic treatment

evaluation. We discuss timing-of-events estimation in Section 2.5. Section 2.6 deals with

propensity score methods, and Section 2.7 presents the results from regression discontinu-

ity estimation. In section 2.8 we compare the results from the different methods. Finally,

Section 2.9 concludes.

2.2 Institutional setting

2.2.1 Unemployment insurance for the primary education sector

Our data concern former employees of Dutch primary education institutions who are

entitled to collecting unemployment insurance benefits. Primary education institutions,

like all public sector institutions, must bear their own unemployment insurance risk.

However, because primary education institutions are relatively small, they were forced in

1996 to participate in a sector fund, called the Participation Fund. This fund is responsible

for collecting premiums, and paying unemployment insurance benefits.

Unemployed workers from the primary education sector have the same entitlement

rules and obligations as unemployed workers from the private sector. Their benefits are,

however, more generous both in terms of level and entitlement period. All individuals

below age 65 who worked at least 26 weeks of the 36 weeks prior to becoming unemployed

are entitled to collecting unemployment insurance benefits. Furthermore, a worker should

have lost at least five working hours per week or more than 50% of their weekly working

hours (if less than 10). Finally, the job loss should not be voluntary, and the individual

should not be held responsible for the job loss.

Each unemployed worker receives unemployment insurance benefits for at least three

months. If an unemployed worker worked at least 52 days during four out of the past

five calendar years (‘year’-condition), the entitlement period is extended to six months.
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For each additional year of employment (so beyond four years) the entitlement period for

unemployment insurance benefits is extended by one month. For an entitlement period

of one year, the unemployed worker must have worked for at least ten years. For the

maximum entitlement period of 38 months, 36 years of work is required. During the first

year, the benefits level is 78% of the last wage (capped at 167.70 euro per day). After

that, the benefits level decreases to 70% of this last wage.

After the usual benefits entitlement period ends, an individual may be entitled to

extended benefits at 70% of the last wage. The duration of the extended benefits depends

on age and work experience. Individuals below age 40 and those with less than five years of

work experience do not receive extended benefits. A 40-year old individual with five years

of work experience receives one additional year of benefits, while a 51-year old with more

than ten years of work experience receives extended benefits until reaching the retirement

age of 65.

Benefit recipients have the obligation to actively search for work, and to accept suitable

job offers. Furthermore, they should provide all necessary information to the Participation

Fund, and keep them informed about possible changes in their situation (e.g. vacation,

sickness, pregnancy, etc.). If the individuals fails to comply to these rules, a sanction can

be applied which leads to a temporary reduction of the benefits level.

Over the last few years, the unemployment rate in the primary education sector was

about 2% compared to 4% in the private sector. The main reason for the lower unem-

ployment rate is a much lower inflow. The outflow from unemployment in the primary

education sector is comparable to that of the private sector. There are compositional

differences between unemployed workers in the primary education sector and the private

sector. About 80% of the workers in primary education are women, and the average age

is somewhat higher than in the private sector.

2.2.2 The job search assistance program

Since July 2005, institutions in the public sector are also responsible for reintegrating

their former employees. This implies that the Participation Fund became responsible for

financing and organizing active labor market programs. These activities fall into two cate-

gories. First, a regular program in which the majority of the benefit recipients participate.

This program focusses on job applications, but can also include some vocational training.

Second, a short job search assistance program focussing on networking skills in addition

to job application training. These programs are not specific to the primary education

sector, also unemployed workers from the private sector participate via the nationwide

unemployment insurance administration.
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Unemployed workers under age 60 are obliged to participate in these programs if

these are offered to them. Individuals who refuse to participate will be sanctioned with

a substantial reduction of their benefits. Participation in a program does not affect the

entitlement to benefits, i.e. the benefit entitlement period is not extended and individuals

do not get additional benefits while being in the job search assistance program. Most

individuals aim at finding new work again in the primary education sector, but about

one-third of the observed exits are towards employment outside this sector.

The program is only provided to individuals who receive benefits for at least eight

hours per week, and with an entitlement period exceeding three months. Individuals with

less than 13 months entitlement at the moment of entering the program are assigned

to the short program. Individuals with a longer entitlement period enter the regular

program. The timing of assignment to the program differs depending on an age criterion.

Individuals above age 50 (at the first day of unemployment) and (low-skilled) individuals

who were previously employed in a subsidized job, should enter the job search assistance

program immediately after starting collecting benefits. Individuals under age 50 and who

are not low-skilled, enter the program only after six months of unemployment.

Only 8% of all job search assistance programs offered are short programs. These

services last three months and focus on presentation, writing a vitae and application

letter, networking and efficient job search. The remaining 92% of the job search assistance

programs offered are regular programs. In the empirical analyses we will not distinguish

between both programs. The programs are offered at 11 locations providing all the same

program. Once invited the benefit recipients can choose the location but 75% of the

individuals accept the default. The remaining 25% almost always opt for the location

nearest to their home.

The regular program starts with an intake interview to determine the required ac-

tivities. These range from improving language skills, providing psychological support,

providing short vocational class, and offering the type of job search assistance services

also included in the short program. The training takes place both in individual and group

meetings. The intensity of the meetings depends upon the needs of the individual. The

first weeks are often more intense, with two to three meetings per week with training offi-

cers. The total time spent in these meetings is about one full working day per week. After

this period, the participants usually visit the training center once a week or every other

week for a few hours. During this later stage, participants receive weekly assignments

to be discussed in the weekly meetings. The general goal is that after two months of

participating in the program individuals should start making successful job applications.

However, participation in the program does not lower the job search requirements. While
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in the job search assistance program, unemployed workers must comply to the same min-

imum job applications requirements as when not being in the program. The job search

assistance program should not last longer than one year, and individuals who start a new

job during the program are offered to finish the program while working. The cost of the

short job search assistance program is 500 euro per individual entering the program. The

cost of the regular job search assistance program is 4000 euro for individuals above age

50 and for low-skilled individuals, and 3750 euro for individuals below age 50.1

The Participation Fund does not assign benefit recipients directly to programs, but

outsources this task to a separate firm. This firm never has any personal contact with

unemployed workers and receives only a limited amount of information when assigning

them to treatment. The information consists of the social security number, gender, age, an

indication for being low-skilled (i.e. previously in a subsidized job), entitlement duration

to benefits, number of weekly hours of collecting benefits, and an indicator code for the

previous employer.2 Two weeks prior to the start of the program the individual receives

a letter explaining that she should enroll in a program. This letter also offers individuals

to select one of the 11 locations.

In practice the policy guidelines concerning the timing of entering job search assistance

were not followed strictly. This was due to administrative and communication issues

between the Participation Fund and the external firm.3 There are cases where records

got lost, where information was provided too late, and where notification letters were

never sent. As we will show in the next section, this creates substantial variation in the

assignment of the program. And, since the external firm never had any contact with

benefit recipients, the variation in program assignment should be exogenous conditional

on observed individual characteristics. We exploit the latter in the empirical analyses.

2.3 Data

In the empirical analyses we use administrative data from the Participation Fund. Our

data concern all former employees from primary education institutions who started col-

lecting unemployment insurance benefits between August 1, 2006 and April 1, 2008. In-

1Some commercial active labor market programs have some pay-for-performance scheme, which yield

more incentives for commercial training agencies.
2The policy is to avoid having individuals previously employed at the same institution in the same

meeting groups.
3In the Netherlands, all individuals applying for unemployment insurance benefits should apply at the

nationwide UI administration. This administration forwards files of workers from the primary education

sector to the Participation Fund, which already causes a delay ranging from a few days to a few weeks.
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Figure 2.1: Seasonal variation in entry into and exit from unemployment.

dividuals are followed until their benefits entitlement ends (due to finding work or having

exhausted their entitlement period) or until March 12, 2009. From the data we only con-

sider those individuals who started collecting benefits within 30 days after being laid-off.

According to the job search assistance program criteria, we leave out individuals who

claimed benefits for less than eight hours per week. We also exclude individuals above

age 60 since for them participation in the job search assistance program is voluntary.

From the data we drop three individuals who very often entered and exited unem-

ployment during the observation period. We exclude 43 observations for which the date

of entering the job search assistance program was unknown or prior to becoming unem-

ployed. The latter might occur if the individual was still in the program from an earlier

unemployment spell. Finally, we exclude 37 observations with an hourly wage in the

previous job below three euro, which is far below the legally binding minimum wage.

The data contain 3064 individuals for which we only consider the first observed un-

employment spell. Over 60% of the individuals are entitled to benefits for more than

one year, and 40% have an entitlement period exceeding two years. As can be seen from

Figure 2.1 almost 50% of the inflow occurs in August, which is the start of a new school

year. The outflow is much more spread over the year, although there is a decreasing

trend over the school year. Figure 2.2a provides a Kaplan-Meier estimate for the exit to
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Figure 2.2: Kaplan-Meier estimates.

(a) Exit to work. (b) Entering job search assistance.

work. The median unemployment duration is about 21 weeks. Of the 3064 individuals,

862 entered the regular job search assistance program and 78 the short program. Figure

2.2b shows the Kaplan-Meier estimate for entering a program. In the figure we distin-

guish two groups, those who should enter a program immediately (either older than 50

or low-skilled), and those who should enter after six months of unemployment (below 50

and not low-skilled). The figure clearly shows that the latter group enters the program,

on average, later during the unemployment spell. Nevertheless, within each group there

is still substantial variation in the moment of entering. This confirms that the external

firm did not manage to correctly implement the rules for program assignment.

The data contain a limited set of individual characteristics. In Table 2.1 we provide

some descriptive statistics. We distinguish between individuals who participated in a

program during unemployment (participants) and those who did not (nonparticipants).

The data contain the same individual characteristics as provided to the external firm

who assigned the program. The participants are, on average, unemployed for more hours

per week, and have a higher benefits level. This might be the direct consequence of the

difference in age structure. Older workers are more likely to participate in a program,

which follows the policy of assigning the programs. Of course, the different composition

between the participants and the nonparticipants is not only the result of the assignment

mechanism and the implementation of the external firm. Dynamic selection also plays an

important role. Those individuals with adverse characteristics have, on average, longer

unemployment durations and are thus more likely to have entered the job search assistance

at some stage.
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Table 2.1: Descriptive statistics.

Program Non-

participants participants

Number of observations 940 2124

Median unemployment duration (in days) 369 96

Median duration to program start (in days) 156

Unemployment hours per week 29.9 26.7

Benefits level (hourly) e12.8 e10.4

Female 64% 85%

Age 20-35 9% 59%

Age 35-50 46% 29%

Age 50-65 45% 12%

Low-skilled 34% 4%

2.4 Model for dynamic treatment evaluation

In this section we briefly discuss a model for dynamic treatment evaluation. Our discussion

fits within the more general discussion provided by Abbring and Heckman (2007). We

highlight some issues relevant for actually estimating the dynamic treatment effects in

our setting. In the next sections we apply different estimation methods, and provide a

comparison of the empirical results.

2.4.1 Theoretical framework

Consider the case where we observe for each individual the duration T > 0 of unemploy-

ment. We define the binary variables Yt as indicators for being unemployed (Yt = 0) or

employed (Yt = 1) after t periods, so Yt = I(T ≤ t). This outcome variable describes

the survival in unemployment, so E[Yt] = 1 − S̄(t), where S̄(t) is the survivor function

Pr(T > t).

We focus on a situation in which individuals can receive a single treatment only once

during the period of unemployment. All individuals in the data are eligible for enter-

ing treatment. However, the timing at which individuals receive treatment differs. Let

S > 0 denote the elapsed unemployment duration at the moment of entering treatment.

Individuals might actually leave unemployment before starting treatment. Let D be a

variable describing actual participation in treatment, D = I(S < T ).

Ideally, one should measure the effect of treatment at time period S on the resid-

ual unemployment duration. This can easily be translated into a cost-benefit analysis
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in which the treatment costs are compared to expected changes in future benefits pay-

ments. Furthermore, considering this treatment effect for different values of S is useful

for improving the targeting of treatment to unemployed workers. However, data usually

describe a limited observation period, so long unemployment durations are censored. The

lack of observations in the right tail of the distribution of unemployment spells implies

that we cannot estimate average durations. Instead, we focus on whether or not someone

is still unemployed some period after providing treatment.

Let Y ∗1,t(s) denote the potential unemployment status after t periods if the individual

was treated after s periods. So even though we only consider a single treatment, it may

have different effects when applied at different time periods. We impose that treatment

only affects later outcomes

Y ∗1,t(s) = Y ∗1,t(s
′) if s 6= s′ ∀t < s, s′

There is thus no causal dependence of outcomes on future treatments. This is the no-

anticipation assumption described by Abbring and Van den Berg (2003) and also adopted

by Fredriksson and Johansson (2008). No-anticipation rules out that, prior to the ac-

tual start of treatment, unemployed workers already change their job search behavior in

response to being assigned to treatment. This rules out threat effects as, for example,

measured by Black, Smith, Berger and Noel (2003). In their case unemployed workers are

more likely to leave the benefits program once they have been informed about the actual

start of a job search assistance program. A similar result is found by Crépon, Ferracci,

Jolivet and Van den Berg (2010). However, imposing no-anticipation does not rule out

ex-ante effects of the treatment. Individuals may know that they are exposed to the risk

of having to participate in some treatment, and may, therefore, behave differently than

in a system in which the treatment is absent. Justifying the no-anticipation assumption

requires knowledge about the unemployed worker’s information about participation in

treatment prior to actually starting the treatment. In our case, the unemployed workers

are informed (by letter) two weeks prior to the start of the job search assistance program.

Our data contain some information about these letters which we exploit to justify the

no-anticipation assumption (see the next subsection).

In a dynamic setting it is not immediately clear what the relevant counterfactual is.

The most natural counterfactual is to consider the potential outcome Y ∗0,t, which is the

outcome if the unemployed worker would not receive treatment prior to t. This implies

s > t, and because of the no-anticipation assumption

Y ∗0,t = Y ∗1,t(s) ∀t < s
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The relevant treatment effect (on the treated) would be

∆(t, s) = E
[
Y ∗1,t(s)− Y ∗0,t|S = s, Ys = 0

]
with t > s

This treatment effect denotes the effect of providing treatment at s on exit to work

between s and t for those who were still unemployed at s. This is the ex-post effect of the

treatment, so the effect of actually participating in the treatment on future outcomes. It

should be noted that almost all empirical microeconometric literature focuses on ex-post

effects and ignores ex-ante effects.

Unemployed workers treated at s are thus compared to unemployed workers who

(possibly) receive treatment after t. The main complication is that it is unclear which

individuals qualify for the control group. There is, of course, the selection problem if

treatment is not assigned randomly. However, an additional problem is that in a setting

with ongoing entry in treatment it is not possible to identify which individuals did not

receive treatment before t. In particular, for individuals who left unemployment between s

and t, it remains unobserved whether or not they would have received treatment before or

after t. It is unclear how to deal with such observations. Gerfin and Lechner (2002) include

these observations in the control group, but exclude individuals who are observed to have

received treatment between s and t. This causes a bias towards shorter unemployment

spells in the control group, and treatment effects will be underestimated. Ignoring both

types of observations does not solve the issue either as there is no exit observed in the

control group between s and t.

Sianesi (2004) suggests to consider as potential control group all individuals who re-

ceive treatment later than s. This implies that the treatment effect changes to

∆∗(t, s) = E
[
Y ∗1,t(s)− Y ∗1,t(> s)|S = s, Ys = 0

]
with t > s

where Y ∗1,t(> s) is the potential employment outcome at t for an unemployed worker not

treated before or at s. This treatment effect describes the effect of entering treatment at s

compared to entering treatment at some later moment. The usefulness of this treatment

effect is limited, mainly because the counterfactual outcomes and also the treatment effect

depend on the future entry process into treatment. A cost-benefit analysis, for example,

is not straightforward since it is unclear when individuals in the control group receive

treatment.

Both approaches mentioned above to construct counterfactuals are mainly driven by

the requirement to fit the evaluation problem within the standard (static) potential out-

come model. Dynamic techniques can deal with such data problems more flexibly. Ab-

bring and Van den Berg (2003) use a duration model framework in which they jointly
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model the length of the unemployment spell T and the time until entry in treatment S.

When imposing some functional form restrictions they can allow for selection on unob-

servables. Both Lechner (2009) and Fredriksson and Johansson (2008) discretize time and

develop multi-period matching estimators assuming that selection is only on observables.

A more practical issue is the choice of the unit of a time interval. In the next sections of

this paper we discuss in more detail the application of different approaches to our data,

and we compare the estimation results. This should provide insight in the advantages

and disadvantages of the different estimators.

2.4.2 Justifying no-anticipation

In the previous subsection we introduced the no-anticipation assumption. No-anticipation

implies that individuals do not change their behavior prior to entering the program once

they know the exact time of starting the program. If unemployed workers receive in-

formation about the timing of entry in job search assistance far before the actual start,

they might take this into account in their current job search decisions. Crépon, Ferracci,

Jolivet and Van den Berg (2010) use notifications to test for anticipation of training pro-

grams. They find strong effects of the notifications already before the start of the training

program. In their setting the average time between notification and entry in the program

is almost three months. Our data also contain some information on invitation letters for

the job search assistance program, which should be sent about two weeks prior to the

start of job search assistance. However, this information is very incomplete. Letters are

only recorded since April 2008, so no information is available on the first two years of the

observation period. There is also no guarantee that for the later period the information

on the letters is complete. In total we observe that 279 letters were sent. We observe only

four individuals who left unemployment in the two weeks prior to receiving the letter, but

no one in the short period after receiving the letter. Furthermore, the data show that in

almost all cases only 14 to 20 days elapsed between the sending of a letter and the start

of a job search assistance program. This provides evidence in favor of the no-anticipation

assumption in our setting.

The assumption of no-anticipation does not mean that individuals do not know about

the assignment rules for the job search assistance program. Unemployed workers may be

informed about the assignment rules. For example, an individual above age 50 may know

that she should enter the program as soon as possible, but it is ruled out that individuals

know the exact timing of entering the training. This also implies that individuals cannot

manipulate their assignment to the program. Given the construction with the external

agency assigning job search assistance, it is unlikely that individuals can either manipulate
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or obtain prior knowledge about their actual assignment. Unemployed workers do not

know about the existence of the external firm, and the external firm only receives very

limited information about each unemployed worker.

2.5 Timing-of-events approach

2.5.1 The model

We start by considering the timing-of-events approach proposed by Abbring and Van

den Berg (2003) to estimate the effect of participating in job search assistance on exit

from unemployment. This is a continuous-time method which allows for selection on

unobservables. The idea is to jointly model reemployment T and entry into treatment

S in a bivariate mixed proportional hazard rate model. Bonnal, Fougère and Serandon

(1997) use a similar model to estimate the effect of job search training, and Van den Berg,

Van der Klaauw and Van Ours (2004) to evaluate the effectiveness of benefits sanctions.

Consider an individual collecting unemployment insurance benefits for t units of time.

We assume that the exit rate can be characterized by observed characteristics x, un-

observed characteristics vu, the elapsed unemployment duration t itself, and a variable

indicating whether the individual already started participating in the job search assis-

tance program I(s < t), where s is the moment at which an individual enters job search

assistance. Furthermore, vu is assumed to be independent of x. The exit rate from un-

employment at t conditional on x, vu and s is denoted by θu(t|x, vu, s), and follows the

familiar mixed proportional hazard specification

θu(t|x, vu, s) = λu(t) exp(x′βu + δ · I(s < t) + vu)

in which λu(t) represents individual duration dependence.

The parameter δ describes the causal effect of participating in the job search assis-

tance program. In the specification above, this is a multiplicative effect on the exit rate

from unemployment. In Subsection 2.5.3 we show how we use this model to compute

the dynamic treatment effects ∆(t, s) described in the previous section. In the model

specification above δ is a permanent effect, which is the same for all individuals. This is

most likely too strong an assumption. In the next subsection we allow δ to depend on

individual characteristics x, the moment of starting the job search assistance program s,

and the elapsed duration of job search assistance t− s.4

4Abbring and Van den Berg (2003) show that it is also possible to allow δ to depend on unobserved

characteristics v.
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Recall that our data contain the same information as the external agency had when

assigning unemployed workers to job search assistance. If we include all individual char-

acteristics known to this external agency in the vector x, then the moment of entering the

training s should be independent of unobservables vu. We can test this by jointly model-

ing entry in the program and exit from unemployment. Therefore, consider an individual

who has received unemployment insurance benefits for t periods, and who did not start

the job search assistance yet. The entry rate into job search assistance at t conditional

on observed and unobserved characteristics x and vs is denoted by

θs(t|x, vs) = λs(t) exp(x′βs + vs)

where x is again imposed to be independent of vs. In this model specification, the entry

rate in the job search assistance program is conditionally independent of the unobserv-

ables vu only if vs and vu are independent. When actually estimating the model we allow

for dependence between vu and vs via the joint distribution G(vu, vs), and test for inde-

pendence. Because the timing-of-events model jointly models exit from unemployment

and entry in the program, it provides insight in the dynamic selection. This might be of

independent interest in some applications.

The identification of the model framework is discussed at length in Abbring and Van

den Berg (2003). The identification hinges on two key elements. First, proportionality

in the hazard rates is necessary to identify the joint distribution of unobservables. This

identification requirement thus imposes a restriction on the parametric specification. Sec-

ond, the no-anticipation assumption discussed in the previous section is necessary. The

model specifies the treatment effect as a change in the exit rate from unemployment at

the start of the job search assistance program.

The model is estimated using maximum likelihood estimation. We, therefore, pa-

rameterize the duration dependence functions and the bivariate unobserved heterogeneity

distribution using flexible specifications. We take both λu(t) and λs(t) to have a piecewise

constant specification,

λi(t) = exp

( ∑
j=1,2,...

λijIj (t)

)
i = u, s

where j is a subscript for time intervals and Ij(t) are time-varying dummy variables for

each of the consecutive time intervals. Note that with an increasing number of time

intervals any duration dependence pattern can be approximated arbitrarily closely.

We take the joint distribution of the unobserved heterogeneity terms vu and vs to be

bivariate discrete with unrestricted mass-point locations for each term. Allowing vu and
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vs to have two points of support each (vau, v
b
u, v

a
s and vbs respectively), the distribution of

G(vu, vs) is

Pr(vu = vau, vs = vas ) = p1 Pr(vu = vbu, vs = vas ) = p3

Pr(vu = vau, vs = vbs) = p2 Pr(vu = vbu, vs = vbs) = p4

with 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1 for i = 1, . . . , 4, and p4 = 1− p1 − p2 − p3. In this case it is easy to show

that vu and vs are independent if and only if cov(vu, vs) = 0. The covariance of vu and vs

equals

cov(vu, vs) = (p1p4 − p2p3) · (vau − vbu) · (vas − vbs)

In this case independence between vu and vs implies conditional independence between

assignment to the job search assistance program and exit to work. It is always possible

to allow for more than two mass-point locations but, as we will show in the following

section, the specification above is sufficiently flexible for our purpose.

2.5.2 Parameter estimates

Table 2.2 presents the parameter estimates for the timing-of-events model, both for the

full sample and for the sample excluding the low-skilled workers.5 In both cases the effect

of participating in the job search assistance program is negative and significant. Entering

the program reduces the probability of finding work. In the full sample the exit rate from

unemployment drops by about 29% = (exp(−0.338) − 1), and by about 36% for regular

unemployed workers (excluding the low-skilled workers).

Low-skilled workers are less likely to exit unemployment and are significantly more

likely to enter job search assistance. The latter is in agreement with the assignment policy

of the program. Women are less likely to find work, but this is only significant in the full

sample. The previous wage is negatively associated to finding work and positively related

to entering the job search assistance program. We allow for a fourth-order polynomial

in age. All terms have a significant effect both on exit from unemployment and program

participation.

Both in the exit rate and the entry in job search assistance, the duration dependence

pattern is relatively flat beyond 30 days of collecting benefits. This implies that during

the first month of unemployment relatively few people find work, but later during the

unemployment spell there is no decrease in the exit rate. The same holds for the entry in

job search assistance.

5In the maximum likelihood estimation we tried different starting values, but all gave the same pa-

rameter estimates.
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Table 2.2: Timing-of-events estimates.

Full sample No low-skilled

θu θs θu θs

Treatment (δ) −0.388∗∗ −0.443∗∗

(0.091) (0.105)

Low Skilled −0.918∗∗ 1.618∗∗

(0.096) (0.091)

Female −0.115∗ −0.119 −0.061 −0.133

(0.067) (0.075) (0.070) (0.095)

log(Wage) −0.527∗∗ 0.647∗∗ −0.507∗∗ 0.498∗∗

(0.055) (0.116) (0.057) (0.129)

Age/10 9.095∗∗ 77.850∗∗ 9.565∗∗ 78.668∗∗

(1.493) (1.356) (1.780) (1.756)

Age2/102 −4.293∗∗ −26.443∗∗ −4.590∗∗ −27.175∗∗

(0.519) (0.234) (0.652) (0.336)

Age3/103 0.813∗∗ 3.941∗∗ 0.884∗∗ 4.118∗∗

(0.081) (0.033) (0.106) (0.048)

Age4/104 −0.055∗∗ −0.216∗∗ −0.061∗∗ −0.229∗∗

(0.005) (0.003) (0.007) (0.004)

Duration dependence

λ30−90 0.904∗∗ 2.582∗∗ 0.918∗∗ 2.563∗∗

(0.081) (0.364) (0.083) (0.515)

λ90−150 0.925∗∗ 3.420∗∗ 0.969∗∗ 3.342∗∗

(0.085) (0.362) (0.087) (0.511)

λ150−210 1.024∗∗ 3.538∗∗ 1.059∗∗ 3.693∗∗

(0.092) (0.365) (0.094) (0.514)

λ210−300 0.769∗∗ 3.613∗∗ 0.745∗∗ 3.795∗∗

(0.101) (0.366) (0.106) (0.514)

λ300−390 0.870∗∗ 3.337∗∗ 0.794∗∗ 3.637∗∗

(0.124) (0.383) (0.136) (0.526)

λ390−480 1.084∗∗ 2.439∗∗ 1.092∗∗ 2.476∗∗

(0.137) (0.478) (0.149) (0.634)

λ480−656 1.053∗∗ 2.128∗∗ 1.012∗∗ 2.111∗∗

(0.150) (0.537) (0.173) (0.695)

Unobserved heterogeneity

v1 −10.777∗∗ −96.475∗∗ −11.048∗∗ −96.020∗∗

(1.560) (2.430) (1.780) (3.064)

v2 – – – –

p1 1.000 1.000

(–) (–)

p2 0.000 0.000

(–) (–)

p3 0.000 0.000

(–) (–)

p4 0.000 0.000

(–) (–)

Loglikelihood -18931.99 -15818.58

Observations 3064 2663

Note: ** indicates significance at the 1% level, * significance at the 5% level. Standard errors in parentheses.
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The distribution of the unobserved heterogeneity is concentrated at a single mass point

so there is no correlation between the unobserved heterogeneity vu in the exit rate and

the unobserved heterogeneity vs in the entry rate in job search assistance. This confirms

that conditional on observed characteristics assignment to the program is independent of

the exit rate from unemployment, which is in agreement with the process of assigning job

search assistance as described in Subsection 2.2.2.6

We have tried including additional heterogeneity in the model. In particular, we have

tried including calender-time effects and regional dummies. However, most of the covariate

effects are insignificant and, more importantly, it did not change the parameter estimates.

The latter is particularly true for the effects of participating in job search assistance.

Imposing proportionality of the hazard rates might be too strong. Low-skilled workers

are very different from regular unemployed workers. Furthermore, individuals below and

above age 50 have a different pattern of entry into the program. These different duration

dependence patterns will most likely not be captured by a single dummy variable causing

only a proportional shift in transition rates. To allow for these differences, we estimate

the model separately for low-skilled workers, individuals above age 50 and those below

age 50.

Table 2.3 shows the parameter estimates for the three groups.7 The job search as-

sistance has a negative effect on reemployment for all three groups but the effect is only

significant for the no low-skilled individuals. Furthermore, the negative effect is almost

twice as large for individuals over age 50. Recall that individuals over age 50 should enter

the job search assistance early while individuals below age 50 are supposed to wait six

months. To capture the timing of entrance into the program, we interact the effect of the

program with the elapsed unemployment duration when entering. Table 2.4 shows that

for all groups job search assistance has the largest negative effect when the unemployed

worker enters early, and that this adverse effect becomes smaller the later the individual

enters the program.

It is well known that job search assistance programs may cause lock-in effects, i.e.

when being in the program individuals reduce their job search effort. The objective of the

program was to prepare participants for making successful job applications within two

months, with the maximum length of the program year. To capture locking-in, we allow

the effect of job search assistance to depend on the elapsed duration in the program.

6If we exclude some regressors from our model, estimation results actually show dependent unobserved

heterogeneity.
7For the over 50 years group we find in the exit rate some dispersed unobserved heterogeneity, but

with very large standard errors. The second mass points describes individuals with an exit rate of almost

zero, which explains the extreme standard error.
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Table 2.3: Timing-of-events estimates by group.

Only low-skilled No low-skilled No low-skilled

Over 50 Under 50

θu θs θu θs θu θs

Treatment (δ) −0.195 −0.875∗∗ −0.414∗∗

(0.285) (0.219) (0.148)

Female −0.469∗ −0.113 −0.120 −0.131∗∗ −0.040 0.156

(0.220) (0.159) (0.170) (0.045) (0.080) (0.167)

log(Wage) −1.408∗∗ 0.687∗ −0.481∗∗ 0.646∗∗ −0.507∗∗ 0.382∗

(0.332) (0.377) (0.197) (0.077) (0.062) (0.202)

Age/10 −24.256∗∗ −17.408∗∗ −49.799∗∗ 7.563∗∗ 32.359∗∗ −10.564

(9.252) (7.232) (4.440) (1.822) (3.130) (14.413)

Age2/102 8.285∗∗ 6.308∗∗ 30.951∗∗ −73.093∗∗ −15.122∗∗ 10.032∗

(2.366) (1.663) (2.731) (0.088) (1.343) (5.086)

Age3/103 −1.291∗∗ −0.978∗∗ −5.848∗∗ 17.472∗∗ 2.993∗∗ −2.654∗∗

(0.269) (0.131) (0.711) (0.010) (0.264) (0.804)

Age4/104 0.075∗∗ 0.055∗∗ 0.358∗∗ −1.183∗∗ −0.216∗∗ 0.225∗∗

(0.015) (0.003) (0.053) (0.003) (0.020) (0.049)

Duration dependence

λ30−90 0.542 3.860∗∗ 0.632∗ 2.456∗∗ 0.945∗∗ 0.000

(0.380) (0.631) (0.290) (0.518) (0.086)

λ90−150 −0.142 5.444∗∗ 1.159∗∗ 3.460∗∗ 0.949∗∗ 0.815∗

(0.440) (0.645) (0.306) (0.514) (0.091) (0.453)

λ150−210 0.282 5.266∗∗ 0.912∗∗ 3.571∗∗ 1.100∗∗ 2.861∗∗

(0.454) (0.650) (0.386) (0.521) (0.099) (0.358)

λ210−300 0.664 5.217∗∗ 0.779∗ 3.301∗∗ 0.784∗∗ 3.434∗∗

(0.453) (0.661) (0.454) (0.535) (0.112) (0.341)

λ300−390 0.958∗ 3.799∗∗ 1.014∗ 3.383∗∗ 0.806∗∗ 3.578∗∗

(0.470) (0.859) (0.521) (0.590) (0.152) (0.367)

λ390−480 0.837∗ 4.291∗∗ 1.302∗ 2.446∗ 1.129∗∗ 2.669∗∗

(0.492) (0.883) (0.569) (1.117) (0.171) (0.551)

λ480−656 0.976∗ 3.965∗∗ 1.382∗ 5.779∗∗ 0.997∗∗ 1.817∗∗

(0.483) (0.984) (0.666) (0.509) (0.209) (0.762)

Unobserved heterogeneity

v1 23.887∗ 9.592 −22.978 – −29.120∗∗ –

(12.548) (10.502) (18.764) (2.780)

v2 – 5.671 −30.912 335.300∗∗ – −16.007

(10.498) (5865.900) (6.521) (15.192)

p1 0.121∗∗ 0.000 0.000

(0.030) (–) (–)

p2 0.000 0.000 0.000

(–) (–) (–)

p3 0.879∗∗ 0.892 1.000

(0.030) (0.916) (–)

p4 0.000 0.108 0.000

(–) (0.916) (–)

Loglikelihood -3043.42 -3647.53 -12052.09

Observations 401 571 2092

Note: ** indicates significance at the 1% level, * significance at the 5% level. Standard errors in parentheses.
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Table 2.4: Treatment effect depends on timing start of program.

Treatment Effect δ

Full Sample Low Skilled Over 50 no LS Under 50 no LS

Inflow within 4 months −0.678∗∗ −0.375 −1.194∗ −1.016∗

(0.138) (0.327) (0.556) (0.470)

Inflow 4 - 8 months −0.257∗∗ 0.039 −0.705 −0.425∗∗

(0.108) (0.306) (0.546) (0.176)

Inflow after 8 months −0.166 0.037 −0.220 −0.171

(0.175) (0.526) (0.615) (0.219)

Note: ** indicates significance at the 1% level, * significance at the 5% level. Standard errors in parentheses.

Table 2.5: Lock-in effects.

Treatment effect δ

Full Sample Low skilled (LS) Over 50, not LS U nder 50, not LS

δtLI≤60 −0.589∗∗ −0.406 −0.943∗∗ −0.540∗

(0.151) (0.383) (0.274) (0.234)

δ60<tLI≤365 −0.262∗∗ −0.086 −0.855∗∗ −0.286∗

(0.102) (0.310) (0.174) (0.163)

δ365<tLI −0.568∗∗ 0.014 −2.233∗∗ −0.972∗

(0.221) (0.458) (0.426) (0.562)

Note: ** indicates significance at the 1% level, * significance at the 5% level. Standard errors in parentheses.

We allow the program effect to be different during the first two months, between two

months and one year and beyond one year. Table 2.5 shows that for regular unemployed

workers the effect of the program is negative at any elapsed duration since the start of

the program. This indicates that the negative effects which we found earlier are not only

the consequence of a very large initial lock-in effect.

2.5.3 Treatment effects

Within the timing-of-events model, the causal effect of job search assistance describes

a proportional shift in the exit rate. This does not directly translate into a statistic

which is useful for policy purposes. Since the timing-of-events model provides a full

parametric specification for the exit rate from unemployment and the entry into job search

assistance, we can compute the effect of the program on the expected unemployment

duration. However, this is unattractive since it requires extrapolating the pattern of

duration dependence beyond the observation period. Van den Berg and Van der Klaauw

(2006) mention that expected unemployment durations are very sensitive on the details

of this extrapolation.

Instead, we focus on the treatment effects ∆(t, s) discussed in Subsection 2.4.1. These
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treatment effects describe the change in the probability of finding work within t periods

after becoming unemployed due to entering job search assistance after s periods (and

conditional on still being unemployed at that moment). Using the timing-of-events model,

for an unemployed worker with observed characteristics x and unobserved characteristics

vu, this treatment effect can be written as

∆(t, s;x, v) =
exp(−

∫ t
0
θu(z|x, t, vu)dz)− exp(−

∫ t
0
θu(z|x, s, vu)dz)

exp(−
∫ s

0
θu(z|x, s, vu)

To obtain the population equivalent estimate, we average over the observed characteris-

tics x of all individuals in our sample and integrate over the distribution of unobserved

heterogeneity. We use the delta method to compute standard errors around the treatment

effects.

Table 2.6 shows the estimated employment probabilities and treatment effects. First,

we use the estimation results from the (baseline) timing-of-events model with permanent

homogeneous effects. The table first shows the effect of entering job search training after

three months on employment after four and six months. The upper panel of the table

shows that about 30% of the individuals leave unemployment within three months of

starting to collect benefits. Without job search assistance almost 39% of the individuals

find work within four months and about 52% within six months. If individuals are assigned

to job search assistance after three months, the employment probability after four months

reduces to around 36% and to almost 47% after six months. For s = 3 the treatment

effects ∆(t, s) thus equal −0.037 and −0.081 for t = 4 and t = 6, respectively. We also

find significantly negative effects on employment for people entering job search assistance

immediately and after six months. Immediately entry in job search assistance reduces

the reemployment probability after six months by 0.108. Entering the program after six

months reduces the employment rate after nine months by 0.066 and after 12 month by

0.096.

The second to fourth panel of Table 2.6 show the estimated models for the different

groups. For low-skilled workers the effects are negative but insignificant. For both other

groups participation in job search assistance significantly reduces the probability of being

employed. The treatment effects are about the same for individuals above and below age

50. However, reemployment rates are much lower for individuals above age 50. Therefore,

one might argue that individuals above age 50 suffer more from participating in job search

assistance.

Next, we considered the model in which the effect of the job search assistance depends

on the elapsed unemployment duration at the start of the program. The parameter

estimates presented in the previous subsection indicated that the program’s effect depends
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Table 2.6: Average treatment effects for different subsamples and model specifications.

(s = 3, t = 4) (s = 3, t = 6) (s = 0, t = 6) (s = 6, t = 9) (s = 6, t = 12)

Full Sample (baseline model)

Y ∗
0,s 0.301 0.301 0.000 0.521 0.521

(0.008) (0.008) (–) (0.008) (0.008)

Y ∗
0,t 0.388 0.521 0.521 0.637 0.716

(0.007) (0.008) (0.008) (0.009) (0.010)

Y ∗
1,t(s) 0.362 0.465 0.414 0.606 0.670

(0.009) (0.013) (0.024) (0.009) (0.010)

∆(s, t) −0.037∗∗ −0.081∗∗ −0.108∗∗ −0.066∗∗ −0.096∗∗

(0.008) (0.018) (0.025) (0.015) (0.022)

Low-skilled workers

Y ∗
0,s 0.102 0.102 0.000 0.163 0.163

(0.016) (0.016) (–) (0.020) (0.020)

Y ∗
0,t 0.120 0.163 0.163 0.252 0.357

(0.016) (0.020) (0.020) (0.032) (0.050)

Y ∗
1,t(s) 0.117 0.153 0.137 0.237 0.328

(0.016) (0.019) (0.0327) (0.020) (0.023)

∆(s, t) −0.003 −0.011 −0.025 −0.017 −0.035

(0.005) (0.016) (0.036) (0.027) (0.053)

Under age 50 and not low skilled

Y ∗
0,s 0.388 0.388 0.000 0.653 0.653

(0.010) (0.010) (–) (0.010) (0.010)

Y ∗
0,t 0.493 0.653 0.653 0.778 0.848

(0.009) (0.010) (0.010) (0.012) (0.014)

Y ∗
1,t(s) 0.460 0.583 0.519 0.743 0.803

(0.013) (0.024) (0.048) (0.016) (0.019)

∆(s, t) −0.054∗∗ −0.114∗∗ −0.134∗∗ −0.100∗∗ −0.130∗∗

(0.016) (0.037) (0.047) (0.032) (0.034)

Over age 50 and not low skilled

Y ∗
0,s 0.118 0.118 0.000 0.291 0.291

(0.027) (0.027) (–) (0.025) (0.025)

Y ∗
0,t 0.186 0.291 0.291 0.393 0.488

(0.028) (0.025) (0.025) (0.033) (0.043)

Y ∗
1,t(s) 0.147 0.197 0.138 0.336 0.385

(0.027) (0.026) (0.028) (0.024) (0.029)

∆(s, t) −0.044∗∗ −0.107∗∗ −0.152∗∗ −0.080∗∗ −0.145∗∗

(0.014) (0.025) (0.032) (0.024) (0.038)

Effect dependent on unemployment duration at entering

Y ∗
0,s 0.302 0.302 0.000 0.523 0.523

(0.008) (0.008) (–) (0.008) (0.008)

Y ∗
0,t 0.389 0.523 0.523 0.640 0.716

(0.007) (0.008) (0.008) (0.009) (0.011)

Y ∗
1,t(s) 0.348 0.431 0.341 0.618 0.685

(0.009) (0.016) (0.033) (0.010) (0.012)

∆(s, t) −0.058∗∗ −0.132∗∗ −0.183∗∗ −0.046∗ −0.065∗

(0.009) (0.023) (0.034) (0.019) (0.027)

Effect dependent on elapsed program duration

Y ∗
0,s 0.301 0.301 0.000 0.522 0.522

(0.008) (0.008) (–) (0.008) (0.008)

Y ∗
0,t 0.388 0.522 0.522 0.637 0.713

(0.007) (0.008) (0.008) (0.009) (0.010)

Y ∗
1,t(s) 0.352 0.456 0.428 0.599 0.670

(0.010) (0.014) (0.025) (0.009) (0.010)

∆(s, t) −0.052∗∗ −0.095∗∗ −0.093∗∗ −0.079∗∗ −0.089∗∗

(0.011) (0.019) (0.025) (0.016) (0.022)

** indicates significance at the 1% level, * significance at the 5% level. Standard errors in parentheses.
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on the moment of entry. The treatment effect estimates in the fifth panel of Table 2.6

replicate this finding, showing that job search assistance has a more negative effect on

the exit to work if entry is after three month compared to after six months. Compared

to the model with homogenous constant treatment effects the estimated treatment effects

change substantially. This emphasizes the importance of controlling for the moment of

entry in the program.

The final model specification involved relating the effect of the program to time spent

in the program. Recall that we did not find strong evidence in favor of differences between

lock-in effect and post-program effects. The final panel of Table 2.6 shows the treatment

effects corresponding to this model specification. It is not surprising that the results are

not very different from the treatment effects in the baseline model with constant treatment

effects.

2.6 Propensity score methods

The identification of the timing-of-events model relies on the no-anticipation assumption,

but also requires that hazard rates are proportional. This second assumption might be

restrictive because it imposes a functional form on the model. From the institutional

setting we know that selection is only on observed characteristics. This was confirmed

when estimating the timing-of-events model since we did not find any selection on unob-

servables. In this section we impose that selection is only on observables which allows us

to relax parametric assumptions.

Selection on observables implies that conditional on observed characteristics, treat-

ment assignment is independent of potential outcomes. This is satisfied as long as we

include in the set of observed variables X all characteristics known to the external firm

assigning the job search assistance program. In our institutional setting with ongoing en-

try in the job search assistance program and a population in which all unemployed workers

are entitled to the program, the following dynamic conditional independence assumption

is satisfied

(Y ∗1,t(s) ∀t, s > 0)⊥S|X

The conditional independence assumption is necessary for matching individuals entering

the program with comparable unemployed workers who did not participate.

The conditional independence assumption guarantees that

E[Y ∗1,t(s)|X] = E[Yt|X,S = s]

The right-hand side takes the expected employment outcomes at t for those individuals
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treated at s. In a dynamic setting, however, the moment of entry in the program is only

observed for those unemployed workers who actually enter. In particular, for individuals

who left unemployment prior to s without having participated in the job search assistance

program, we do not know if they would belong to the population with S = s. The usual

approach is to consider only individuals who are still unemployed at time s (i.e. Ys = 0),

and who did not already enter job search assistance (i.e. S ≥ s) (e.g. Gerfin and Lechner,

2002; Lalive, Van Ours and Zweimüller, 2008; and Sianesi, 2004). As in Subsection 2.4.1

we define our treatment effect of interest conditional on Ys = 0 and S = s.

Imposing only the conditional independence assumption does not guarantee that

E[Y ∗1,t(s)|X, Ys = 0] equals E[Yt|X, Ys = 0, S = s]. This can easily be illustrated. As-

sume that potential outcomes depend on the observables X and some other individual

characteristics U , i.e. Y ∗1,t(s;X,U). The timing of entry into job search assistance only de-

pends on X, i.e. S(X), so the conditional independence assumption is satisfied. But there

can still be dynamic selection if, for example, unemployed workers anticipate entry into

the program and intensify job search effort. Within the stock of individuals who survive

in unemployment for s periods, those who start job search assistance at s will then have

different characteristics than those who enter later. Ridder (1984) showed that in a stock

sample, for example Ys = 0, the distribution of unobserved characteristics U depends on

observed characteristics X. This implies that in case of anticipation at s, the moment of

entering treatment S is no longer independent of U , i.e. S(X,U |Ys = 0) 6= S(X|Ys = 0).

The consequence is that if the assumption of no-anticipation does not hold, a stronger

conditional independence assumption is required to estimate dynamic treatment effects.

In particular,

(Y ∗1,t(s)|Ys = 0 ∀t, s > 0)⊥S|X,U

which implies conditioning on all variables affecting the employment status. In many cases

it is unlikely that data contain all characteristics which affect outcomes. In our case, this

stronger assumption is unlikely to be satisfied because our data are not exceptionally rich

on individual characteristics.

Because the moment of entry in the job search assistance program S is a continuous

process and we want to estimate the effect of entry in the program at a specific moment,

we need to discretize time to obtain a group of unemployed workers entering at S = s.

Let τ denote the unit of time. This implies that for all unemployed workers observed to

enter the program between s and s + τ we should find comparable controls. We use the

propensity score ps(X) to match unemployed workers entering job search assistance at s

with those not entering at s. The propensity score is given by

ps(X) = Pr(S < s+ τ |Ys = 0;S ≥ s;X)
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In the baseline case we take the unit of time τ equal to 30 days. The advantage of

choosing τ relatively large is that it makes the size of the treatment group substantial,

so more observations are used in the estimation. The disadvantage is that information is

lost when aggregating time. In the sensitivity analyses we vary τ to get some idea about

the robustness of the results.

We estimate the propensity score using a logit specification. As explanatory variables

in the logit specification we use the same covariates as included in the timing-of-events

model, so gender, a polynomial in age, the logarithm of the pre-unemployment wage and

an indicator for being a low-skilled worker. As controls we take all untreated individuals

whose propensity score differs less than 0.025 from the propensity score of the treated

individual. If there are multiple controls for a single treated individual we weight the

observations using a kernel with bandwidth 0.005.8

We checked the support of the propensity scores for the treated and controls. We

find that the distribution of propensity scores change with s, as the decision to assign

unemployed workers to job search assistance changes over the duration of unemployment.

However, we do not find differences in the support between individuals actually entering

job search assistance and those not entering.

In Subsection 2.4.1 we mentioned that within the control group there might be unem-

ployed workers observed to enter job search assistance between s+τ and t. Sianesi (2004)

modifies the treatment effect, such that it becomes the effect of entering at s compared

to later, which has the disadvantage that the treatment effect depends on the process of

future entry into treatment. Lechner (1999) suggests to simulate the timing of entry for

those individuals for which the moment of treatment entry is missing (and then remove

the treatment and control observations with a simulated treatment between s and t).

However, this implies some conditioning on future outcomes. Fredriksson and Johans-

son (2008) advocate the use of duration models in discrete time. We follow Lalive, Van

Ours and Zweimüller (2008) who combine a matching approach with estimating survivor

functions based on duration models.

The treatment effect ∆(t, s) can be written as

∆(t, s) = E[Y ∗1,t(s)|S = s, Ys = 0]− E[Y ∗0,t|S = s, Ys = 0]

Since there is no right-censoring for the treatment group, we can estimate E[Y ∗1,t(s)|S =

s, Ys = 0] by the fraction of individuals who found work before t having received treatment

between s and s + τ . Within the matched control group we have to deal with observed

8Most of our results are robust against the choice of matching algorithm. For example, nearest-

neighbor matching gives in many cases very similar results.
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entry in the treatment between s + τ and t. The no-anticipation assumption and the

conditional independence assumption guarantee that conditional on X all entry in the

job search assistance program can be treated as independent right-censoring of the exit

from unemployment. To estimate the counterfactual outcome it is thus crucial to condition

on the observed characteristics X. Therefore, we apply the estimator

̂E[Y ∗0,t|S = s, Ys = 0, X] = 1−
t∏

z=s+τ

̂Pr(Yz = 0|S > z, Yz−τ = 0, X)

In our empirical analyses we use logit specifications for the survival probabilities Pr(Yz =

0|S > z, Yz−τ = 0, X). In particular, to minimize functional form assumption, we estimate

for each z a separate logit model.

A final issue is the computation of the standard errors. These must account for various

sources of uncertainty around the treatment effects. The first source of uncertainty comes

from the matching procedure. To estimate the variance generated by the matching we

follow Lalive, Van Ours and Zweimüller (2008) and apply subsampling. Additionally,

there is variation because the survivor functions for both the treatment and the matched

control group are based on estimated Logit specifications. We can use the Delta method

to estimate the variance of these separate survivor functions and the resulting treatment

effect for a given matched sample. We add both variances to estimate the variance of the

treatment effect.

2.6.1 Treatment effects

Table 2.7 shows the estimation results for the propensity score matching approach. The

first panel of the table shows the results for the baseline case. As in the timing-of-events

model, we find negative treatment effects for all five treatment effects. However, in none

of the cases are the treatment effects significant. The main reason for the insignificance

are the relatively high standard errors, which are caused by estimating the logit functions

underlying the untreated outcomes. Furthermore, the standard errors in the third column

reflect the small sample of entrances into training during the first month of unemploy-

ment. The use of the logit functions is necessary to account for right-censoring due to

later entry in the program, which is only independent of the exit from unemployment

conditional on the individual characteristics X. Fredriksson and Johansson (2008) do not

discuss including covariates in the exit probabilities. In the second panel of the table we

follow this approach. This hardly affects the estimates for the average potential untreated

outcomes Y ∗0,t and the treatment effects ∆(s, t). The standard errors are, however, reduced

substantially.
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Table 2.7: Results from propensity score methods.

(s = 3, t = 4) (s = 3, t = 6) (s = 0, t = 6) (s = 6, t = 9) (s = 6, t = 12)

Baseline model

Y ∗
0,s 0.307 0.307 0.000 0.563 0.563

(0.011) (0.011) (–) (0.014) (0.014)

Y ∗
0,t 0.360 0.393 0.384 0.668 0.710

(0.041) (0.080) (0.315) (0.079) (0.121)

Y ∗
1,t(s) 0.322 0.348 0.222 0.620 0.702

(0.013) (0.024) (0.155) (0.037) (0.051)

∆(s, t) −0.054 −0.065 −0.162 −0.110 −0.019

(0.043) (0.084) (0.350) (0.089) (0.132)

No heterogeneity in exit probabilities

Y ∗
0,s 0.307 0.307 0.000 0.563 0.563

(0.011) (0.011) (–) (0.014) (0.014)

Y ∗
0,t 0.360 0.396 0.403 0.669 0.711

(0.024) (0.034) (0.201) (0.051) (0.066)

Y ∗
1,t(s) 0.322 0.348 0.222 0.620 0.702

(0.013) (0.024) (0.152) (0.037) (0.051)

∆(s, t) −0.054∗ −0.069 −0.181 −0.113 −0.021

(0.027) (0.042) (0.251) (0.064) (0.085)

Ignoring later entry in treatment

Y ∗
0,s 0.307 0.307 0.000 0.563 0.563

(0.011) (0.011) (–) (0.014) (0.014)

Y ∗
0,t 0.360 0.398 0.335 0.661 0.688

(0.024) (0.030) (0.166) (0.045) (0.049)

Y ∗
1,t(s) 0.322 0.342 0.222 0.620 0.701

(0.013) (0.020) (0.152) (0.037) (0.051)

∆(s, t) −0.054∗ −0.080∗ −0.113 −0.094 0.028

(0.027) (0.037) (0.223) (0.060) (0.072)

Excluding later treated from control group

Y ∗
0,s 0.307 0.307 0.000 0.563 0.563

(0.011) (0.011) (–) (0.014) (0.014)

Y ∗
0,t 0.360 0.409 0.353 0.689 0.704

(0.024) (0.033) (0.168) (0.049) (0.054)

Y ∗
1,t(s) 0.322 0.338 0.222 0.620 0.701

(0.013) (0.019) (0.152) (0.037) (0.051)

∆(s, t) −0.054∗ −0.103∗∗ −0.131 −0.160∗ −0.008

(0.027) (0.039) (0.225) (0.065) (0.080)

Matching taken over 30 day interval [s, s+ 30).

** indicates significance at the 1% level, * significance at the 5% level.

Matching and Logit functions include the same covariates as the timing of events model.
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Most complications are caused by unemployed workers entering job search assistance

between s+ τ and t, which confounds the definition of the control group. Sianesi (2004)

suggests to ignore later entry in job search assistance and to include unemployed workers

entering job search assistance between s+ τ and t in the control group. The alternative is

to exclude individuals with observed entry in the job search assistance program between

s + τ and t from the evaluation. In the bottom two panels of Table 2.7 we report the

results from both approaches. Standard errors are reduced compared to the previous

results. Furthermore, excluding unemployed workers who receive later treatment seems

to generate a larger bias in the estimated treatment effects than ignoring later entry. This

is particularly true for the treatment effects reported in the second and the fourth column.

When applying the propensity score matching methods we need to discretize time.

Above we fixed the unit of time (τ) to 30 days. In Table 2.8 we show estimation results

for different units of time. Reducing the unit of time, for example, to 15 days causes

that sample sizes become too small. Therefore, we focus on increasing the unit of time

to 45, 90 and 180 days. There are two important consequences of increasing the unit

of time. First, treatment effects become more negative. And second, standard errors

reduce mainly because treated and matched control groups contain more observations.

So treatment effects become significant and are different from the treatment effects found

using smaller units of time. The propensity score matching method thus lacks in this case

robustness against the choice of the unit of time.

2.7 Regression discontinuity

Recall that regular workers (i.e. those who are not low-skilled) who are younger than

50 when becoming unemployed only enter the job search assistance program after having

collected benefits for six months. Unemployed workers 50 years and older should enter

the program immediately after becoming unemployed. We focus here on these regular

unemployed workers and exploit the policy discontinuity at age 50. In Section 2.3 we

showed that there is a substantial difference in the entry process in the program between

unemployed workers below and above age 50. However, within both groups there is a large

variation in the moment of entering the job search assistance program. The regression-

discontinuity design is, therefore, fuzzy (e.g. Hahn, Todd and Van der Klaauw, 2001).

The analysis of a fuzzy regression-discontinuity design is not straightforward in a

dynamic setting. At the start of their unemployment spell individuals know that their

age affects the entry rate in the program. Forward-looking individuals may use this

information which means being above or below the age threshold may not be a valid
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Table 2.8: Estimation results from propensity score matching with different units of time.

(s = 3, t = 4) (s = 3, t = 6) (s = 0, t = 6) (s = 6, t = 9) (s = 6, t = 12)

τ = 30

Y ∗
0,s 0.307 0.307 0.000 0.563 0.563

(0.011) (0.011) (–) (0.014) (0.014)

Y ∗
0,t 0.360 0.393 0.384 0.668 0.710

(0.041) (0.080) (0.315) (0.079) (0.121)

Y ∗
1,t(s) 0.322 0.348 0.222 0.620 0.702

(0.013) (0.024) (0.155) (0.037) (0.051)

∆(s, t) −0.054 −0.065 −0.162 −0.110 −0.019

(0.043) (0.084) (0.350) (0.089) (0.132)

τ = 45

Y ∗
0,s 0.307 0.000 0.563 0.563

(0.011) (–) (0.014) (0.014)

Y ∗
0,t 0.404 0.267 0.667 0.699

(0.043) (0.091) (0.043) (0.072)

Y ∗
1,t(s) 0.345 0.067 0.601 0.663

(0.016) (0.031) (0.024) (0.035)

∆(s, t) −0.085 −0.200∗ −0.150∗∗ −0.081

(0.047) (0.096) (0.052) (0.083)

τ = 90

Y ∗
0,s 0.307 0.000 0.563 0.563

(0.011) (–) (0.014) (0.014)

Y ∗
0,t 0.426 0.249 0.677 0.713

(0.020) (0.046) (0.024) (0.034)

Y ∗
1,t(s) 0.335 0.0717 0.598 0.652

(0.012) (0.022) (0.020) (0.029)

∆(s, t) −0.131∗∗ −0.178∗∗ −0.180∗∗ −0.138∗∗

(0.024) (0.051) (0.034) (0.047)

τ = 180

Y ∗
0,s 0.000 0.563

(–) (0.014)

Y ∗
0,t 0.288 0.726

(0.018) (0.022)

Y ∗
1,t(s) 0.051 0.638

(0.011) (0.024)

∆(s, t) −0.237∗∗ −0.201∗∗

(0.021) (0.036)

** indicates significance at the 1% level, * significance at the 5% level.

We estimate the matching and Logit functions with the same covariates as in the timing of events model.
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instrument for program entry. This has also been recognized by Rosenzweig and Wolpin

(2000), who criticize the use of instrumental variables in dynamic settings. Abbring and

Van den Berg (2005) argue that an indicator for being above or below the age threshold

is a special regressor rather than an instrumental variable.

We can either use a continuous-time duration model or we can discretize time to relax

functional-form restrictions. The continuous-time regression-discontinuity approach fits

within the instrumental-variable duration model proposed by Abbring and Van den Berg

(2005). This framework closely follows the timing-of-events model, but it exploits the

policy discontinuity at age 50. The variable indicating if at the start of unemployment an

individual is 50 years or older is a special regressor. This variable only affects the exit rate

from unemployment until the moment of entry in job search assistance. The intuition is

that information about the entry process in the program is valuable only until someone

actually enters the job search assistance program. Using a mixed proportional hazard

rate for exit from unemployment, this gives the specification

θu(t|x, vu, ts) = λu(t) exp(x′βu + ηu · 50+ · I(t ≤ ts) + δ · I(t > ts) + vu)

where 50+ is an indicator function for being 50 years or older. Obviously the age of

the individual (at the start of the unemployment spell) is also included in the vector of

individual characteristics x (but again as a polynomial).

The parameter ηu provides some insight into the presence of ex-ante effects of the

job search assistance program. If unemployed workers dislike participation in job search

assistance and have a high risk of being assigned to the program, they might increase their

job search effort to leave unemployment before actually being assigned to the program.

In that case ηu will be positive, since individuals age 50 and older are more likely to be

assigned to job search assistance early during the unemployment spell. The presence of ex-

ante effects does not violate the no-anticipation assumption, which states that individuals

should not change their behavior in response to knowing the exact moment of entering

the program. The ex-ante effect described by ηu is different from, for example, the threat

effect estimated by Black, Smith, Berger and Noel (2003).

We do not rule out that there is selection on unobservables. Therefore, like in the

timing-of-events method, we jointly model the entry rate into the job search assistance

program which also depends on the variable indicating if the individual was 50 years or

older at the moment of becoming unemployed,

θs(t|x, vs) = λs(t) exp(x′βs + ηs · 50+ + vs)

The identification of the treatment effect δ hinges on the mixed proportional hazard rate

structure and the no-anticipation assumption. The policy discontinuity only identifies
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the parameter ηu. This differs from the static fuzzy regression-discontinuity approach,

which actually uses exogenous variation due to the policy discontinuity to identify the

(marginal) treatment effect. The intuition why this is not the case in our dynamic setting

is that dynamic selection causes that at t > 0 the variation due to the policy discontinuity

is no longer exogenous. Since no individual enters the program at t = 0, exploiting the

exogeneity in the variation due to the policy discontinuity is only informative on the

ex-ante effect ηu. We parameterize this bivariate duration model similarly to the timing-

of-events model and estimate the model using maximum likelihood estimation.

We can again try to relax the parametric structure of the model by discretizing time.

To do so we rely on static methods for analyzing a fuzzy regression-discontinuity design,

which translate into an instrumental-variable approach (e.g. Hahn, Todd and Van der

Klaauw, 2001). The conditions for instrumental variables are

Y ∗1,t(s)⊥50+|X and S(50+, X) 6= S(50−, X)

The first condition implies that conditional on covariates X the age threshold does not

affect potential outcomes. The second condition implies that the age threshold has a

nontrivial effect on the timing of entering job search assistance. Note that the continuous-

time regression-discontinuity model discussed above violates the first (conditional inde-

pendence) assumption of the instrumental variable if ηu 6= 0.

Since the fuzzy regression-discontinuity design is an instrumental variables approach,

it measures the effect of participating in job search assistance for the compliers. We

denote the compliers by C = c and the marginal treatment effect we evaluate is

∆c(t, s;X) = E[Y ∗1,t(s)|Ys = 0, X, C = c]− E[Y ∗0,t|Ys = 0, X, C = c]

We should use the population distribution of X to obtain the population equivalent of

this treatment effect. We follow Imbens and Rubin (1997), who characterize the marginal

outcome distributions for compliers in an instrumental variable setting. The expected

potential treated outcome equals

E[Y ∗1,t(s)|Ys = 0, X, C = c] =
1

Pr(S = s|50+, Ys = 0, X)− Pr(S = s|50−, Ys = 0, X)

×{Pr(S = s|50+,Ys = 0, X)E[Yt|S = s, 50+, Ys = 0, X]

− Pr(S = s|50−, Ys = 0, X)E[Yt|S = s, 50−, Ys = 0, X]}

and the expected potential untreated outcome is

E[Y ∗0,t|Ys = 0, X, C = c] =
1

Pr(S = s|50+, Ys = 0, X)− Pr(S = s|50−, Ys = 0, X)

×{Pr(S > s|50−,Ys = 0, X)E[Yt|S > t, 50−, Ys = 0, X]

− Pr(S > s|50+, Ys = 0, X)E[Yt|S > t, 50+, Ys = 0, X])
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When applying regression-discontinuity estimation we condition on Ys = 0 and S ≥ s

for the same reasons as when using propensity score matching, i.e. for individuals who left

unemployment without having entered the job search assistance program we do not know

S. We also have to maintain the no-anticipation assumption otherwise the treatment and

control groups have different processes of dynamic selection. However, the question arises

under which conditions the variable 50+ is still a valid instrumental variable for treatment

at s within the sample Ys = 0 and S ≥ s. The requirement is that Y ∗1,t(s) be independent

of 50+ conditional on Ys = 0 and S ≥ s. Assume again that potential outcomes depend

not only on observables X, but also on other variables U , so Y ∗1,t(s;X,U). Furthermore,

the entry in job search assistance also depends on unobservables V and is written as

S(50+, X, V ). The fuzzy regression discontinuity requires the following conditional inde-

pendence assumption

(Y ∗1,t(s
′)|Ys = 0, S ≥ s, ∀t, s′ ≥ s > 0)⊥50+|X,U, V

This assumption implies that, at each moment s, the instrument is randomly assigned

within the population of survivors in unemployment who had not yet participated in the

program. This assumption is stricter than in the continuous-time model discussed above.

But in this case the policy discontinuity actually identifies the treatment effect, while in

the continuous-time model the policy discontinuity only identified the parameter ηu.

The implementation of the estimator is not straightforward. In particular, estimating

the expectations E[Yt|S > s, 50+, Ys = 0, X] and E[Yt|S > t, 50−, Ys = 0, X] is somewhat

complicated due to the issue of program entry between s and t. In this case we follow the

same approach as discussed in the previous subsection. So again we estimate logit models

for exit from unemployment for each time interval with length τ . Of course, this relies on

the assumption that, conditional on the covariates X included in the logit specifications,

exit from unemployment is independent of entry in job search assistance. So again we

rely on the conditional independence assumption.

2.7.1 Treatment Effects using Regression-Discontinuity Meth-

ods

When estimating both regression-discontinuity models specified above we consider only

individuals between age 40 and 60 at the moment of becoming unemployed. Furthermore,

we exclude all low-skilled workers from the analyses. Table 2.9 shows the parameter esti-

mates for the continuous-time regression-discontinuity model. The effect of participating

in the job search assistance program is again negative and significant. Individuals age 50

and older are indeed more likely to enter job search assistance. Also, the exit rate from
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Table 2.9: Continuous-time regression-discontinuity estimates for regular unemployed

workers between age 40 and 60.

θu θs

Treatment (δ) −0.653∗∗

(0.261)

Older than 50 years (η) 0.103 1.623∗∗

(0.195) (0.288)

Gender −0.233∗ −0.146

(0.123) (0.139)

log(Wage) −0.636∗∗ 0.769∗∗

(0.132) (0.175)

Age/10 0.102 −1.516

(33.853) (35.203)

Age2/102 −1.076 −1.926

(7.067) (7.177)

Age3/103 0.306 0.587

(0.517) (0.502)

Age4/104 −0.026∗∗ −0.045∗∗

(0.007) (0.003)

Duration dependence

λ30−90 0.740∗∗ 2.538∗∗

(0.171) (0.522)

λ90−150 1.085∗∗ 3.653∗∗

(0.182) (0.519)

λ150−210 1.145∗∗ 4.427∗∗

(0.231) (0.535)

λ210−300 0.829∗∗ 5.632∗∗

(0.283) (0.553)

λ300−390 1.028∗∗ 6.062∗∗

(0.341) (0.597)

λ390−480 1.431∗∗ 4.965∗∗

(0.368) (1.041)

λ480−656 1.356∗∗ 5.750∗∗

(0.414) (0.900)

Unobserved heterogeneity

v1 −0.390 −1.663

(54.358) (57.672)

v2 −2.235 −6.089

(54.339) (57.639)

p11 0.473∗∗

(0.111)

p21 0.186∗

(0.106)

p12 0.208∗∗

(0.080)

p22 0.134∗

(0.068)

Loglikelihood -6973.03

Observations 1144

** indicates significance at the 1% level * significance at the 5% level. Standard errors given in parenthesis.
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Table 2.10: Treatment effects using regression discontinuity (unemployed workers between

age 40 and 60).

(s = 3, t = 4) (s = 3, t = 6) (s = 0, t = 6) (s = 6, t = 9) (s = 6, t = 12)

Continuous-time model

Y ∗
0,s 0.179 0.179 0.000 0.381 0.381

(0.012) (0.012) (–) (0.015) (0.015)

Y ∗
0,t 0.257 0.381 0.381 0.490 0.568

(0.012) (0.015) (0.015) (0.020) (0.026)

Y ∗
1,t(s) 0.220 0.294 0.233 0.443 0.494

(0.014) (0.023) (0.041) (0.015) (0.017)

∆(s, t) −0.045∗∗ −0.105∗∗ −0.148∗∗ −0.075∗∗ −0.120∗∗

(0.013) (0.032) (0.046) (0.029) (0.046)

Discrete-time model

Y ∗
0,s 0.198 0.198 0.000 0.446 0.446

(0.013) (0.013) (–) (0.020) (0.020)

Y ∗
0,t 0.372 0.687 30.308 2.421 2.806

(0.276) (0.499) (28.410) (5.689) (5.821)

Y ∗
1,t(s) 0.224 0.268 0.333 0.467 0.582

(0.082) (0.138) (11.168) (2.048) (2.586)

∆(s, t) −0.184 −0.523 −29.975 −3.526 −4.012

(0.285) (0.515) (28.750) (5.811) (6.103)

** indicates significance at the 1% level, * significance at the 5% level.

We estimate the matching and Logit functions with the same covariates as in the timing of events model.

unemployment is slightly higher for individuals just above age 50 compared to individuals

just below age 50, but this ex-ante effect of the program is not significant. We find some

dispersion in unobserved heterogeneity in both hazard rates. The correlation between the

unobserved heterogeneity terms is 0.11 and very insignificant.

As in the timing-of-events model, we can translate the estimated hazards into the

treatment effects ∆(s, t). These are shown in the upper panel of Table 2.10. The estimated

treatment effects are negative and significant. In the bottom panel of the table, we

show the same treatment effects estimated using the discrete-time regression-discontinuity

model. As previously in the baseline propensity score model, we take the unit of time

(τ) equal to 30 days. For the treatment effect of entering job search assistance after

three months (s = 3) we find large negative effects, but also very large standard errors.

This is mainly because estimating the potential untreated outcomes is problematic. When

estimating the treatment effect for entering in the first month (s = 0) we again experience

the problem of only having a treated few observations. For entering job search assistance

after six months (s = 6), the estimated treatment effects do not make sense, i.e. the

probabilities are outside the zero to one interval. The main reason is that after six

months of unemployment all individuals should enter the job search assistance program.

This implies that our instrumental variable 50+ loses power when evaluating job search
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assistance beyond six months of unemployment. The results in the final two columns are

thus the consequence of a weak instruments problem.

2.8 Comparing the different methods

In the previous sections we provided results for the different estimation methods. In this

section we briefly compare these results. We ignore the results from the discrete-time

regression discontinuity model, because these results suffered from too few observations,

and, therefore, estimation results were very imprecise. In Table 2.11 we summarize the

effects of participating in the job search assistance program obtained using the different

methods. All methods show negative treatment effects for all cases.

The results of the baseline timing-of-events model are relatively close to the results

from the continuous-time regression-discontinuity model. This is not very surprising since

both models estimate a permanent homogeneous treatment effect. However, the subsam-

ples used in the estimation differ between both analyses. In the timing-of-events model we

considered the full sample, while in the regression-discontinuity analysis we focused only

on unemployed workers between age 40 and 60. The results of the timing-of-events model

change somewhat when we allow the treatment effect to depend on the elapsed unem-

ployment duration when entering the job search assistance program. The treatment effect

becomes more negative for entry after three months of unemployment and less negative

for entry in the program after six months of unemployment.

The treatment effects obtained from propensity score matching are less precise than

the results from the continuous-time duration models. This is mainly caused by the

substantial reduction in the sample size due to constructing a matched control group.

Recall that for the matched control group we had to estimate exit probabilities conditional

on observables to deal with later entry in the program. We estimated the exit rates using

logit models which, due to small sample sizes, produce quite substantial standard errors.

The treatment effects from propensity score matching are, therefore, never significant.

But the estimated treatment effects are also somewhat different for the propensity score

method than for the other methods. The difference between methods is not as large as

found by Lalive, van Ours and Zweimüller (2008). However, in their case it is not clear

that the conditional independence assumption is satisfied, and violation of this assumption

might be an explanation for the difference in estimated treatment effect.

Finally, it is interesting to consider entry in the job search assistance program during

the first month (s = 0). In this case, there is not yet any dynamic selection and differences

between methods are thus largely the effect of different functional-form assumptions. For
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Table 2.11: Comparison of results.

(s = 3, t = 4) (s = 3, t = 6) (s = 0, t = 6) (s = 6, t = 9) (s = 6, t = 12)

Timing of events: baseline model

Y ∗
0,s 0.301 0.301 0.000 0.521 0.521

(0.008) (0.008) (–) (0.008) (0.008)

Y ∗
0,t 0.388 0.521 0.521 0.637 0.716

(0.007) (0.008) (0.008) (0.009) (0.010)

Y ∗
1,t(s) 0.362 0.465 0.414 0.606 0.670

(0.009) (0.013) (0.024) (0.009) (0.010)

∆(s, t) −0.037∗∗ −0.081∗∗ −0.108∗∗ −0.066∗∗ −0.096∗∗

(0.008) (0.018) (0.025) (0.015) (0.022)

Timing of events: effect dependent on unemployment duration at entering

Y ∗
0,s 0.302 0.302 0.000 0.523 0.523

(0.008) (0.008) (–) (0.008) (0.008)

Y ∗
0,t 0.389 0.523 0.523 0.640 0.716

(0.007) (0.008) (0.008) (0.009) (0.011)

Y ∗
1,t(s) 0.348 0.431 0.341 0.618 0.685

(0.009) (0.016) (0.033) (0.010) (0.012)

∆(s, t) −0.058∗∗ −0.132∗∗ −0.183∗∗ −0.046∗ −0.065∗

(0.009) (0.023) (0.034) (0.019) (0.027)

Propensity score matching

Y ∗
0,s 0.307 0.307 0.000 0.563 0.563

(0.011) (0.011) (–) (0.014) (0.014)

Y ∗
0,t 0.360 0.393 0.384 0.668 0.710

(0.041) (0.080) (0.315) (0.079) (0.121)

Y ∗
1,t(s) 0.322 0.348 0.222 0.620 0.702

(0.013) (0.024) (0.155) (0.037) (0.051)

∆(s, t) −0.054 −0.065 −0.162 −0.110 −0.019

(0.043) (0.084) (0.350) (0.089) (0.132)

Continuous-time regression-discontinuity

Y ∗
0,s 0.179 0.179 0.000 0.381 0.381

(0.012) (0.012) (–) (0.015) (0.015)

Y ∗
0,t 0.257 0.381 0.381 0.490 0.568

(0.012) (0.015) (0.015) (0.020) (0.026)

Y ∗
1,t(s) 0.220 0.294 0.233 0.443 0.494

(0.014) (0.023) (0.041) (0.015) (0.017)

∆(s, t) −0.045∗∗ −0.105∗∗ −0.148∗∗ −0.075∗∗ −0.120∗∗

(0.013) (0.032) (0.046) (0.029) (0.046)

** indicates significance at the 1% level, * significance at the 5% level
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this case again the propensity score methods provides insignificant effects of participating

in the treatment, but the parameter estimate is relatively close to the timing-of-events

methods where we allow the treatment effect to depend on the elapsed unemployment

duration when entering the job search program.

2.9 Conclusions

In this paper we used different methods to evaluate the effectiveness of a job search assis-

tance program for unemployed workers within a dynamic setting. The data come from a

unique institutional setting, which allows for the use of different methods. In particular,

we used timing-of-events, propensity score matching and regression-discontinuity meth-

ods. All methods indicate negative (and often significant) ex-post effects of participating

in job search assistance on the exit from unemployment.

As stated by Abbring and Van den Berg (2003), the identification of a treatment effect

within the timing-of-events model hinges on the no-anticipation assumption and imposes

mixed proportional hazard rates. We argue that exploiting a policy discontinuity or the

usual conditional independence assumption cannot replace the no-anticipation assump-

tion. It is important to stress that whereas papers using the timing-of-events approach

justify the no-anticipation assumption extensively, this is almost always ignored in papers

using other approaches to evaluate dynamic treatment effects.

The conditional independence assumption can only be used to relax the mixed pro-

portional hazard rate structure of the timing-of-events model. However, when applying

propensity score matching methods it is necessary to discretize time to deal with contin-

uous inflow into the program. In the empirical analyses we have shown that our results

are not very robust against the choice of the unit of time. Furthermore, taking account

of later entry in the job search assistance program in the control group requires a more

formal model for exit from unemployment in the control group. When actually taking

account of this type of right-censoring, the estimators for the treatment effect become

much less precise.

Exploiting the regression-discontinuity design within our setting is complicated. Within

the timing-of-events model the policy discontinuity only identifies possible ex-ante effects

of the program which can not be exploited to estimate the effect of actually participating

in the program. This also explains why the estimated treatment effects in this model are

close to those in the baseline timing-of-events model. Relaxing the parametric structure is

problematic. First, to estimate dynamic treatment effects using a regression discontinuity

requires the absence of ex-ante effects, which is a stronger requirement than assuming
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no-anticipation. Furthermore, to deal with dynamic selection a conditional independence

assumption is also required.

Recall that in our application we focus on individuals in the primary education sector

collecting unemployment insurance benefits. Unemployed workers from the primary school

sector differ from other unemployed workers, for example, in composition and where they

search for new employment. For this group of unemployed workers we find that partici-

pating in the job search assistance program does not stimulate exit from unemployment.

The job search assistance program is a general program provided by commercial training

agencies and many unemployed workers in the private sector also participate in this pro-

gram. Our results are only informative on how this job search assistance program affects

the exit rate from unemployment of unemployed workers in the primary school sector.

The poor performance might be the consequence of a mismatch between the program and

this group of unemployed workers rather than the program being ineffective in general.

For example, the program might press participants to search for work in the general la-

bor market, while unemployed workers in the primary education sector mainly search for

teaching jobs at primary schools. An alternative explanation for the poor performance

might be the lump-sum costs of participating in this program. Often active labor market

programs offered by commercial agencies have some pay-for-performance scheme.

As a consequence of the results discussed in this paper, the job search assistance

program has been modified in a number of ways. First, after two months of unemployment

there is now an introductory meeting in which individuals are informed about the program.

The Participation Fund indicates that this reduces the resistance to participate in the

program. In the new setup, individuals only enter the program after having collected

benefits for eight months. This is later than in the previous setup and there is no difference

anymore for individuals below and above age 50. The previous results indicate that

the program effect is less negative if entry is later during the unemployment spell and

expenditures also decreased because less individuals actually enter the program. Finally,

the job search assistance program now has some voluntary elements, so individuals have

some discretion to choose their degree of assistance.
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Chapter 3

Randomization in Dynamic Settings:

Estimating Ex-Ante and Ex-Post

Treatment Effects

3.1 Introduction

Experiments and quasi-experiments are cornerstones of microeconometric evaluations.

These methods use some exogenous variation to analyse the effect of a policy intervention

on outcome(s) of interest. Evaluations are often conducted in a static framework even

when the environment is actually dynamic. In many settings there is some time between

the initial randomization and the actual intervention (Rosenzweig and Wolpin, 2000). The

assignment mechanism or even the actual assignment may be public knowledge prior to

the actual intervention. For example, individuals may know that assignment will be based

on a policy discontinuity. Forward-looking agents take the information on the assignment

mechanism into account, which implies that in a dynamic setting initial randomization

can result in non-random selection into treatment (Abbring and Van den Berg, 2005).

Static treatment evaluation is well developed (e.g. DiNardo and Lee, 2011; and Imbens

and Wooldridge, 2009), but it often accommodates poorly dynamic situations where an

intervention is assigned at different moments in time. In particular, dynamic selection

problems arise when treatment is only assigned to agents in a specific state and the

outcome of interest is related to the length of the stay in this state. Dynamic selection

problems come in addition to the usual selection problems often discussed in the static

treatment evaluation literature. Van den Berg, Bonev and Mammen (2011) refer to

these as the dynamic and static endogeneity problems. In this paper we mainly focus on

dynamic selection problems.
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We first discuss the definition of treatment effects in a dynamic setting. Our dynamic

potential outcomes framework relates to the more general model discussed by Abbring and

Heckman (2007) and has some similarities with the biostatistical literature on dynamic

treatment effects (e.g. Robins, 1997; and Gill and Robins, 2001). Within our framework,

we discuss the construction of counterfactuals and the definition of ex-ante and ex-post

treatment effects. The distinction between ex-post and ex-ante treatment effects relates

to differences in policy regimes and actual interventions. We discuss how ex-ante effects

differ from anticipation and threat effects of treatment as, for example, discussed in Black,

Smith, Berger and Noel (2003). We extend this discussion to the issue of randomization

and exogenous variation.

Next, we discuss the estimation of treatment effects within a dynamic setting where

we consider various static and dynamic treatment effect estimators. We focus on random-

ization in a dynamic setting where we distinguish between randomization at the start of

the period and sequential randomization as is often adopted in the biostatistical litera-

ture (Robins, 1997; and Gill and Robins, 2001). Related to randomization at the start

of the period, we investigate the validity of instrumental variable approaches under dif-

ferent informational settings. In particular, we follow Abbring and Van den Berg (2005)

in studying when an initial randomization to treatment can be used as an instrumental

variable as is, for example, done by Ham and LaLonde (1996). Furthermore, we compare

continuous-time and discrete-time methods. And we study the estimation of ex-ante and

ex-post treatment effects.

Throughout the paper we pay special attention to defining parameters of interest

and describing the characteristics of the selective population affected by the treatment

(compliers). To our knowledge, our proposed discrete-time estimation methods when

agents anticipate treatment are new to the literature. They might be adopted in a variety

of settings for researchers who seek a causal interpretation with minimal functional form

assumptions about agent utilities, expectations and underlying search processes.

To investigate the performance of the different estimators we simulate data from a

dynamic discrete-choice model similar to a partial search model (e.g. Mortensen, 1986).

We allow for agents to be heterogeneous and we introduce policy regimes with different

treatment assignments. We generate data under various informational assumptions. Next,

we apply the different estimators to study their performance in estimating the relevant

treatment effects.

Our results in the setting where agents do not incorporate the treatment policy in their

search behavior indicate that using the assignment to treatment as instrumental variable

is sensitive to the choice of observations in the control group. The problem is not due to
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weak instruments but relates to dynamic selection in actual treatment participation. With

ongoing assignment to treatment, the instrument is invalid since it can not be exogenous

to the probability of leaving the state. In the second setting where agents incorporate

the treatment policy in their search behavior, our proposed methods produce accurate

estimates of ex-ante, ex-post and total treatment effects. Continuous-time methods work

well when evaluating treatment at later periods. Discrete dynamic methods are better

able to capture variation in treatment effects over time but make less efficient use of the

data.

The results in the paper are relevant for various applications of dynamic treatment

effects. Our results concerning instrumental variable methods provide a restriction to

the validity of instruments in dynamic settings. Our proposed methods to estimate the

overall effects of a policy including the effects on the not yet treated and the treated

can be used to evaluate regression discontinuities in public policy questions. Topics of

application include active labor market programs, health interventions, housing market,

educational interventions, changes in tax policy, among others. The results are also

relevant for randomized trials if one is interested in studying pseudo-placebo effects of

the expectation of future treatment (Duflo, Glennerster, and Kremer, 2007; Bulte, Pan,

Hella, Beekman and Di Falco, 2012).

The literature on pre-treatment effects has touched on several fields of public policy.

Examples include threat effects of active labor market policies (Cockx and Dejemeppe

2007; Black, Smith, Berger and Noel 2003), announcement effects of tax policy reform

on female labor force decisions (Blundell, Francesconi and Van der Klaauw 2010), or

sorting in the housing market to evaluate the value of school facility investments (Cellini,

Ferreira and Rothstein 2010). Anticipation effects of treatment have also been studied

using structural models as, for instance, Attanasio, Meghir, and Santiago (2012) who

study them in a randomized experiment in Mexico (Progresa).

The following section introduces a framework for dynamic treatment evaluation and

then highlights the main complications for different randomization settings. Section 3

discusses the different discrete and continuous-time estimation methods for each setting

and their identifying assumptions. We go on in section 4 to present the structural model

we use for simulation. In section 5 we compare the performance of the different estima-

tion methods for ex-ante and ex-post effects on our simulated sample. The last section

concludes.
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3.2 Evaluation Framework

3.2.1 Dynamic treatment model

In this section we briefly discuss our framework for dynamic treatment evaluation, which

is related to Abbring and Heckman (2007). We follow an agent from the moment of

entering a particular state which is set as t = 0. The random variable T > 0 describes

the duration of remaining in the state. Our outcome variable of interest is Yt, which is

the outcome t periods after having entered the state. When we are only interested in

whether or not the agent leaves the state, we should define Yt = I(T ≤ t), so Yt takes

value one if the agent left the state within t time periods and zero otherwise.1 However,

it may also be the case that the outcome of interest describes some variable which is only

observed after the individual left the state. In that case Yt is only observed when T < t

and otherwise it is a latent variable.

The most straightforward example is a worker becoming unemployed at t = 0. In

that case T is the length of the unemployment spell and Yt might indicate whether or not

the worker left unemployment within t periods. Alternatively, one may be interested in

post-unemployment earnings (e.g. Schmieder, Von Wachter and Bender, 2012). In that

case, Yt denote earnings but only if the worker left unemployment prior to t. Otherwise,

Yt is a latent variable. Similarly, when studying the housing market, t = 0 denotes the

moment a house is put for sale on the market and T describes the duration until actually

selling the house. Yt might either be an indicator for having sold the house within t time

periods, or it may be the transaction price which is only observed if the house is actually

sold.

The policy regime to which the agent is exposed is denoted by p. This includes

institutions that are relevant to the agent. We consider the simplified setting in which

there is only one possible intervention, which starts at some moment during the agent’s

stay in the state. Let S be a random variable describing the moment of the intervention. In

our framework of a single intervention the policy regime p contains information on when

the intervention is applied. So p may be interpreted as the survivor function F̄p(s) =

Pr(S > s). We can define a default policy regime p0 as a regime in which agents are never

exposed to interventions, i.e. F̄p0(s) = 1 for all s <∞. The random variable D indicates

whether the intervention actually takes place, so D = I(S < T ).

During the spell of unemployment workers might be exposed to active labor market

policies. For example, they may be punished with a sanction (e.g. Abbring, Van den

1The outcome variable may also be right censored because of only having a limited observation period.

We discuss the additional complications due to this right censoring below.
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Berg and Van Ours, 2005; and Van den Berg, Van der Klaauw and Van Ours, 2004) or

they may be activated via a training or job search assistance program (e.g. Gritz, 1993;

Ham and LaLonde, 1996; Bonnal, Fougère and Sérandon, 1997; Kastoryano and Van der

Klaauw, 2011). The variable S describes the moment at which the unemployed worker is

first imposed to the policy measure, and p describes the regime to which the unemployed

worker is exposed. In case of studying imposing sanctions, the relevant policy regime

might relate to monitoring of job search behavior by the benefit agency. In case of the

housing market, the intervention might be a reduction of the list price when the house is

for sale (e.g. De Wit and Van der Klaauw, 2010).

Let Y ∗1,t(s, p) be the potential outcome after t time periods when the intervention is

realized to start after s periods under policy regime p. We define the counterfactual as

not receiving treatment during the stay in the state, independent of spell length. Gill

and Robins (2001) refer to this as the baseline treatment plan. As we will discuss below

it is important to distinguish between never receiving treatment within a given policy

regime p or being exposed to the policy regime p0 that does not offer treatment. The

counterfactual outcome is Y ∗0,t(p) = lims→∞ Y
∗

1,t(s, p).

Let us consider for a moment a policymaker who is interested in the effect of actually

imposing an intervention after s time periods. The relevant treatment effect is then

∆s(t, s, p) = E[Y ∗1,t(s, p)]− E[Y ∗0,t(p)]

Once the policymaker knows for all t and s the values of ∆s(t, s, p), the policymaker can

observe the optimal moment of the intervention, for example, based on a cost-benefit

analysis. However, the treatment effects ∆s(t, s, p) are only determined within the policy

regime p.

This treatment effect ∆s(t, s, p) thus evaluates the effect of the intervention only within

the current policy regime. Using the outcomes of this evaluation to optimize the policy

will change the entire policy regime. Rather than deciding if interventions within the

current policy regime are effective, policymakers who are interested in the optimal policy

regime should focus on alternative treatment effects. A relevant treatment effect should

focus on evaluation of policy regimes as defined by

∆p(t, p) =

∫ ∞
0

E[Y ∗1,t(s, p)]dFp(s)− E[Y ∗0,t(p0)]

When the policymaker knows for different policy regimes p (and for different t) the values

of the treatment effect ∆p(t, p), the policymaker can decide about the optimal policy

regime. This optimal policy will be a distribution Fp(s) of the timing of treatment.

Identifying this treatment effect requires observing agents in different policy regimes (e.g.
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Crépon, Duflo, Gurgand, Rathelot and Zamora, 2012). Alternatively, one might estimate

a structural model, which can be simulated to analyze the agent’s behavior under different

policy regimes (e.g. Gautier, Muller, Van der Klaauw, Rosholm and Svarer, 2012).

An empirical complication is that the treatment plan S is not always observed by the

econometrician. Most data sets do not contain information about the moment of starting

treatment S when this is later than the moment of leaving the state. In such cases, S is a

latent variable and its realization is only observed when it is smaller than T . For example,

it is unobserved when a worker would have been punished with a benefit reduction had

she not left unemployment, or when a seller would have reduced the list price of a house

had it not been sold. It is, therefore, not possible to identify in the data the potential

untreated outcomes Y ∗0,t(p) which are defined as never receiving treatment. There is no

natural counterfactuals since it is unclear whether a treatment would have actually been

imposed later.

To identify the counterfactuals, Abbring and van den Berg (2003) presented the so-

called no-anticipation assumption. This assumption states that within a policy regime

p there is no causal dependence of future treatments on current outcomes (Abbring and

Heckman, 2007)

Y ∗1,t(s, p) = Y ∗1,t(s
′, p) if s 6= s′ ∀t < s, s′

This no-anticipation assumption is also explicitly adopted by Fredriksson and Johansson

(2008). Other microeconometric studies also assume no-anticipation, but are less explicit

about it (e.g. Gerfin and Lechner, 2002; and Sianesi, 2004).

Robins (1997) and Gill and Robins (2001) refer to this no-anticipation assumption as

harmless. In many biostatistical applications this may actually be true. A future medical

treatment may not affect the current health status of a sick individual. In economic ap-

plications, however, agents are often forward looking and current outcomes are the result

of dynamic optimization. Abbring and Heckman (2007) discuss the no-anticipation as-

sumption in terms of information accumulation, i.e. agents might change their behavior

when being notified about the actual moment of the intervention. Black, Smith, Berger

and Noel (2003) and Crépon, Ferracci, Jolivet and Van den Berg (2010) present empir-

ical evidence that agents, indeed, change their behavior when being notified about the

treatment. Both studies show that after notification unemployed workers change their job

search behavior. However, information about notifications or other types of information

signals are atypical in most data sets.

The discussion above stresses the empirical problem. If the data are not unusually

rich, the evaluation problem is not well-defined without the no-anticipation assumption.

However, imposing the no-anticipation assumption imposes that agents do not anticipate
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the exact moment of an intervention. This does not rule out that individuals know that

they are exposed to the risk of participating in a treatment and they may also know to

which policy regime p they are exposed. The no-anticipation assumption thus does not

rule out that agents know the survival function of F̄p(s) of starting treatment.

As a consequence of the no-anticipation assumption, the potential outcomes without

treatment within policy regime p can be defined as

Y ∗0,t(p) = Y ∗1,t(s, p) ∀t < s

We impose the SUTVA assumption, which implies that an actual intervention does not

affect the potential outcomes of other agents. We add to this that also the policy regime

imposed on a particular individual does not affect the potential outcomes of other indi-

viduals. These assumptions rule out treatment externalities such as, for example, general

equilibrium effects and other spillover effects.

However, this definition of the potential outcomes without treatment still does not

allow us to define the treatment effects ∆s(t, s, p). The key problem is that it considers

an intervention after s time periods and it is unclear how to assign agents who left the state

within s time periods (T < s) without having received treatment (S > T ). Assigning

these agents to the control group would imply assigning many agents with favorable

outcomes to the control group, which causes a substantial downward bias in the estimated

treatment effect. Microeconometric evaluations, therefore, often focus on the effect of

actually imposing an intervention after s time periods. This implies considering the

population which is still in the state after s time periods, so agents with T ≥ s. The

relevant treatment effect (on the treated) would be

∆ex−post(t, s, p) = E
[
Y ∗1,t(s, p)− Y ∗0,t(p)|S = s, T ≥ s

]
with t > s

This is the ex-post treatment effect on the treated at s. It describes the effect of actually

receiving treatment after s time periods on outcomes at t for those who survived until s.

Even though we only consider a single treatment, it may have different effects within the

population if applied at different times.

Conditioning on the survivors for s time periods causes dynamic selection (e.g. Ridder,

1987; and Heckman, 1981). Fredriksson and Johansson (2008) and Kastoryano and Van

der Klaauw (2011) discuss controlling for dynamic selection and both papers also address

dealing with agents who receive treatment between s and t (see also Lalive, Van Ours

and Zweimüller, 2008). In general, ignoring treated observations between s and t causes a

bias towards shorter durations in the control group but including these observation in the

control group distorts the interpretation of the treatment effect. The alternative adopted
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by Fredriksson and Johansson (2008) is to impose censoring on these observations at the

moment of treatment. We return to these issues in the next section.

The no-anticipation assumption rules out anticipation effects such as, for example,

described by Black, Smith, Berger and Noel (2003), but it does not rule out ex-ante

effects of the treatment. The no-anticipation assumption rules out that agents know the

exact timing of the intervention and start changing their behavior in accordance prior to

the actual moment of the intervention. This can occur if agents receive new information

about the timing of the intervention during the stay in the state. The anticipation (or

threat) effect of a future intervention is then defined as

∆anticipation(t, s, p) = E
[
Y ∗1,t(s, p)− Y ∗1,t(s′, p)|S = s

]
with t < s < s′

If the no-anticipation assumption holds, this effect is obviously zero.

In contrast, ex-ante effects describe the fact that agents behave differently in different

policy regimes. So the ex-ante effects compare treatment regimes rather than actual

interventions. This implies the ex-ante effect

∆ex−ante(t, p) = E
[
Y ∗0,t(p)− Y ∗0,t(p0)

]
This shows that under the no-anticipation assumption the ex-ante effect of policy regime

p is not zero. The key problem with identifying ex-ante effects is that data from different

policy regimes should be observed. Since such data are often not available, almost all

empirical microeconometric literature focuses on ex-post effects. In general, when agents

foresee beneficial effects of the treatment, the possibility to receive treatment will induce

agents to stay in the state longer, so ∆ex−ante(t, p) will be negative.

The presence of ex-ante treatment effects complicates the evaluation of the ex-post

treatment effects. When there are ex-ante treatment effects, agents who are assigned

to the policy regime p0 cannot act as counterfactuals to those agents who do receive

treatment after say s time periods under treatment regime p. This problem also applies

to situations where agents are randomly assigned to both policy regimes (e.g. Ham and

LaLonde, 1996; and Kastoryano and Van der Klaauw, 2011). Ex-ante treatment effects

cause that the composition of survivors under both policy regimes at the start of treatment

after s time periods is different. As a result of this dynamic selection, treatment is no

longer randomly assigned after s time periods, and ex-post treatment effects are not

straightforward to analyze.

3.2.2 Evaluation of treatment effects

Above we provided a framework for dynamic treatment evaluation and we discussed some

parameters of interest. We emphasized the role of the no-anticipation assumption when
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identifying treatment effects. Next, we will consider the estimation of these treatment

effects. When estimating dynamic treatment effects, there are two important concerns.

First, there is the usual selective participation and next the dynamic selection if treatment

starts somewhere during the stay in a state.

In empirical evaluations there are some further complications when constructing treat-

ment and control groups. A first choice is whether to consider time as being continuous or

discrete. A next complication is that often the observation period is limited which causes

some right censoring of the length that individuals are observed to stay in the state. Fur-

thermore, for many individuals the moment of the intervention will be latent. This is the

case when the individual left the state prior to the moment of the intervention T < S

or if the spell was right-censored prior to the moment of the intervention. Finally, the

ex-post treatment effect compares outcomes after t time periods for those who received

treatment after s time periods with those who did not receive treatment. An important

question is how to deal with those who are observed to receive treatment between s and

t. Also, individuals who are observed to have left the state between s and t might have

received treatment between the moment of leaving and t. This shows the complication in

constructing an appropriate control group.

The biostatistical literature usually adopts a discrete-time framework. However, the

framework of biostatisticians is often more general than our framework sketched above.

For example, Gill and Robins (2001) describe a setting where in each period a treatment

dose is determined based on the status or intermediate outcome at the beginning of the

period and the previous treatment plan. The framework assumes sequential randomiza-

tion: in each period treatment assignment is independent of potential future outcome

conditional on intermediate outcomes and other (exogenous) covariates. Lechner (2009)

follows a similar approach based on selection on observables.

Continuous-time methods are often based on duration models (e.g. Ham and LaLonde,

1996). Abbring and Van den Berg (2003) show that when the no-anticipation assumption

holds, imposing a mixed proportional hazard rate structure on both the hazard rate to

exiting the state and the hazard rate for the start of treatment is sufficient to estimate

the ex-post effect of the actual intervention. Abbring and Van den Berg (2005) study

the role of randomization at the moment of entering the state t = 0. They include the

initial randomization assignment to treatment regime p or baseline treatment regime p0 in

the exiting hazard but restrict this effect to influence the hazard only up until treatment

is actually assigned. This identifies the ex-ante effect, but does not alone identify the

ex-post effect. The latter still requires the no-anticipation assumption.
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3.3 Empirical Methodology

3.3.1 Policy Setting 1: Ongoing Treatment without anticipation

In the first policy setting, treatment is ongoing and agents are never aware of the pres-

ence of different policy regimes. Agent anticipation due to the initial randomization to

treatment can be ignored in the analysis but we still need to account for the problems of

dynamic selection determining the treatment status, right-censoring and ongoing treat-

ment assignment.

We consider the situation where an individual’s exit rate after t periods is determined

by observed characteristics, unobserved characteristics and the treatment. The entry rate

into treatment after s periods depends upon a randomization set at t = 0 to one of two

policy regimes: a treatment regime p or a baseline regime p0. The individuals in the

baseline regime are never assigned treatment. Individuals in the treatment regime p face

a constant hazard to treatment each period,

Pr(S = s|S ≥ s, p) = c ∀s with c > 0

It is possible to analyze the treatment in different randomization settings using dis-

crete or continuous-time methods. The discrete-time methods are either 2SLS or non-

parametric IV approaches, or we can allow for functional form restrictions and apply

continuous-time duration models.

Discrete-time IV assumptions

In all discrete-time methods, we address dynamic selection before s by conditioning the

evaluation on the population which survived until s, Ys = 0, and did not receive treatment

before s, S ≥ s. We are interested in the effect of treatment after s periods on outcomes

after t periods. However, the potential exit outcome Y ∗0,t(p) is not independent of the

treatment status. It is unknown whether the non-treated who have an exit outcome

T : s ≤ T < t would have received treatment before t when T < S.

A common approach to account for endogeneity in the treatment and exit outcomes

is to use the initial randomization status as an instrument for actual treatment at s in

a 2SLS approach. We define the instrument as an indicator Z which takes value 1 if an

individual is assigned to policy regime p and takes value 0 if assigned to p0. The treatment

status after s periods is given by Ds which takes value 1 if an individual is treated at

S = s. To simplify notation we abbreviate the conditioning set for dynamic selection as

Ωs = {Ys = 0, S ≥ s}.
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Dynamic instrumental variables requires three identifying assumptions. The first is a

conditional independence assumption on the treatment Ds. It invokes that there can be

no unobserved factors which jointly determine whether an individual is treated at s and

their exit outcome at t.

A1: CIAtreat Ds⊥Y ∗1,t(s, p)|Ωs, X ∀t, s > 0

This is the sequential randomization assumption invoked by Gill and Robins (2001). It

says that the treatment is independent of the potential exit outcome conditional on X,

survival until s and not being treated before s. The conditioning set implicitly accounts

in discrete-time for the no-anticipation assumption of Abbring and van den Berg (2003).

It also excludes the possibility that agents can directly manipulate their moment of treat-

ment. Z does not enter the conditioning set here since in this policy setting agents are

unaware of the policy p assigning treatment.

The second condition is a conditional independence assumption on the randomization

indicator Z. It is equivalent to saying that the instrument Z has no direct effect on the

potential exit outcome at t except via the treatment status Ds.

A2: CIAinstr Z⊥Y ∗1,t(s′, p)|Ωs, X ∀t, s′ > s > 0

This assumption ensures that the instrument is randomly assigned at each moment of

treatment s conditional on observable characteristics X, survival until s and not being

treated before s. More particular to dynamic settings, it also says that the entrance into

treatment at s′ > s is independent of the initial randomization Z. In the following section

we will look at the consequences of violating this assumption in practice. This will occur

when assigning people who enter treatment after s to the control group.

The third condition for instrumental variables is that the randomization has a non-

trivial effect on the timing of treatment. For all s it must hold that

A3:strInstr Pr(Ds = 1|Ωs, X, Z = 1) 6= Pr(Ds = 1|Ωs, X, Z = 0)

This condition guarantees that there is not a weak instrument problem.

Since the population which survives up until treatment is not random, the treatment

parameter here measures the ex-post effect of treatment at s on the exit outcome at t.

Moreover, this ex-post treatment effect is equivalent to the total treatment effect at s on

the exit outcome at t since dynamic selection occurring before treatment is unrelated to

the exposure to the risk of entering treatment. The estimator for this treatment effect is,

∆s(t, s, p;X) = E[Y ∗1,t(s, p)− Y ∗0,t(p)|Ωs, X] (3.1)
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2SLS

Several discrete-time IV estimators can be used to evaluate the ex-post treatment. A

commonly used IV estimator is the static 2SLS model with the endogenous treatment

indicator Dis = I(S = s|Ωs) taken as the dependent variable in the first stage and the

exit outcome Yits = I(T ≤ t|Ωs) taken as the dependent variable in the second stage,

Dis = α1Xi + α2Zis + ηi

Yits = βXi + δD̂is + εi
(3.2)

We adapt this model to a dynamic setting by computing the first stage OLS fitted

values D̂is on the full sample surviving and not treated at s. The treatment effect in the

second stage is the OLS parameter estimate δ̂ on the limited sample excluding censored

observations. Standard errors are adjusted to account for the first stage estimation.

Discrete-time non-parametric IV

An alternative instrumental variable procedure is to adapt the discrete-time approach

proposed by Imbens and Rubin (1997) to a dynamic setting. They estimate the four

potential outcomes separately for the treated and untreated, and Z = 0, 1 groups. The

population equivalent expected potential treated outcome equals

E[Y ∗1,t(s, p)|Ωs, X] =
1

Pr(Ds = 1|Ωs, X, Z = 1)− Pr(Ds = 1|Ωs, X, Z = 0)
×{

Pr(Ds = 1|Ωs, X, Z = 1)E[Yt|Ds = 1,Ωs, X, Z = 1]

− Pr(Ds = 1|Ωs, X, Z = 0)E[Yt|Ds = 1,Ωs, X, Z = 0]
}

and the expected potential untreated outcome is

E[Y ∗0,t(p)|Ωs, X] =
1

Pr(Ds = 1|Ωs, X, Z = 1)− Pr(Ds = 1|Ωs, X, Z = 0)
×{

Pr(Ds = 0|Ωs, X, Z = 0)E[Yt|Ds = 0,Ωs, X, Z = 0]

− Pr(Ds = 0|Ωs, X, Z = 1)E[Yt|Ds = 0,Ωs, X, Z = 1]
}

The implementation of this estimator is not straightforward since it requires building

up hazard estimates for relatively small subgroups. In particular, estimating the expec-

tations E[Yt|Ds = 0,Ωs, X, Z = 1] requires addressing the issue of treatment between

s and t. In our specification, we build up the exit hazard by partitioning the interval

[s, t] into sub-intervals of equal length (s, s+ τe], . . . , (t− τe, t]. Within each sub-interval,

we censor the treated observations in the control group and estimate a non-parametric
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(Kaplan-Meier) exit hazard on the remainder of the population,

̂E[Y ∗1,t(s, p)|Ωs, X, Z] = 1−
t∏

k=s+τe

Pr(Yk = 0|Ds = 1, Yk−τe = 0, X, Z)

̂E[ Y ∗0,t(p) |Ωs, X, Z] = 1−
t∏

k=s+τe

Pr(Yk = 0|Ds = 0, S > k, Yk−τe = 0, X, Z)

(3.3)

The first equation for the treated group will account for random right-censoring in

the sample. The second equation for the control group will additionally account for the

censoring imposed on individuals treated after s. These exit outcome probabilities are

computed separately for the two randomization groups Z = 0 and Z = 1 to estimate the

ex-post treatment effect

∆s(t, s, p;X) = ̂E[Y ∗1,t(s, p)|Ωs, X]− ̂E[Y ∗0,t(p)|Ωs, X]

Standard errors for this estimate are presented in the appendix section 3.7.1.

Dynamic 2SLS

It is also possible to combine the 2SLS estimation with the sequential estimation of the

survivor function in the non-parametric IV2. Since we have a binary instrument Z and

a binary treatment outcome Ds, we can use the Wald representation to better account

for entrance between s and t and right-censoring when estimating the treatment effect

conditional on covariates,

∆s(t, s, p;X) =
E[Y ∗1,t(s, p)|Ωs, X, Z = 1]− E[Y ∗0,t(p)|Ωs, X, Z = 0]

Pr(Ds = 1|Ωs, X, Z = 1)− Pr(Ds = 1|Ωs, X, Z = 0)
(3.4)

In the dynamic 2SLS approach, we compute the first stage probabilities in the denom-

inator of equation 3.4 using the indicator Z as the exclusion restriction. We then compute

the second stage in two parts to account for treatment between s and t. The first part

excludes the people treated in each sub-interval to estimate the model parameters. The

second part appearing in the numerator of equation 3.4 replaces these observations to

build up the survivors in equation 3.3 and compute the treatment effect ∆s(t, s, p;X).3

When no future treated enter the control group, the dynamic 2SLS turns into a dynamic

OLS procedure with strong resemblance to the dynamic matching estimates in Lechner

(2009). Estimators for the variance are presented in the appendix section 3.7.1.

2In Kastoryano and van der Klaauw (2011) we also propose using the non-parametric IV with a logit

specifications in each interval to condition on covariates X.
3In order to obtain consistent estimates of the exit hazards we must also allow for larger subintervals

τe. There is always a tradeoff between the consistency of the estimates when conditioning on X and the

bias induced by including more treated and censored observations between s and t.
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Continuous-time

The continuous-time specification applies the framework from Abbring and van den Berg

(2003) which jointly models the length of the exit spell t and the time until entry in

treatment s in a mixed proportional hazard model. When imposing some functional form

restrictions the model allows for selection on unobservables.

Since agents are unaware of the policy regime p, the randomization indicator Z set

at t = 0 will not directly influence the exit rate. The model assumes that the exit rate

θe(t|x, ve, s) is characterized by observables x, unobservables ve, the elapsed duration in

the initial state t and an indicator for treatment I(s < t) where s is the moment of

treatment. The treatment rate θs(t|x, z, vs) is characterized in turn by x, vs, duration

dependence up until t and the randomization z. The joint specification of both rates is

θe(t|x, s, ve) = λe(t) exp(x′βe + δ · I(t > s) + ve)

θs(t|x, z, vs) = λs(t) exp(x′βs + ηs · Z + vs)

in which λe(t) and λs(t) represent duration dependence terms. The parameter δ describes

the ex-post causal effect of receiving treatment. It is assumed to have a permanent

multiplicative effect on the exit rate. The specification here takes δ as homogenous among

all individuals but this assumption can be relaxed. The identification of the treatment

effect δ hinges on the mixed proportional hazard rate structure and the ‘no-anticipation’

assumption. The underlying assumption on the unobservable terms is that ve and vs are

mutually independent and independent of x and z.

In the estimation we take λe(t) and λs(t) to have piecewise constant specifications4.

The unobserved heterogeneity terms ve and vs take on a bivariate discrete distribution with

unrestricted mass-point locations for each term5. In some applications, the randomization

might be based on a discontinuity on a running variable. If this running variable is

separately correlated to the treatment and exit outcomes it should also be included in the

vector of individual characteristics x (as a polynomial).

The continuous-time model provides a full characterization of the treatment effect at

s on the exit outcome at t in equation 3.2.1. For a person with observed and unobserved

4 λi(t) = exp
(∑

j=1,2,... λijIj (t)
)

i = e, s
5 We allow ve and vs to each have two points of support (vae , vbe and vas , vbs), the distribution of

G(ve, vs) is
Pr(ve = vae , vs = vas ) = p1 Pr(ve = vbe, vs = vas ) = p3

Pr(ve = vae , vs = vbs) = p2 Pr(ve = vbe, vs = vbs) = p4
with 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1 for i = 1, . . . , 4, and

p4 = 1− p1 − p2 − p3.
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characteristics x, ve and vs, the ex-post treatment effect is,

∆(s, t;x, ve, vs) =
exp(−

∫ t
0
θe(y|x, t, ve)dy)− exp(−

∫ t
0
θe(y|x, s, ve)dy)

exp(−
∫ s

0
θe(y|x, s, ve)dy)

The population equivalent estimates are obtained by averaging over the observed charac-

teristics x of the sample and integrating over the distribution of unobserved heterogeneity.

In our estimation, the standard errors around the ex-post treatment effect are computed

using the delta method.

3.3.2 Policy Setting 2: Ongoing Treatment with Anticipation

In the second setting we consider a situation where agents flow into the initial state and

are fully informed of which policy regime they are assigned to as well as their propensity

to receive treatment each period. In addition, we assume entrance into the initial state

at t = 0 is independent of the assignment to one of the two policy regimes. The analysis

of treatment effects with forward looking agents requires estimating the pre-treatment

reaction to the risk of being treated. These ex-ante effects combined with the ex-post

effects produce the total treatment effect.

Discrete-time

Ex-ante effects:

The populations assigned to each policy differ at t = 0 only in their assignment to p

or p0. As a result, differences in survivor functions at t > 0 for non-treated individuals

from each policy group will result only from differences in policy assignment. We can

therefore use the initial randomization in policy assignment to estimate the effect of the

risk of exposure to treatment. To do so, we must first adapt the conditional independence

assumption on treatment (A1: CIAtreat) which must now hold for each policy group

separately.

(Y ∗0,s(p))⊥Ds|X,Z = 1 and (Y ∗0,s(p0))⊥Ds|X,Z = 0 ∀s > 0 (3.5)

This will be trivially satisfied for the p0 group if they are never assigned to treatment.

Since this conditional independence assumption implicitly includes the no-anticipation

assumption, the estimator of the ex-ante treatment effect for treatment at s can be written,

∆s,ex−a(s, p;X) = E
[
Y ∗0,s(p)|X

]
− E

[
Y ∗0,s(p0)|X

]
(3.6)

To estimate this ex-ante effect we sequentially build up survivor functions for the popula-

tion Z = 1 and Z = 0 from t = 0 to t = s. We adopt the same approach as in section 3.3.1
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to estimate E
[
Y ∗0,s(p)|X

]
and E

[
Y ∗0,s(p0)|X

]
. For each of the two policy groups, we divide

the interval from t = 0 to t = s into sub-intervals of equal length τa. We then estimate

for each subinterval the probability of survival conditional on not receiving treatment nor

being censored within the subinterval. This allows us to separately identify ex-ante effects

at s from the entry rate into treatment before s. The probabilities of exit at t = s are

given by,

̂E[Y ∗0,s(p)|X] = 1−
s∏

k=0+τa

Pr(Yk = 0|S ≥ k, Yk−τa = 0, X, Z = 1)

̂E[Y ∗0,s(p0)|X] = 1−
s∏

k=0+τa

Pr(Yk = 0|S ≥ k, Yk−τa = 0, X, Z = 0)

(3.7)

We can estimate the discrete-time ex-ante effects in two different ways. For the dy-

namic OLS method, we build up the survivors estimating linear probability functions over

each subinterval. In the dynamic NP approach, we do not condition on X when building

up the hazards but instead we reduce the sub-interval length to the smallest possible unit

τa = 1. We assume here that ex-ante effects are fully captured by the duration to exit.

If these ex-ante effects are subsumed in another outcome then the ex-ante effects will not

be fully captured by the time to exit alone. The ex-ante differences in other outcomes

than duration to exit may also be of interest to researchers.

Ex-post effects:

Estimating ex-post effects requires adjusting for pre-treatment differences in survivors

between individuals in the two policy regimes in order to ensure the control group has a

comparable composition to the treated group at s. If the agents know which policy regime

they are assigned to upon entry then they will internalize this in their search behavior.

If the individuals under policy regime p act differently than those under p0 prior to

treatment, then conditioning the ex-post analysis on survival and no treatment before s

will not adjust for dynamic selection. In order to adjust for dynamic selection prior to

treatment and estimate the ex-post treatment effects we must first find the moment s0

for the individuals under regime p0 with Z = 0 which satisfies,

Pr(Ds|Z = 1, X) = Pr(Ds0 |Z = 0, X)

This equation establishes that s0 is the moment at which the composition of individuals

surviving up until s0 under policy p0 is the same as the composition of individuals surviving

up until s under policy p. Given ̂E[Y ∗0,s(p)|X] computed in equation 3.7, s0 will be the

integer value which minimizes the absolute difference | ̂E[Y ∗0,s(p)|X]− ̂E[Y ∗0,s0(p0)|X]| where

the cumulative hazard ̂E[Y ∗0,s0(p0)|X] is built up sequentially as described in equation 3.7.
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Figure 3.1: Ex-ante and ex-post evaluation.
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After adjusting for the dynamic selection of the two groups separately, we estimate

the ex-post effects as the difference in outcomes for the treated at s and the control group

at s0. Furthermore, since ex-ante effects stop at the moment people under policy p enter

treatment, the outcome period t for people in policy p0 must be adjusted as well. Figure

3.1 illustrates the adjustments and the intervals on which ex-ante and ex-post treatment

effects are estimated. For treated individuals with Z = 1, we evaluate treatment at s on

the probability of surviving up until t. For control individuals with Z = 0, we evaluate

potential treatment at s0 on the probability of surviving up until t0 where t0 = t+(s0−s).
After adjusting for dynamic selection prior to treatment, we must adapt the assump-

tions from section 3.3.1 to estimate the ex-post treatment effects. First, as for ex-ante

effects, the conditional independence assumption on treatment (A1: CIAtreat) also re-

quires conditioning on the instrument Z,

Ds⊥Y ∗1,t(s, p)|Ωs, X, Z = 1 and Ds⊥Y ∗1,t(s, p0)|Ωs, X, Z = 0 ∀t, s > 0 (3.8)

This equation explains that when there are ex-ante effects, the conditional independence

assumption on the treatment must hold within each policy regime. Furthermore, if indi-

viduals always anticipate treatment up until treatment occurs the potential outcomes for

people treated after s are not independent of the instrument. This forward looking behav-

ior violates the conditional independence assumption on the instrument (A2: CIAinstr).

One result from this assumption is that a valid control group can only include people

under a policy which never assigns treatment.6 Last, it is clear that if agents rationally

internalize their propensity to enter treatment in their search behaviour then assumption

A3: strInstr will not hold since the instrument Z will no longer have predictive power for

treatment.

To estimate the ex-post treatment effects, we again build up the cumulative hazards

6If individuals in both p and p0 can enter treatment, the ex-post effect can not be estimated without

any additional modeling assumptions.
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separately for each policy group,

̂E[Y ∗1,t(s, p)|Ys = 0, X] = 1−
t∏

k=s+τe

Pr(Yk = 0|Ds = 1, Yk−τe = 0, X, Z = 1)

̂E[Y ∗0,t(p) |Ys0 = 0, X] = 1−
t0∏

k=s0+τe

Pr(Yk = 0|Yk−τe = 0, X, Z = 0)

We estimate the ex-post effects first with a non-parametric approach (dynamic NP) with

τe = 1 period and then using OLS estimation (dynamic OLS ) over subintervals to account

for heterogeneity in exit outcomes due to observable characteristics X. The ex-post effect

for treatment at s on outcomes at t is then given by,

∆s,ex−p(t, s, p;X) = ̂E[Y ∗1,t(s, p)|Ys = 0, X]− ̂E[ Y ∗0,t(p) |Ys0 = 0, X] (3.9)

Total effects:

The total treatment effect under policy regime p for people treated at s on outcomes

t− s periods later is given by,

∆s,total(t, s, p;X) = ∆s,ex−a(s, p;X) + ∆s,ex−p(t, s, p;X) (3.10)

Continuous-time

The continuous-time regression-discontinuity approach fits within the instrumental-variable

duration model proposed by Abbring and van den Berg (2005). They extend the model

from section 3.3.1 by allowing the randomization indicator Z to influence the hazard to

exit up until treatment occurs. The intuition behind this is that information concerning

the policy assignment is valuable only up until the moment of treatment. The specifica-

tions for the hazard to exit and treatment are now,

θe(t|x, z, s, ve) = λe(t) exp(x′βe + ηe · Z · I(t ≤ s) + δ · I(s < t) + ve)

θs(t|x, z, vs) = λs(t) exp(x′βs + ηs · Z + vs)

The randomization identifies the ex-ante treatment parameter ηe and is assumed to

exercise a proportional pre-treatment shift on the hazard rate to exit. ηe adjusts for pre-

treatment differences in exit outcomes for individuals in each policy regime. This also

implies that the randomization indicator Z, in addition to the mixed proportional hazard

rate structure and the no-anticipation assumption, also identifies the ex-post treatment

parameter δ. Rosholm and Svarer (2008) use a similar approach to estimate threat effects

in an active labor market policy. But instead of an indicator Z in the exit hazard,
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they construct a variable for the perceived probability of entering treatment within the

following three months.

Given the estimated parameters, we can retrieve the population outcomes for ex-ante,

ex-post and total treatment effects on the treated survivors directly from the model. Using

the instrumental variable timing-of-events model, the treatment effects for an agent with

observed characteristics x, unobserved characteristics ve, and policy z will be,

∆s,ex−a(s, p;x, ve) = exp(−
∫ s

0

θe(y|x, 0, s, ve)dy)− exp(−
∫ s

0

θe(y|x, 1, s, ve)dy)

∆s,ex−p(t, s, p;x, ve) =
exp(−

∫ t
0
θe(y|x, 0, t, ve)dy)− exp(−

∫ t
0
θe(y|x, 0, s, ve)dy)

exp(−
∫ s
0
θe(y|x, 0, s, ve)dy)

∆s,total(t, s, p;x, ve) = ∆s,ex−a(s, p;x, ve) + ∆s,ex−p(t, s, p;x, ve)

In the estimation of the population effects we average again over the observed char-

acteristics x for all individuals in our sample and then integrate over the distribution of

unobserved heterogeneity. In the ex-post estimation, we impose z = 0 to remove ex-ante

effects on the treated and obtain the treatment effect at s on outcomes at t.

3.4 Simulation Experiment

In this section we discuss the performance of the different estimators presented in the

previous section within a simulation experiment. First, we present the data generating

process drawn from a dynamic discrete choice model. Next, we show the results from the

simulation.

3.4.1 Data Generating Process

The data generating process follows a dynamic discrete choice model which nests search

models and optimal stopping models. Consider an agent who enters an initial state at

t = 0. In each subsequent period the agent faces the problem of leaving or staying within

this state. We assume that leaving the initial state is permanent.

The agent derives in each period utility w0 from being in the initial state. Next, with

probability λ(e, a) the agent receives an offer to leave the state. This probability increases

in the effort e exerted by the agent and depends on the ability a of the agent. However,

effort is costly to the agent, these costs are described by c(e, a). Effort and ability are

fixed attributes given at t = 0 characterizing each agent and are fixed over time. Once

the agent receives an offer, she has to decide immediately whether or not to accept the

offer. An offer is characterized by it’s instantaneous utility w drawn from the distribution
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G(w; a). Upon accepting an offer, the agent remains with the same instantaneous utility

w for all subsequent periods.

Under the baseline policy regime p0 in which the agent is never exposed to the risk of

receiving treatment, our model is stationary. This is no longer the case once we introduce

treatment interventions. We index value functions by time t and the discount rate is ρ.

The present discounted value at the start of period t is described by the Bellman equation

V0,t(p0) = w0 − c(e, a) + ρλ(e,a)Ew[max{V1(w), V0,t+1}] + ρ(1− λe,a))V0,t+1

V1(w) is the discounted value that the agent would acquire by choosing to exit in the

following period. The agent follows a reservation utility strategy. Let w∗t be the reservation

offer which is the minimum value of w required to induce the agent to exit in the following

period. We can reformulate the Bellman’s equation as

V0,t(p0) = w0 − c(e, a) + ρλ(e,a)

∫
w∗
t

V1(w)− V0,t+1dG(w; a) + ρV0,t+1

We can augment this model to include a treatment referenced by δ in the different pol-

icy settings of section 3.2. Allowing agents to form expectations over treatment outcomes,

model 3.4.1 becomes:

Vt,0 = w0 − Eδc(e, a, δ) + ρEδ

[
λ(e,a,δ)Ew[V1,t+1(w)− V0,t+1]

]
The model solutions to the two policy settings are presented in the appendix.

The data for the different policy settings are generated by the following specifications:

U0
it = w0it − cit

U1
it = wit

cit = βca · ai + βce · ei
wit = βwa · ai + βws · I(s < t) + ξit ξit ∼ N (0, σ2

ξ )

w0it = 0.75 · βwa · ai

where λit follows a Poisson distribution with mean βλa · ai +βλe · ei. For the randomization

setting described in equation 3.3.1 the treatment outcome for the group under policy p is

drawn each period from a binary distribution with probability πδ = Pr(S = s|S ≥ s, p).

We assume that the treatment takes place after the exit decision in period t and only

influences the offer wit+1 in the following period.

Using this model we generate the treatment durations, exit durations, and accepted

offers for a population of 5000 agents over 5000 periods. Within this population, ai

and ei assume discrete values in the intervals [1, 6] and [1, 3] respectively. The initial
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randomization assigns half of the population to each policy regime p or p0. We choose

to focus on a situation where the treatment affects only the offer distribution G(w; a).

The treatment effect is negative and is calibrated to equal one standard deviation of the

offer distribution, −σw, with βws = 0 for a random draw of the error term ξ. The full

choice of parameters for each policy setting is presented in the appendix. To estimate

the stationary solution for the accepted offer we simulate expectations of wit over 1000

draws and iterate over the value function until convergence. In a last step, we generate

censoring at random moments which results in approximately 14% of right-censored exit

outcomes. All computer code was written in Ox version 6.10 (see Doornik, 2007).

In the first policy setting, agents do not form expectations with respect to the treat-

ment policy p. In Figure 3.2 we present the Kaplan-Meier estimates of the simulated

exit and treatment survivor functions in this setting. In the left-hand plot, we see the

ongoing entry process into treatment over the first 130 periods. The right-hand graph

shows the survival of people who do not exit for the two policy groups separately. The

group under policy p have a lower exit rate due to the permanent negative effect of the

treatment. Figure 3.3 presents the exit and treatment survivor functions in the second

policy setting. Treatment in this setting is also an ongoing process but agents know of

the treatment regime and form expectations about future treatment. In the left panel we

see that the pattern of treatment is similar to the first policy setting. Exit patterns in the

right panel, however, show the effect of ex-ante effects on search behavior. Optimizing

agents accept lower offers of w early on since they know that treatment will negatively

affect their future offers. Over time, some agents under policy p will still be assigned to

the treatment with negative effects which results in a crossing of the survival functions

for the two groups around period 60.

3.5 Simulation Results and Discussion

To apply the methods under study in this paper, it is preferable to have a dataset where

the unit of time represents a relatively short period. In practice, if the unit of time is

too large it may be challenging to account for dynamic selection and for the simultaneity

of treatment and exit outcomes discussed in section 3.3. With smaller observation inter-

vals, researchers can also look more closely into possible violations of the no-anticipation

assumption. In the estimation, we treat effort ei as an unobserved characteristic for the

researcher. The researcher observes individual treatment and exit duration outcomes,

ability, w, an indicator Z for the policy regime assignment, and an indicator if the obser-

vation is right censored. Treatment can occur immediately at s = 0 and the first possible
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Figure 3.2: Ongoing treatment without ex-ante effects (Kaplan-Meier estimates).
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(b) Exit survival function
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Figure 3.3: Ongoing treatment with ex-ante effects (Kaplan-Meier estimates).

(a) Treatment survival function
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(b) Exit survival function
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moment of exit is at t = 1.

3.5.1 Ongoing treatment without ex-ante effects:

Table 3.1 displays the estimates from the setting with ongoing treatment when agents

are uninformed of the treatment policy. The top panel presents the data generating

process estimates for the Average Treatment Effect on the Survivors (ATES). Entry into

treatment under policy regime p is an ongoing process so in the DGP and all discrete-time

estimators we take treatment at s over the length of τs = 5 periods. Choosing a relatively

large interval s to s+τs increases the sample of treated observations but reduces the scope

for exploring differences in the treatment effect over time. The upper panel of the table
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shows that about 39% of the untreated individuals exit within 30 periods as compared to

22% for people treated within the first five periods. This difference represents a negative

treatment effect on the probability of exit of −17%. In the second column we increase

the moment of exit outcome t to 90 periods. Since we simulate a permanent negative

effect, we find a lower treatment estimate of −29%. In the following three columns, we

look at the effect of treatment between 15 and 20 periods on outcomes 15, 30 and 60

periods later. The probability of exiting or receiving treatment before 15 periods is about

23%. The treatment effect on the treated who survive up until 15 periods is of −9%

looking at outcomes 15 periods later. Since the effect we look at does not depend upon

the elapsed duration until treatment, the effect with (s = 0, t = 30) is almost identical to

the treatment with (s = 15, t = 45).

Table 3.1: Comparing Different Choices for Control Group

(s = 0, t = 30) (s = 0, t = 90) (s = 15, t = 30) (s = 15, t = 45) (s = 15, t = 90)

DGP values

Y ∗
0,t 0 0 0.225 0.225 0.225

Y ∗
0,t(p) 0.387 0.822 0.381 0.502 0.789

Y ∗
1,t(s, p) 0.221 0.535 0.311 0.376 0.572

∆(s, t) -0.166 -0.287 -0.091 -0.162 -0.279

2SLS model, Z = 0 and Z = 1 in control, excluding treated in [s+ τs, t)

∆(s, t) 0.303** 0.198** 0.148 0.364** 0.339**

(0.077) (0.052) (0.109) (0.113) (0.088)

F-test 206.5 206.5 105.6 105.6 105.6

2SLS model, Z = 0 and Z = 1 in control, including treated after s+ τs

∆(s, t) -0.453** -1.146** -0.132 -0.395** -1.109**

(0.102) (0.092) (0.123) (0.147) (0.141)

F-test 96.8 96.8 65.5 65.5 65.5

2SLS model, Z = 0 and Z = 1 in control, censoring treated in [s+ τs, t)

∆(s, t) 0.454** 0.367** 0.182 0.543** 0.630**

(0.077) (0.052) (0.109) (0.113) (0.088)

F-test 96.8 96.8 65.5 65.5 65.5

OLS model, Z = 0 in control

∆(s, t) -0.211** -0.256** -0.125** -0.213** -0.263**

(0.028) (0.024) (0.036) (0.042) (0.039)

** indicates significance at the 1% level, * significance at the 5% level.

τs = 5 and τe = 5 for all specifications

The following four panels in Table 3.1 present the 2SLS estimates with different choices

for the control group. These results come in contrast to the DGP estimates and vary

widely depending upon the choice of observations included in the control group. The

second panel excludes the people treated between s + τs and t from the control group
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but includes those with Z = 1 under policy regime p potentially treated after t. The

2SLS results have opposite sign to the DGP ones. This discrepancy is not related to a

weak instrument problem as can be seen through the large F-test results. The problem

is one of an invalid instrument and relates to assumption A2: CIAinstr. With static IV

methods in dynamic settings, the causal effect of the instrument will not only operate

through the treatment, it will also influence the duration outcomes independently. It

is instructive to consider how excluding the treated between s and t would affect the

marginal exit probabilities for the control group. Notice that the excluded observations

are not random with respect to the instrument since only some people in policy regime p

with Z = 1 will be excluded. By excluding the treated between s+ τs and t we generate a

positive correlation between the instrument and the short exit spells in the control group

between s + τs and t. This correlation does not operate via the treatment status but

happens because we exclude the potentially long spells of people treated between s and t.

2SLS estimation generates fitted values which adjust for the apparent endogeneity in the

treatment outcome created by excluding some of the long spell individuals. The results in

Table 3.1 show that the adjustment by the 2SLS estimation in this case leads to estimates

of treatment effects of opposite sign to the DGP ones.

The third panel includes in the control group all observations of individuals under

policy regime p who enter treatment after s+τs. Although the sign of the treatment effect

is negative, the magnitude of the effects is far larger than the DGP values and increases

with the outcome horizon as can be seen when (s = 0, t = 90) or (s = 15, t = 90). The

2SLS estimation again fails to account appropriately for dynamic selection after s+τs. The

problem relates again to assumption A2: CIAinstr. Notice that even if the instrument is

randomly assigned within a small treatment interval s to s+ τs, it is no longer randomly

assigned after s + τs. After s + τs, people with low unobserved effort are more likely

to be observed to receive treatment before exiting. As a result, the treatment outcome,

the duration to exit and unobserved effort are determined simultaneously. In a static

framework, the instrumental variable approach must only account for unobserved effort.

In a dynamic setting, unobserved effort can not be separated from the duration outcome

and the treatment status after s+τs. According to the results in our setting, this enlarges

the treatment effect.

The fourth panel includes individuals under policy regime p who enter treatment after

s+ τs but considers observations entering treatment between s+ τs and t as censored at

the moment of entering treatment. In the first stage of the 2SLS procedure we include all

treated observations after s + τs to obtain fitted values. In the second stage, we remove

the treated between s + τs and t and estimate the treatment effect. All standard errors
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account for the first stage estimation and are computed over the observations which are

not censored between s + τs and t. The estimation results produce treatment effects

with opposite sign to those of the DGP and only emphasize the problem described when

excluding observations treated between s+ τs and t.

In the final panel, we consider the results when removing all observations with Z = 1

under policy regime p from the control group. After excluding these observations, the

instrument is equivalent to the actual treatment so the 2SLS procedure becomes an OLS

estimation which accounts for censoring. Despite excluding these non-treated individuals,

the OLS results follow more closely the DGP estimates than any of the 2SLS ones. The

OLS approach does however seem to have trouble capturing time varying effects since it

overestimates the magnitude of the treatment for short evaluation periods (t−s = 15, 30)

and underestimate it in longer evaluation periods (t− s = 90).

Table 3.1 underlines the sensitivity of 2SLS procedures to the choice of control group in

dynamic settings even when the no-anticipation assumption is satisfied and when there is

a strong instrument. The results emphasize the general problem of applying instrumental

variable approaches in dynamic settings when the researcher does not account adequately

for dynamic selection after the treatment. The problem arises because the instrument,

even if randomly assigned within the treatment period, will not be random with respect

to the exit duration (and therefore the treatment status) after the treatment.

Table 3.2 considers alternative instrumental variable procedures better suited to han-

dle dynamic selection. The first two panels reproduce the DGP and OLS results from the

previous table. The third panel presents the continuous-time treatment effects computed

with model 3.3.1. In the continuous-time version, the parameter of the exit and treat-

ment hazard rates are estimated by maximum likelihood. In the likelihood estimation7,

the mixing parameters on the unobserved heterogeneity terms for the treatment hazard

converge to a single point. This indicates that specifying mass points for the unobserved

heterogeneity can only capture a limited class of patterns for unobservables. The results

indicate that the parametric model fits quite poorly when evaluating treatment at s = 0

or over short evaluation periods when (s = 15, t = 30). On the other hand the estimates

of treatment effects are close to the DGP ones in the final two columns when s = 15 over

longer evaluation periods. Since this method does not require conditioning the analysis

on survivors, it is also the method which produces the tightest confidence intervals.

In the last four panels of Table 3.2 we present dynamic versions of the discrete-time

methods. These have the advantage of addressing the issue of dynamic selection between

s and t without making any proportionality assumptions or modeling the unobserved het-

7The full set of estimates is shown in Appendix 3.7.4.
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Table 3.2: Ongoing treatment without anticipation effects

(s = 0, t = 30) (s = 0, t = 90) (s = 15, t = 30) (s = 15, t = 45) (s = 15, t = 90)

DGP values

Y ∗
0,t 0 0 0.225 0.225 0.225

Y ∗
0,t(p) 0.387 0.822 0.381 0.502 0.789

Y ∗
1,t(s, p) 0.221 0.535 0.311 0.376 0.572

∆(s, t) -0.166 -0.287 -0.091 -0.162 -0.279

OLS model, Z = 0 in control

∆(s, t) -0.211** -0.256** -0.125** -0.213** -0.263**
(0.028) (0.024) (0.036) (0.042) (0.039)

Continuous-time model

∆(s, t) 0.105** -0.121** 0.003 -0.143** -0.314**
(0.018) (0.015) (0.021) (0.019) (0.018)

Dynamic NP-IV model, Z = 0 and Z = 1 in control, censoring treated in [s+ τs, t)

∆(s, t) -0.156 -0.193 -0.083 -0.095 -0.178
(0.190) (0.258) (0.230) (0.297) (0.405)

Dynamic 2SLS model, Z = 0 and Z = 1 in control, censoring treated in [s+ τs, t)

∆(s, t) -0.125 -0.506** -0.029 -0.080 -0.399**
(0.084) (0.053) (0.134) (0.144) (0.106)

Dynamic NP model, Z = 0 in control

∆(s, t) -0.204** -0.256** -0.117 -0.206 -0.257
(0.069) (0.084) (0.098) (0.124) (0.157)

Dynamic OLS model,Z = 0 in control

∆(s, t) -0.205** -0.255** -0.118 -0.206* -0.257*
(0.058) (0.070) (0.070) (0.092) (0.115)

** indicates significance at the 1% level, * significance at the 5% level.

τs = 5 and τe = 5 for all specifications

erogeneity. The non-parametric instrumental variable case (dynamic NP-IV ) is presented

in the fourth panel. In this procedure, we censor treated observations between s+ τs and

t and build up Kaplan-Meier survivor functions sequentially from s to t to obtain the

treatment effect. The estimation results are close to the DGP ones for short evaluation

periods but tend to underestimate the treatment effect for larger evaluation intervals t−s.
The dynamic 2SLS estimation presented in the fifth panel is a dynamic version of the

2SLS approach in the fourth panel of Table 3.1. We estimate the first stage parameters

on all observations including those treated after s+τs. We then estimate the second stage

exit outcomes sequentially from s to t over subintervals τe of 5 periods where we condition

the exit hazard on the non-treated survivors in the following subinterval. The larger τe is

necessary to consistently estimate the second stage parameters. The results indicate that

the dynamic 2SLS approach performs less well than the dynamic NP-IV when the Z = 1

group is included in the controls. Furthermore, as shown in Table 3.3, the dynamic 2SLS

approach produces wide ranging point estimates depending on the choice of τe. This table

also shows that the dynamic selection problems associated to assumption A2: CIAinstr
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become more important when using data aggregated over large time intervals.

Table 3.3: Comparing Different Sizes of Subintervals

(s = 0, t = 30) (s = 0, t = 90) (s = 15, t = 30) (s = 15, t = 45) (s = 15, t = 90)

Dynamic 2SLS model, Z = 0 and Z = 1 in control, censoring treated in [s+ τs, t) and τe = 3

∆(s, t) -0.171* -0.545** -0.062 -0.118 -0.439**
(0.087) (0.056) (0.138) (0.150) (0.111)

Dynamic 2SLS model, Z = 0 and Z = 1 in control, censoring treated in [s+ τs, t) and τe = 5

∆(s, t) -0.125 -0.506** -0.029 -0.080 -0.399**
(0.084) (0.053) (0.134) (0.144) (0.106)

Dynamic 2SLS model, Z = 0 and Z = 1 in control, censoring treated in [s+ τs, t) and τe = 15

∆(s, t) 0.127 -0.317** 0.164 0.197 -0.176*
(0.068) (0.042) (0.108) (0.115) (0.084)

Dynamic 2SLS model, Z = 0 and Z = 1 in control, censoring treated in [s+ τs, t) and τe = t− s

∆(s, t) 0.454** 0.367** 0.182 0.543** 0.630**
(0.077) (0.052) (0.109) (0.113) (0.088)

** indicates significance at the 1% level, * significance at the 5% level.

τs = 5 and τe = 5 for all specifications

Despite accounting for dynamic selection, the results of the dynamic NP-IV and dy-

namic 2SLS do not seem to clearly outperform those of the OLS model in the second

panel where we exclude all observations with Z = 1 from the control group. In light of

this, the final two panels of Table 3.2 present dynamic NP and dynamic OLS estimates.

These two methods follow the same procedure as the dynamic NP-IV and dynamic 2SLS

but exclude the Z = 1 group treated after s + τs from the estimation. Both models

produce similar results which suggests that under the OLS assumptions, conditioning on

covariates allows consistent estimation on more aggregated data. Comparing the results

for the OLS model in the second and last panel, we also see that the point estimates of

the OLS method are robust to changes in τe although the standard errors increase when

accounting for exogenous right censoring in the dynamic OLS case. This is an impor-

tant result since many datasets present weekly, monthly or quarterly aggregated data.

Altogether, the results in Table 3.2 show that discrete dynamic IV methods can adjust

for dynamic selection after s but still do not outperform the more straightforward OLS

approach where the endogenous observations are removed entirely in the evaluation. The

continuous-time model seems to perform well when the treatment is not evaluated at the

beginning of the exit duration spell.

3.5.2 Ongoing treatment with ex-ante effects:

Table 3.4 shows the results when allowing for both ongoing treatment and ex-ante effects.

For each method, we present the estimates of ex-ante, ex-post and total effects. The
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ex-ante effect is the effect of being exposed to the risk of treatment on the probability

of exiting prior to s. The ex-post effect is the effect of actual treatment at s on the

probability of exit between s and t. The total effect is the effect of entering treatment at

s on the probability of exit up until t for the people assigned to policy regime p. According

to the DGP values from the simulation we observe that ex-ante effects represent a large

share of the total effect when considering treatment after 15 periods. In particular, when

looking at the effect with (s = 15, t = 30) we see that the ex-ante effects overcome

the negative ex-post effects to produce positive total effects. In the second panel, we

present the OLS treatment effect when making no adjustments for ex-ante differences in

behavior. This parameter seems to come close to the ex-post effect in the DGP values

but its interpretation is unclear. In particular, when s = 15 the treatment effect can not

capture any pre-treatment effects.

Dynamic methods are more suitable to analyze the two types of treatment effect at

hand. The third frame presents the results for the Abbring and van den Berg (2005)

method described in section 3.3.2. The continuous-time approach seems to smooth out

the effects excessively. It underestimates the magnitude of both the ex-ante and ex-post

effects. Interestingly, since these underestimates apply in similar proportions to both

effects, the point estimates of the total effects when s = 15 end up quite close to the

DGP values. As in the first policy setting, the continuous-time estimation produces the

smallest standard errors of all estimates. This is due to the proportionality assumption

which permits the use of all observations in the maximum likelihood estimation procedure

while the discrete-time methods condition the evaluation on the non-treated survivors at

s = 15.

The final two panels of table 3.4 present the results from discrete dynamic methods.

For the dynamic NP method, we build up the ex-ante exit probabilities for each random-

ization group separately. Each period from 0 to s, we censor the observations treated in

the following period and estimate Kaplan-Meier survivor functions on the remainder of

the population. In the dynamic OLS case, we allow for the ex-ante estimates to depend on

observable characteristics X by building up cumulative hazard functions over subintervals

of τa = 5 periods from 0 to s. After adjusting the data for pre-treatment differences in

survivors, we compute the ex-post treatment effects as described in section 3.3.2. The

total effects and their variance are computed by summing the variance of the ex-ante and

ex-post effects.

We find that the two methods produce almost identical results when s = 0. The

dynamic OLS method, by accounting for observed differences in X, produces standard

errors half the magnitude of those in the dynamic NP estimation. When s = 15, the
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Table 3.4: Ongoing treatment with anticipation effects

(s = 0, t = 30) (s = 0, t = 90) (s = 15, t = 30) (s = 15, t = 45) (s = 15, t = 90)

DGP values

∆ex−ante(s) 0.000 0.000 0.160 0.160 0.160
∆ex−post(s, t) -0.165 -0.287 -0.128 -0.218 -0.303
∆total(s, t) -0.165 -0.287 0.032 -0.058 -0.143
OLS model

∆ex−ante(s) – – – – –
(–) (–) (–) (–) (–)

∆ex−post(s, t) – – – – –
(–) (–) (–) (–) (–)

∆total(s, t) -0.212** -0.263** -0.119** -0.209** -0.249**
(0.029) (0.025) (0.042) (0.049) (0.045)

Continuous-time model

∆ex−ante(s) 0.000 0.000 0.072** 0.072** 0.072**
(–) (–) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)

∆ex−post(s, t) -0.153** -0.187** -0.095** -0.148** -0.191**
(0.010) (0.014) (0.006) (0.010) (0.014)

∆total(s, t) -0.153** -0.187** -0.022** -0.076** -0.119**
(0.010) (0.014) (0.008) (0.011) (0.015)

Dynamic NP model

∆ex−ante(s) 0.000 0.000 0.164** 0.164** 0.164**
(–) (–) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014)

∆ex−post(s, t) -0.205 -0.263** -0.161** -0.210* -0.303**
(0.073) (0.089) (0.065) (0.099) (0.122)

∆total(s, t) -0.205 -0.263** 0.003 -0.046 -0.139
(0.073) (0.089) (0.067) (0.100) (0.123)

Dynamic OLS model

∆ex−ante(s) 0.000 0.000 0.183** 0.183** 0.183**
(–) (–) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008)

∆ex−post(s, t) -0.206** -0.263** -0.161** -0.210** -0.303**
(0.030) (0.029) (0.032) (0.039) (0.040)

∆total(s, t) -0.206** -0.263** 0.022 -0.027 -0.120**
(0.030) (0.029) (0.033) (0.040) (0.041)

** indicates significance at the 1% level, * significance at the 5% level.

dynamic OLS slightly overestimate the ex-ante effects. Looking at the ex-post effects, it

seems the adjustment procedures account well in both cases for pre-treatment differences

in survivors. Despite computing these adjustments and the treatment effects differently,

the ex-post effects when s = 15 are again almost identical and very close to the DGP re-

sults. All in all, our discrete dynamic methods produce promising results when estimating

ex-ante, ex-post and total treatment effects of a policy.

3.6 Conclusion

In this paper we consider the evaluation of a policy effect in dynamic settings. We look at

two policy settings where a treatment influences the duration until an outcome of interest
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occurs. In both policy settings treatment is assigned based on an initial randomization

but actual treatment occurs at a later period. A consequence of this separation between

the randomization to treatment and the actual treatment is that some individuals will

exit the pool of eligible treated before they actually enter treatment. In the first setting,

agents are unknown to the policy assigning them to treatment. In the second policy

setting, agents know if they are randomized into the treatment policy and internalize the

probability of future treatment in their behavior.

In this framework we provided a formal discussion of possible treatment parameters.

We first discussed ex-post treatments effects which are the responses of actual treatment

on the duration until an outcome of interest occurs. We emphasized the no-anticipation

assumption required to formulate a counterfactual group to the treated population. This

assumption disallows a specific pre-treatment behaviour where agents choose precisely

their current outcome as a consequence of forthcoming treatment. We then moved on to

present ex-ante treatment effects and distinguished these from the effects restricted by

the no-anticipation assumption. Ex-ante effects of a treatment evaluate the pre-treatment

behavioural effect of exposure to the risk of future treatment under a policy. These pseudo-

placebo effects result from agents’ expectations of future treatment. The combination of

ex-ante and ex-post treatment effects can be used by policymakers to evaluate outcomes

under a certain policy as opposed to a situation without any policy. This policy effect

is different than evaluating the difference in the effect of treatment as opposed to no-

treatment within a policy.

For the two policy settings, we presented discrete-dynamic and continuous-time mi-

croeconometric evaluation methods. In the first setting without ex-ante effects, we pro-

vided the necessary assumptions in order to apply instrumental variable approaches. We

explained that estimation in discrete-time instrumental variable methods which use the

initial randomization as an instrument for actual treatment depend on three sequential

randomization assumptions: i) that the treatment is independent of potential outcomes

conditional on observed variables and dynamic selection, ii) that the treatment is inde-

pendent of the instrument conditional on observed variables and dynamic selection, and

iii) that the instrument is a strong predictor of treatment. The continuous-time approach

models a bivariate hazard function and relies on the assumption that the treatment ef-

fect acts as a proportional shift on the outcome hazard and that unobservable factors

can be modeled in the hazard function. Both methods require that the no-anticipation

assumption holds. In the second policy setting, where agents form expectations about

future treatment, we explained that agents are likely to react to their risk of entering

treatment so the instrumental variable assumptions for discrete-time dynamic methods
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must be adapted. We then presented models for estimating ex-ante and ex-post effects in

discrete time which require strict modeling of dynamic selection. In the continuous-time

IV method, ex-ante effects are modeled as a parameter exercising a pre-treatment shift

on the exit outcome hazard function.

Simulating data from a dynamic-discrete choice partial search model, our results show

the sensitivity of static discrete-time IV methods such as 2SLS to the choice of control

group. We explain that any choice of control group which includes future treated will

violate the IV assumptions due to dynamic selection. Depending upon the selection of

control group observations, our simulation results show that the treatment effects can

significantly increase in magnitude or even reverse in sign. For the second policy set-

ting our discrete-time methods accurately estimate ex-ante, ex-post and total treatment

effects. We show that our dynamic non-parametric approach produces the same results

as our dynamic OLS method which conditions on observed characteristics. Continuous-

time methods produce reliable results in both policy settings but only when analyzing

treatment occurring in later periods.

The discussion in this paper can find applications in several fields of microeconomics

when researchers are interested in evaluating the total effect of a policy. In particular,

our proposed methods to evaluate ex-ante and ex-post effects can distinguish between the

effect of receiving a particular treatment and the exposure to a potential treatment in the

future. Distinguishing these two effects with minimal assumptions on functional forms

can provide policy makers with a more complete description of a policy.
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3.7 Appendix

3.7.1 Variance Estimation

Dynamic OLS and Dynamic NP Variance

For the dynamic OLS and dynamic NP estimation, the variance of Ŷ ∗1,t(s, p) is equal to

the variance of the survivor Ŷ
∗

1,t(s, p) = 1− Ŷ ∗1,t(s, p). We use the following estimator for

the variance.

Var(Y∗1,t(s,p)) :

̂V ar(Y ∗1,t(s, p)) =
̂

V ar(Y
∗
1,t(s, p)) = V ar(exp

(
log(Ŷ

∗
1,t(s, p))

)
)

≈
(
Ŷ
∗
1,t(s, p)

)2
V ar(

∑
j:s≤tj<t

log(1− ĥj))

≈
(
Ŷ
∗
1,t(s, p)

)2 ∑
j:s≤tj<t

V ar(log(1− ĥj))

≈
(
Ŷ
∗
1,t(s, p)

)2 ∑
j:s≤tj<t

1

(1− ĥj)2
V ar(ĥj)

where ĥj is the estimate of the exit hazard in subinterval j. The first step is obtained

by using the delta method. The second step results from the asymptotic independence

of the ĥj’s and the last approximation is once again obtained using the delta method. In

the Nonparametric case, this reduces to the familiar Greenwood Formula:

̂V ar(Y ∗1,t(s, p)) ≈
(
Ŷ
∗
1,t(s, p)

)2 ∑
j:s≤tj<t

dj
(rj(rj − dj))

Where dj is the number of exits and rj the number of people at risk at tj.

In the OLS case where we build up the hazard sequentially, we must additionally

account for the OLS parameter estimation uncertainty. Our approach uses again the

delta method to approximate V ar(ĥj) producing the full formula:

̂V ar(Y ∗1,t(s, p)) ≈
(
Ŷ
∗
1,t(s, p)

)2 ∑
j:s≤tj<t

∂ĥ′
j

∂βh
V̂ ar(βh)

∂ĥ′
j

∂βh

(1− ĥj)2

where V̂ ar(βh) are the heteroskedasticity robust OLS parameter variance estimates. We

can derive in the same way the variance for Y ∗0,t(p).

Var(∆s(t, s,p))

The estimator for the variance of the treatment effect ∆s(t, s, p) is:̂V ar(Y ∗1,t(s, p)) = ̂V ar(Y ∗1,t(s, p)− Y ∗0,t(s))

= ̂V ar(Y ∗1,t(s, p)) + ̂V ar(Y ∗0,t(p))− 2 ̂Cov(Y ∗1,t(s, p), Y
∗
0,t(s))

≈ ̂V ar(Y ∗1,t(s, p)) + ̂V ar(Y ∗0,t(p))
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Dynamic 2SLS Variance

Since the treatment effect is estimated jointly in the two stage least square estimation,

one can not simply add up the marginal survival variances. Instead, we proceed in the

following manner.

Var(∆s(t, s,p))

The estimator for the variance of the treatment effect ∆s(t, s, p) is:

̂V ar(∆s(t, s, p)) ≈
(
Ŷ
∗
0,t(p)

rtot,0
rtot,0 + rtot,1

+ Ŷ
∗
1,t(s, p)

rtot,1
rtot,0 + rtot,1

)2·
∑

j:s≤tj<t

∂ĥ′
j

∂βj,h
V̂ ar(βj,h)

∂ĥ′
j

∂βj,h

((1− ĥj,0)
rj,0

rj,0+rj,1
+ (1− ĥj,1)

rj,1
rj,0+rj,1

)2

where rtot,k is the total number of individuals at risk at s who are not censored before t

(or treated between τs and t for rtot,1). V̂ ar(βj,h) is taken from the covariance matrix of

the 2SLS estimation in each interval. rj,k are the people at risk within each subinterval

j. (1− ĥj,0) and (1− ĥj,1) are the survivors within each subinterval j for the control and

treated groups.

The variance formulas for the treated and control groups are computed in a similar

fashion to the dynamic OLS ones in section 3.7.1 with V̂ ar(βh) replaced by the usual

heteroskedasticity robust 2SLS variance accounting for first stage parameter estimation.

Dynamic NP-IV Variance

For the dynamic NP-IV variance, we slightly adapt the estimates proposed by Abbring

and van den Berg (2005).

For simplicity, we use the abbreviations vz = Pr(S = s|Z = z), wz = Pr(Z = z),

Y
∗
t (s) = Y s, Y

∗
z,t(s) = Y sz where the instrument is z = 1 under policy regime p, z = 0

under policy regime p0 and s = 1 if S = s, s = 0 if S > s.

Var(Y∗1,t(s,p))

Using Proposition 1 in Abbring and van den Berg (2005), we obtain the following

estimates for the variance:̂V ar(Y ∗1,t(s, p)) =
̂

V ar(Y
∗
1,t(s, p))

=
1

(v1 − v0)2

[v1(1− v1)

nw1
(Y 11 − Y 1)2 +

v0(1− v0)

nw0
(Y 10 − Y 1)2

+ V ar(−
√
v1
w1
S11G11) + V ar(

√
v0
w0
Y 10G10)

]
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Gsz (s, z = 0, 1) is defined as a Gaussian Martingale which takes into account variation

due to the censored observations. In our setting, we use a different approach. Assuming

that reducing the subintervals to the smallest unit of time corrects for censoring in the

control and treatment group, we can revert to the Greenwood type estimates proposed in

the dynamic NP Variance estimations in section 3.7.1. The resulting variance is then:

̂V ar(Y ∗1,t(s, p)) =
̂

V ar(Y
∗
1,t(s, p))

=
1

(v1 − v0)2

[v1(1− v1)

nw1
(Y 11 − Y 1)2 +

v0(1− v0)

nw0
(Y 10 − Y 1)2

+
v1
w1
V ar(Y 11) +

v0
w0
V ar(Y 10)

]
Where V ar(Y 11) and V ar(Y 10) for the treated can be obtained using the dynamic NP

greenwood variance estimates.

Var(Y∗0,t(p))

Following the arguments above, we can formulate the variance estimates for the control

group:

̂V ar(Y ∗0,t(p)) =
̂

V ar(Y
∗
0,t(p))

=
1

(v1 − v0)2

[v1(1− v1)

nw1
(Y 01 − Y 0)2 +

v0(1− v0)

nw0
(Y 00 − Y 0)2

+
(1− v1)

w1
V ar(Y 01) +

(1− v0)

w0
V ar(Y 00)

]
Where V ar(Y 01) and V ar(Y 00) for the control group will again be estimated as in the

dynamic NP greenwood variance variances.

Var(∆s(t, s,p))

The variance for the treatment effect is finally given by:

̂V ar(∆s(t, s, p)) =

1

(v1 − v0)2

[v1(1− v1)

nw1
(Y 01 − Y 11 −∆s(t, s, p))

2

+
v0(1− v0)

nw0
(Y 00 − Y 10 −∆(s, t))2

+
v1
w1
V ar(Y 11) +

v0
w0
V ar(Y 10)

+
(1− v1)

w1
V ar(Y 01) +

(1− v0)

w0
V ar(Y 00)

]
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3.7.2 Model Solutions

• Solving the model in policy setting 1 (ongoing treatment without ex-ante effects):

The stationary reservation offer w∗δ,i if treatment δ occurs and the reservation offer w∗i

before treatment have solution:

w∗δ,i = w0,i − ci +
ρ

1− ρ
λi

∫ ∞
w∗
δ,i

[wδ,i − w∗δ,i]dF (wδ,i)

w∗i = w0,i − ci +
ρ

1− ρ
λi

∫ ∞
w∗
i

[wi − w∗i ]dF (wi)

(3.11)

• Solving the model in policy setting 2 (Ongoing treatment with ex-ante effects):

The stationary reservation offer w∗δ,i if treatment occurs and the reservation offer w∗i

before treatment have solution:

w∗δ,i = w0,i − ci +
ρ

1− ρ
λi

∫ ∞
w∗
δ,i

[wδ,i − w∗δ,i]dF (wδ,i)

w∗i =
1− ρ

1− ρ+ ρπδ

[
w0,i + πδ[−ci +

ρ

1− ρ

(
w∗δ,i + λi

∫ ∞
w∗
δ,i

[wδ,i − w∗δ,i]dF (wδ,i)
)

]

+ (1− πδ)[−ci +
ρ

1− ρ
λi

∫ ∞
w∗
i

[wi − w∗i ]dF (wi)]
]

(3.12)
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3.7.3 Parameter Choices

Table 3.5: Parameter choices in simulations

Setting 1 Setting 2

ρ 0.995 0.995

µw 13.762 13.762

σw 5.497 5.497

βwa 4 4

βwδ -5.497 -5.497

σξ 3 3

µc 0.893 0.893

σc 0.257 0.257

βca 0.2 0.2

βce 0.1 0.1

µλ 0.092 0.092

σλ 0.031 0.031

βλa 0.5/21 0.5/21

βλe 0.1/21 0.1/21

πδ 0.03 0.03
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3.7.4 Continuous-Time Hazard Estimates

Table 3.6: Continuous-time estimates.

Policy Setting 1 Policy Setting 2

θe θs θe θs

Treatment (δ) -1.061** -0.598**

(0.041) (0.043)

Ability 0.509** 0.056 0.515** 0.065

(0.027) (0.042) (0.024) (0.045)

w -0.097** -0.012 -0.093** -0.016

(0.008) (0.013) (0.008) (0.013)

I(Z = 1) 26.046 0.066** 17.699

(3750.5) (0.043) (7200.1)

Duration dependence

λ5−10 0.085 -0.005 0.219** 0.027

(0.109) (0.095) (0.063) (0.089)

λ10−20 -0.440** 0.031 0.245** 0.056

(0.097) (0.088) (0.058) (0.084)

λ20−5000 -1.783** 0.049 0.199** 0.092

(0.083) (0.081) (0.055) (0.084)

Unobserved heterogeneity

v1 -2.860** -29.659 -5.031** -21.342

(0.094) (3750.5) (0.068) (7200)

v2 -11.302 – -11.359** –

(116.46) (3.439)

p1 0.965 0.963

(0.008) (0.005)

p2 0.035 0.037

(0.008) (0.008)

p3 0.000 0.000

(–) (–)

p4 0.000 0.000

(–) (–)

Loglikelihood -5.24 -5.36

Observations 5000 5000

Note: ** indicates significance at the 1% level, * significance at the 5% level. Standard errors in parentheses.
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Chapter 4

The Effects of Auditing

Announcements on Tax Fraud

4.1 Introduction

The issue of tax fraud has received particular attention due to the centrality of the fiscal

system in the well functioning of the modern welfare state. Reports of the shadow economy

estimate that on average 17.1% of work is undeclared in high income OECD countries

amounting to almost e1 trillion lost every year to tax evasion (Schneider, Buehn and

Montenegro, 2010). Constrained by a limited budget, tax authorities must selectively

choose which population to target for auditing. These auditing procedures come at a large

cost both to the government and the individual being audited. But targeting the audits

optimally is hindered by the fact that most tax evasion occurs on topics for which the

government may have limited counterfactual information. Furthermore, fraudulent actors

actively try to hide their trails. As a result, the government will not always apprehend

tax evaders since the true tax liability of an individual is observed imprecisely.

The approach to uncover fraud departs from usual economic applications where the

researcher considers a well defined outcome measure and tries to find the determinants

of these outcomes (Jacob and Levitt, 2003). A range of ingenious statistical methods

have been developed to uncover fraudulent behaviour.1 Their common approach is to

search for patterns in data that do not conform to expected behaviour. Applications of

fraud detection in economics have been used for instance to uncover cheating on exams

by teachers and students, collusion in financial trading, medical fraud, and skimping on

construction projects (see Zitzewitz (2012) for a comprehensive overview).

1See Chandola, Banerjee and Kumar (2009) for an overview of methods and applications in statistics

and computer science.
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This paper takes a new approach in the detection of tax evasion and unintentional tax

misreporting by looking at the effect of publicly announced tax auditing campaigns in

the Netherlands on tax declarations. In January of each year, the Dutch tax authorities

announce to the public a specific topic in the tax reports of the previous fiscal year

which will be subject to intense auditing. The spotlight topic is spread through radio,

television, newspaper and internet announcements. Guided by the theoretical literature

on tax compliance, we use this exogenous increase in the topic specific probability of audit

to search for unusually large fluctuations in declarations.

The theoretical literature on tax compliance builds upon the Allingham-Sandmo (1972)

tax evasion model. In their economics-of-crime type model, the taxpayer chooses the frac-

tion of evaded earnings to maximize income net of taxes given the probability of being

detected and the size of the fine if caught. In this model, the probability of audit and fine

are exogenously determined so the amount of misreporting increases with income. The

share of misreported income however depends on the risk aversion of the agent. It will

be decreasing for risk averse agents and constant for risk neutral agents. In the context

of our study, the model predicts that taxpayers will respond to the exogenous increase in

the probability of audit in announcement years by decreasing the amount of misreported

income.2

Extensions to this model try to explain the disparity between the high predicted levels

of evasion and the low levels actually observed (Andreoni, Erard, and Feinstein, 1998).

Alm (2012) provides an overview of behavioural models which underline the importance

of psychology and culture in tax compliance. Others have built upon the Allingham-

Sandmo model to include new dimensions of taxpayer choice, alternative penalty schemes

and uncertainty about the relevant fiscal parameters. The model extension by Kleven et.

al. (2011) is particularly relevant to our study since it formalizes a recurrent finding in

empirical studies. It introduces a distinction between self-reported income and income

subject to third-party reporting. The model predicts that misreporting will be low for

third-party reported income but substantial for self-reported income.

Initial empirical research in economics drew estimates of tax evasion from direct ob-

servation of the returns for randomly sampled individuals.3 As discussed in detail in

Schneider and Enste (2000), one criticism of audit data is that they do not detect all un-

derreported income and are uninformative about non-filers. Furthermore, random audits

can say little about how taxpayers respond to changes in their probability of audit or

2See Yitzhaki (1987) for comparative statics of the model.
3Slemrod (2007) provides an overview of this empirical research which focuses largely on the

TCMP/NRP data from US tax returns.
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in the size of the punishment for committing fraud. More recent empirical studies have

employed innovative approaches to overcome selection problems and consider behavioural

responses to changes in audit, enforcement and punishment factors.

In a randomized experiment on tax-filers in Minnesota, Slemrod, Blumenthal and

Christian (2001) use threat of audit letters to directly manipulate the probability of

audit. They find that sole proprietors whose income is not subject to third party reporting

tend to report higher income after receiving a letter. These findings are consistent with

another randomized letter experiment in Denmark by Kleven et. al. (2011). Other

studies in tax fraud detection look for discrepancies between household expenditures or

electricity usage and reported earnings to address the question of non-compliance by non-

filers (Gorodnichenko et. al., 2009; Johnson et. al., 1997). Uncovering new forms of

fraud can in turn allow policymakers to implement mechanisms capable of revealing and

restricting illegal behavior at significantly lower costs. A creative example is presented in

Marion and Muehlegger (2008) who evaluate a new policy adding red dye to untaxed off-

road diesel fuel such as heating oil. This change gave controllers a direct way to distinguish

the origin of the fuel thereby generating a sharp increase in sales of taxed on-road diesel.

Changes in enforcement strategies can also have amplifying effects. Rincke and Traxler

(2011) find that controls of TV subscriptions on one household created positive spillovers

on neighbours.

Grounded on the Kleven et. al. (2011) model emphasizing the importance of whether

the tax returns are self-reported, we choose to focus on the announcement for the 2005

fiscal year which concerned a topic known to be subject to limited third-party information.

It concerned declarations for income from freelance work and secondary sources other than

the taxpayers main employment. This category is also closely linked to topics related to

profits from accrued rent on capital and assets.

The analysis uses detailed administrative longitudinal data of Dutch tax records. Our

novel data allow us to follow individuals over the period 2002-2008 and observe yearly

information on tax declarations for each item of the tax forms. The data also include

a set of demographic and employment characteristics. While the main focus of the an-

nouncement for the tax authorities concerned income from freelance work and secondary

sources, the ambiguous definition of certain tax topics may produce spillovers in other

sections of the tax forms.

Our results point to strong increases in 2005 for income from freelance work. Separat-

ing the effect by individual characteristics we see that these increases are most pronounced

for males, singles who are young to middle aged and who do not have children. In terms of

employment characteristics, we find that the reactions are strongest in the service sector,
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where many jobs are temporary or for few hours, and in industry, where people may use

a specific craft to engage in undeclared work within their personal network.

Looking at a sample with a complex tax profile, our analysis also shows jumps for

related topics in other sections of the tax form. We see increases in declarations of addi-

tional property and residual non-categorized assets. To further assess spillover patterns

of previously misreported income, we consider the effect of the auditing announcement

campaign of 2007 which directly concerned some of the overlapping topics. One inter-

pretation consistent with the patterns observed is that i) taxpayers try to lower their

visibility whenever possible by reducing declarations in the targeted audit topics and

ii) they declare previously misreported income across other sections of the tax form in

an effort to minimize their tax burden. The patterns also suggest that when shifting

funds across other tax sections is not possible, taxpayers will increase declarations in the

targeted topics as theory predicts.

The remainder of this article proceeds as follows. The next section provides some back-

ground information on the Dutch tax system and the yearly announcement campaigns.

Section 5.3 describes the data, and presents individual and employment characteristics of

our sample. Section 4.4 introduces the empirical model used to estimate taxpayer reac-

tions to yearly announcements. Section 5.5 explains the findings from our estimation and

the final section concludes.

4.2 Dutch tax system and yearly announcements

Since 2001, the Dutch tax system separates tax declarations into three categories, or

Boxes, as described in Table 4.1. About 70% of the Dutch population files taxes yearly

and the tax is levied on the income minus any deductibles within each Box. Box 1

relates to wages, profits, social security benefits and pensions. It follows a progressive

tax over four tax brackets which in 2005 had cutoffs at e16, 893, e30, 357 and e51, 762.

The income in each bracket is taxed at 1.80%, 9.35%, 42% and 52%. For income under

e30, 357 there is also a 32.60% flat rate for social security contributions. The second

category, Box 2, represents income from a substantial business interest which most often

denotes a shareholding of at least 5% in a company. Box 2 income is subject to a flat tax of

25%. Finally, Box 3 combines income from savings and investments. The total amount in

this Box can be allocated optimally between fiscal partners. Individually declared income

in Box 3 over e19, 522 is subject to a 30% flat tax which is taken on a fixed assumed

return of 4% of the average yearly net value of the assets minus any liabilities.

The 2005 announcement intended to target a category listed in Box 1: income from
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Table 4.1: Income Tax in the Netherlands for 2005

Category Bracket (e) Tax Rate

Box 1: Income from home and work

- profits from business or professional activities, income from main 0-30,357 if aged < 65 32.60%

employment, income from other activities. 0-16,893 1.80%

- income in the form of periodic payments (pensions, life annuity). 16,893-30,357 9.35%

- capital income from owner occupied dwelling and mortgage debt. 30,357-51,762 42%

- negative expenses for income provisions, negative personal deduction. 51,762- 52%

- deductions: commuting costs, childcare expenses, other work related

expenditures, expenses for income provisions, mortgage debt on home.

Box 2: Income from substantial interest

- dividends and capital gains if taxpayer, either solely or with his or

her partner, holds 5% of the issued capital in a company, directly or

indirectly1.

total share value 25%2

Box 3: Income from savings and investments3

- bank and savings accounts (national and foreign).

- stocks and other shares. max
{

0,

- second home. (total - 19,522) * 4%
}

30%

- rental income, interest income and endowment insurance policy

(other than that declared in Box 1 and Box 2).

- deductions: interest on debt, educational expenses, charitable con-

tributions.

1 If the fiscal partner of a taxpayer holds a substantial business interest above 5% then any individual shares constitute a

substantial interest, even if they do not amount to 5%. For instance, if a taxpayer holds a substantial business interest of

3% and the fiscal partner holds a substantial business interest of 7% then both taxpayers will be taxed at 25%. On the

other hand, if one has a holding of 3% and the other has a holding of 4%, neither of them will be taxed in Box 2.
2 2007 was an exception as there was a reduced tax rate of 22% on the first e250,000.
3 Income in Box 3 can be reallocated between fiscal partners but the final tax is levied on individual declarations.

freelance work (IFW). However, in the tax form, if taxpayers fill in declarations from

IFW they are also required to fill in an additional category which bundles IFW returns

with declarations of a second category in Box 1: profits from rented out assets (IRA).

The specific titles of these two categories are ‘Extra earnings or income as a freelancer,

home assistant, artist or professional athlete’ and ‘Extra earnings or profits from assets

made available’. Even if this second topic (IRA) was not directly targeted in the 2005

announcement, it would be brought to the attention of any taxpayers inquiring into IFW

returns upon hearing the announcement. This second category linked to IFW includes

earnings or profits from assets rented or made available to a fiscal partner, a blood relative

or a substantial business interest4. IRA income only concerns property and other assets

which were used to generate profit so it would not include a room sublet for living purposes.

The 2007 announcement, which we use in the second stage of our analysis, concerned all

4A substantial business interest is defined here in the same way as in Box 2.
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items in Box 3 for which about 25%-30% of taxpayers declare returns yearly. The auditing

campaign covered all items listed in the last panel of Table 4.1.

A key feature we exploit in this study is that there is an ambiguous interdependence

between the three Boxes for some declarations. Any taxpayer declaring IFW or IRA must

fill a separate category in which IFW and IRA are bundled together. In this category they

are required to list in their Box 1 returns the amount of IRA and IFW which concern the

topics of ‘Other property’, ‘Other assets’ and ‘Debts’. ‘Other property’ includes profits

from a rented out property other than a person’s first or second home. ‘Other assets’

includes a large array of dividends and capital gains. ‘Debt’ includes mortgage and other

forms of obligations. These three subtopics are also listed under Box 3. Furthermore, the

appendix to Box 3 in the tax form explains that although there is overlap of these topics,

there should be a clear separation of what is declared in each of Box 1, Box 2 and Box

3. The Tax Authorities provide that there are fiscal limitations in what income should

be declared in each section but this is not evident to the taxpayer when reading the tax

forms and their additional explanations.

The motivation for choosing spotlight topics varies each year. The Dutch tax au-

thorities may select topics where they suspect high levels of fraud but they also have

the intention to educate the public on complex tax topics. The announcement campaign

always follows a strict timeline. The spotlight theme for fiscal year t is announced to the

public in the first days of January in year t + 1. Notifications of the spotlight topic are

spread over newspapers, magazines, radio and television announcements, and are made

evident on the front page of the tax authorities website. For the 2005 announcement,

in addition to the widespread campaign, letters were sent to the 181, 551 taxpayers who

declared IFW income in 2004. The letter informed people to take particular care in filling

their returns for income from secondary sources such as freelance work income which come

under Box 1. The Box 3 announcement in 2007 emphasized the categories of additional

property, personal assets, savings and investments.

Anyone liable to pay taxes for year t in the Netherlands is supposed to fill in their

declarations by April 1st of year t + 1. If people do not send any tax declarations,

these are filled in automatically using available third-party information which includes

income, property, bank and other financial information. Some components of third party

information such as savings in national banks are regular while others, such as information

on offshore bank accounts, may vary year-to-year depending upon international banking

agreements. The tax authorities then analyze the tax declarations starting beginning

July of year t+ 1 and generate audit flags. Flags are based on some characteristics of the

returns, previous flags and differences between declarations and third-party information.
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It takes some time before the letters are sent out to the people who’s tax declarations

will be subject to audit. In most years, these letters are sent out between October of

year t + 1 and September of year t + 2.5 The threat of a higher probability is credible.

The auditing campaign for the 2005 topic involved a thorough preliminary screening of all

liable declarations for the spotlight IFW topic and a full audit of 25% of these declarations.

The auditing campaign in 2007 went through stricter preliminary screening than in other

years and saw a 100x increase in the number of full audits for Box 3 topics. When an

auditor detects misreporting, the taxpayer is required to pay the full outstanding sum.

If the underreporting is seen as intentional cheating then there can be an additional fine

varying between 50%-100% of the evaded value. For underreporting due to negligence, the

fine is 25%. In practice, fines are not often imposed since it is hard to prove intentional

wrongdoing.

4.3 Data

The analysis uses longitudinal data from the Dutch tax authorities covering years 2002

to 2008 and include yearly individual tax declarations as well as indicators for whether

someone was audited or corrected. We also observe some background variables such as

gender, age, nationality, whether someone has a partner, the number of children, overall

income, work sector, whether someone is self-employed, an indicator for whether someone’s

taxes are filed by tax professionals and the postcode.

We collect data on two samples of taxpayers subject to the subcategories targeted or

affected by the 2005 announcement. The first group focuses on declarations concerning

income from freelance work (IFW). We sample 5000 individuals with replacement each

year from 2002-2008 from the pool of taxpayers declaring positive or negative returns in

the IFW category. For each of these taxpayers we then append the tax information for all

other years to produce a sample of 33,639 individuals observed over 7 years. Given the

link between IFW and IRA, it may be possible that the IFW announcement produced

spillovers for people holding IRA income. To investigate this possibility, we apply the

same sampling procedure for income from rented assets (IRA). For this topic we sample

10,000 observations yearly for a total of 49,486 individuals. This sampling procedure

generates representative yearly panels of taxpayers. In a last step we collect information

for a random audit sample. This group includes individuals who were randomly selected

for audit between 2002 and 2008. The tax authorities conduct random audits to gain an

5For the 2007 topic, the sample of people due for audit was initially too big to handle. As a result,

letters were sent out after mid-April 2009.
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overview of evasion and other types of misreporting. Different populations were selected

for fiscal years 2003, 2005, 2006 and 2007. For each sampled year we again collected

information on each individual’s declarations from 2002 to 2008. Although this group

excludes people registered as self-employed, it still provides a baseline upon which to

compare the declarations and composition of our two samples of interest.

Table 4.2: Declarations by individual characteristics (in euros)

IFW Sample IRA Sample Rand. Sample

avg. IFW frac. avg. IRA frac. avg. IFW avg. IRA frac.

All: 2,894 100% 2,058 100% 125 12 100%
(10,564) (375,875) (1,732) (920)

Gender:

Female 2,695 53.8% 2,433 21.0% 134 9 41.9%
(10,741) (17,654) (1,222) (538)

Male 3,125 46.2% 1,958 79.0% 118 15 58.1%
(10,350) (422,719) (2,022) (1,117)

Partner:

Single 1,764 26% 2,590 18.3% 54 4 34.4%
(14,615) (38,867) (1,247) (728)

Partner 3,290 74.0% 1,938 81.7% 162 17 65.6%
(8675) (415,542) (1,937) (1,006)

Migrant:

Dutch 2,909 96.5% 2,007 97.5% 127 13 95.6%
(10,648) (380,510) (1,752) (939)

Foreign 2,497 3.5% 4,015 2.5% 85 4 4.4%
(7,933) (75,998) (1,230) (270)

Children:

0 2,083 32.5% -748 28.1% 57 6 42.6%
(6,923) (809,532) (1,174) (670)

1 2,631 15.3% 2,456 14.7% 96 6 17.3%
(8,390) (27,228) (1,217) (845)

2 2,984 36.0% 2,754 38.2% 167 19 30.0%
(13,348) (30,768) (2,085) (961)

3+ 3,893 16.2% 3,118 19.0% 271 23 10.1%
(10,287) (64,417) (2,593) (1,423)

Age:

-30 1,119 10.8% 803 3% 46 2 13.0%
(3,716) (8,067) (1,117) (139)

30-50 2,947 46.3% 2,391 49.9% 125 10 40.4%
(8,489) (33,763) (1,659) (976)

50-65 3,380 33.3% 1,728 37.0% 185 24 27.3%
(14,489) (615,187) (2,264) (1,083)

65+ 2,964 9.6% 1,993 10.1% 49 8 19.3%
(8,824) (74,403) (1,302) (853)

N ind. 33,639 49,486 68,681

N obs. 235,473 346,402 480,767

Standard deviations in parenthesis.

Summary statistics for each sample are presented in Table 4.2. We show separate

statistics for the IFW, IRA and the sample of random audits. The first two columns
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present the average declaration in IFW by individual characteristics and their respective

share in the IFW sample. The second pair of columns shows the same for IRA declarations

in the IRA sample. The last three columns show the average declarations in IFW and

IRA for the random sample and the respective shares by characteristic. The average

declaration in IFW for the first sample is e2,894. We notice little variation by gender

or nationality but declarations do tend to be higher for people with partners and for

parents. The sample also includes a relatively large share of females and people with

partners compared to the random sample. Declarations for the IRA topic in the second

sample are presented in columns 3 and 4. Although the average declaration is e2,058, we

notice a very wide variation across the population. This variation seems most pronounced

among males who represent a relatively large share of the IRA sample. Declarations also

show a large variance for the categories of people: between 50-65, with partners, and

people who do not have any children. People without children also seem to have on

average higher debts than profits in IRA. Since it takes time to accumulate returns in

IRA, we also see a smaller share of taxpayers and lower declarations for the population

under age 30.

Table 4.3 categorizes declarations by employment characteristics. As would be ex-

pected, average declarations increase for both samples with total income. We notice

negative average returns of -e4, 830 and a large variation in IRA declarations for the

people earning less than e30,000. This can be explained by the fact that asset returns in

IRA, such as income from rented property are often paired with large debt or mortgage

loan. Looking at the standard deviation in IRA declarations in this income bracket also

suggests IRA returns represent a large component in earnings for some taxpayers. In the

following frame, we split the statistics on employment into four categories: entrepreneur

(E) or not entrepreneur (N), and declaring primary earnings (prim.) or not (other). The

entrepreneur category includes people who registered as ‘independent without person-

nel’ or small firms.6 Registering as an entrepreneur does not prevent people from being

employed for someone else but requires filing taxes as a self-employed which in some sit-

uations can reduce tax liability. We see that about 10.9% of the IFW sample and 16.6%

of the the IRA sample are registered as entrepreneurs. These are large shares relative

to the random sample. Primary earnings include wages, bonuses, gratuities or sickness

benefits and, for the self-employed, profits from entrepreneurial activities. They do not

for instance include unemployment benefits. We notice that the IRA sample includes a

relatively large share of individuals with primary earnings.

6Small firms are those with fewer than 5 employees.
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Table 4.3: Declarations by employment characteristics (in euros)

IFW Sample IRA Sample Rand. Sample

avg. IFW frac. avg. IRA frac. avg. IFW avg. IRA frac.

All: 2,894 100% 2,058 100% 125 12 100%
(10,564) (375,875) (1,732) (920)

Total income:

0-30,000 2,069 67.6% -4,830 31.1% 85 -2 67.7%
(4,612) (672,807) (1,061) (792)

30,000-60,000 3,871 22.7% 2,356 35.1% 152 17 27.4%
(9,604) (6,352) (2,034) (460)

60,000-120,000 5,296 7.7% 5,410 22.8% 427 118 4.3%
(12,632) (12,693) (3,568) (1,779)

120,000+ 10,509 2.0% 13,661 11.0% 1,168 656 0.6%
(55,683) (55,344) (9,360) (6,025)

Employment:

other (N) 4,340 38.5% 1,574 16.9% 214 6 35.0%
(15,223) (32,176) (2,338) (591)

prim. (N) 2,154 50.6% 2,234 66.5% 79 15 63.9%
(6,962) (497,121) (1,270) (1,106)

other (E) 5,948 0.5% 885 0.5% 1,784 35 0.1%
(14,354) (20,698) (8,039) (325)

prim. (E) 2,183 10.4% 1,903 16.1% 353 48 1.0%
(7,228) (30,172) (4,397) (941)

Tax advisor:

no advisor 2,219 45.5% 992 17.0% 98 0 82%
(10,376) (25,671) (1,387) (384)

advisor 4,174 34.5% 2,276 83.0% 245 68 18.0%
(10,797) (412,486) (2,806) (2,005)

Job sector:

land 2,113 1.2% 2,127 1.8% 94 3 1.1%
(5,618) (37,424) (1,348) (1,436)

industry 1,882 3.4% 2,593 4.1% 43 18 7.4%
(5,569) (23,771) (666) (696)

instal 1,525 1.4% 3,014 3.8% 40 32 3.7%
(4,479) (19,355) (938) (1,229)

wholesale 1,662 2.0% 3,335 5.6% 35 49 4.3%
(5,497) (34,752) (581) (1,561)

retail 1,449 4.3% -4,259 6.7% 54 14 5.4%
(4,235) (1,439,317) (786) (527)

transport 1,488 1.3% 2,472 1.9% 27 11 3.1%
(4,068) (39,367) (1969) (293)

finance 2,310 11.9% 3,227 43.4% 78 23 13.2%
(10,340) (51,448) (1,482) (1,729)

service 2,516 23.0% 1,940 5.8% 150 5 17.9%
(6,861) (14,816) (1,817) (223)

unknown 3,523 51.5% 1,268 27.0% 175 6 43.9%
(12,790) (36,417) (2,061) (684)

N ind. 33,639 49,486 68,681

N obs. 235,473 346,402 480,767

Standard deviations in parenthesis. The Employment category omits observations in 2002 since these have no informa-

tion concerning entrepreneur status. Job sector categories: land=agriculture and fisheries ; industry=industry and min-

eral extraction; instal=construction, installation and utilities; wholesale=wholesale and intermediate trade; retail=retail,

catering and repair; transport=transport, storage and communication; finance=banking, insurance and business services;

service=other services.
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Table 4.4: Summary Statistics (in euros)

IFW IRA Rand. Sample

avg. frac. avg. frac. avg. frac.

Box 1 total 24,890 90.9% 45,717 96.2% 24,927 92.5%
(37,696) (380,889) (51,384)

IFW 2,894 55.9% 667 6.6% 125 3.1%
(10,564) (16,663) (1,732)

IRA 40 1.5% 2,058 59.8% 12 0.4%
(3,654) (375,875) (920)

Box 2 total 937 0.8% 15,543 9.5% 157 0.2%
(32,001) (203,546) (12,542)

Box 3 total 1,672 23.4% 9,057 51.1% 899 23.4%
(23,715) (41,667) (4,848)

other property 13,703 5.5% 164,291 28.2% 3,947 2.6%
(383,738) (1,195,008) (70,884)

other assets 1,069 1.3% 8,886 4.9% 504 0.8%
(24,676) (234,146) (10,013)

debts 15,011 9.8% 379,284 42.7% 3,266 5.2%
(778,824) (1.43 ∗ 108) (47,867)

shares, bonds, etc. 23,217 16.0% 91,456 34.6% 9,429 13.6%
(1,157,113) (700,002) (67,877)

2nd home 2,922 2.1% 16,490 6.7% 1,154 1.0%
(31,326) (173,017) (17,004)

other claims & cash 2,929 4.2% 25,044 16.3% 1,349 2.4%
(38,857) (280,202) (22,233)

savings 21,575 28.2% 79,292 61.1% 18,691 27.3%
(112,199) (386,967) (64,422)

benefits claims 51 0.1% 339 0.3% 27 0.1%
(4,523) (40,202) (1,493)

capital insurance 340 1.5% 2,100 4.9% 131 1.0%
(12,906) (52,300) (3,701)

N ind. 33,639 49,486 68,681

N obs. 235,473 346,402 480,767

Standard deviations in parenthesis.

The following category looks at the use of tax professional services. We see that both

samples seem to have a relatively large share of taxpayers utilizing tax professional services

to file their returns. This difference is particularly pronounced for the IRA sample and

would suggest that the two samples we analyze are composed of taxpayers with complex

tax situations. Last, we split the returns by job sector categories. In the IFW sample,

besides half the taxpayers for whom the job sector is unknown, we see that the largest

share of people work in the service sector. We also see a relatively small share working

in industry compared to the random sample. For the IRA sample, a striking feature is

that close to 45% of the taxpayers work in the financial sector. This may be explained by

the fact that returns from financial products can be classified under the IRA category. In

addition, we also notice a large variation in declarations for workers in the retail sector.
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Table 4.4 presents the declarations of tax items in other sections of the tax forms for the

three samples. For each sample, the first column presents the average yearly declarations

of items in the different Boxes. The second column presents the average yearly share of

declarations larger than e100 or lower7 than -e100 for each item. Looking at the IFW

sample, we see that the fraction of taxpayers and the amount they declare in Box 1 is

similar to that in the random sample. However, it seems that these taxpayers declare

secondary IFW only half of the years (55.9%) which could indicate volatile or irregular

returns in this field, or variations in declaration behavior. Moreover, declarations in IFW

do not necessarily go in hand with declaring IRA returns (1.5%). In contrast to Box 1,

declarations in Box 2 and Box 3 tend to be larger for the IFW sample than for the random

sample. Last, the subitem ‘shares, bonds, etc.’, on top of higher average declarations, also

shows a substantial share of extremely large declarations.

The declarations for the IRA sample on the other hand are remarkably different from

those of the random sample. Taxpayers in this sample declare far higher returns on

average in all topics. This is particularly pronounced for Box 2 and Box 3 where we also

see a larger share of taxpayers filing returns in property related topics such as Box 2,

‘other property’ and ‘debts’.

4.4 Empirical Approach

We are interested in whether taxpayers respond to the higher probability of audit in the

announcement year by declaring returns differently in the affected topics. The first step in

estimating the effects of the announcement on tax declarations exploits the longitudinal

structure of the data. In the basic model we observe tax declarations on a topic yit for

taxpayer i = 1, . . . , N in year t = 1, . . . , T .

yit = αi + βAt + ηt + uit (4.1)

We are interested in the parameter β on At which is an indicator taking value 1 in the

announcement year and 0 in all other years. β describes the effect of the announcement

on tax declarations. The identification of β hinges crucially on the exogenous choice of the

announcement topic and also requires correctly modeling the time trend in declarations

in non-announcement. In this model, the time trend ηt and individual effects αi produce

a prediction for declarations in the announcement year which is then compared to the

7The topics that can be negative are Box 1, Box 2, IFW, IRA and savings. If the subtopics in Box 3

sum up to a negative amount, the overall declaration is set to 0.
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actual declarations8. A significant β parameter indicates a deviation from the predicted

trend in declarations in the sample.

An additional requirement to give a causal interpretation to β is that the announce-

ment is unanticipated by taxpayers and is not affected by announcements in previous years

touching on overlapping topics in the tax returns. Given that the topic announcements

are only communicated in November within the tax office and are kept highly secretive it

is unlikely that the public will gain knowledge and be able to adapt their behavior prior

to January. Furthermore, it is not possible without running a certain risk of apprehen-

sion to adjust income and wealth for previous years since taxpayers are obliged by law to

maintain records and statements of all earnings for up to five years in the past. It is also

unlikely that previous announcement campaigns have important effects since there was a

complete reform of the tax code in 2001 and the announcements in the years following

concerned pension annuity payments (2003, 2004) and uncommon expenditures (2002)

neither of which overlap with the topics we study.

Given that we use the full 2002-2008 observation period to estimate the time trend

we must also assume that the announcements after 2005 are exogenous to declarations

in 2005. As discussed in section 4.2, the 2007 announcement concerned certain topics

overlapping with the 2005 announcement, in particular with IRA. To account for this, we

present specifications with an additional variable to capture 2007 announcement effects.

Besides controlling more appropriately for the time trend, the specification with two

announcement indicators provides us with an opportunity to evaluate a second time the

changes in declarations on the overlapping topics affected by both the 2005 and 2007

announcement. For 2008, the announcement concerned charitable donations which are

separate from the topics we study in Box 1 and Box 3. The 2006 announcement concerned

a specific type of deductible on mortgage debt for people who sell a house and buy a new

one within the same fiscal year. This announcement may overlap slightly with some of

the property subitems targeted in the 2005 and 2007 announcements but would lead to

an underestimate of misreporting in those years. The influence of the 2006 announcement

is unlikely to be large since it affects only a small fraction of house buyers in 2006. A last

requirement is that the announcement is not confounded with another policy or shock

occurring in the same year which would directly influence declarations in the affected

topics. This amounts to assuming uit is an idiosyncratic error term with mean 0.

In our model we ignore any long run announcement effects in post-announcement years.

8Relating to the statistical detection literature, declarations in non-announcement years represent the

‘training’ data against which we compare declarations in the announcement year to search for outlier

patterns.
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One such effect could be that the announcement produces learning effects. Learning ef-

fects could occur if the announcement induces a set of previously misreporting taxpayers

to apply greater effort in understanding their true tax liability. If these taxpayers were

misreporting by negligence rather than strategically evading taxes they may benefit from

learning effects lasting beyond the announcement year. Assuming that most misreport-

ing due to negligence produces underreporting of the true tax liability in years prior to

the announcement, the presence of learning effects would lead to underestimating the

magnitude of β. One way to account for learning effects would be to ignore all post

announcement years when estimating the time trends. We prefer including the post-

announcement years at the expense of possibly underestimating results in order to model

the trend in declarations more flexibly with higher order polynomial terms.

By sampling our data from each year with replacement, we also ensure that our pa-

rameter β encompass the effects of people who declared returns in 2005 and who were

previously filing taxes as well as previous non-filers. This estimated parameter can be

used to infer the total yearly amount of misreported income for a representative yearly

population of taxpayers liable to declare IFW or IRA taxes. This parameter estimate is

likely to be more interesting for policy purposes than for instance the average misreported

amount on a representative population of all taxpayers declaring IFW or IRA taxes over

the period 2002 to 2008. Since IRA and IFW topics often include one time atypical

earnings, the latter estimate would over-represent people who declare IRA or IFW once

over the entire observation period.9 Our estimated effect will also be a more relevant

policy parameter than the average effect of the announcement on the entire population of

taxpayers in the Netherlands since we do not consider a randomized experiment and the

IFW and IRA populations targeted by the announcement are not representative of the

entire population of taxpayers. However, the parameter β of announcement effects will

still underestimate misreporting since we can not capture misreporting from fraudulent

taxpayers who do not react to the announcements and keep returns hidden in all years.

Including a set of additional demographic or employment control variables is difficult

in this setting since these same variables may be themselves correlated to misreporting.

We can however explore heterogeneity in misreporting by adjusting equation (4.1) to look

at the effect of announcements by individual and employment characteristics separately.

When estimating these heterogenous effects we include controls in non-announcement

years which act as level shifts on the time trend for the concerned group. In all estima-

tions we account for serial correlation in declarations by clustering standard errors at the

9This would be the parameter obtained if we had pooled all people who declared at any moment IFW

or IRA over the period 2002 to 2008 and then selected a random sample from this group.
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individual level.10

4.5 Results

Table 4.5 presents the results for the 2005 announcement on income from freelance work

and income from rented assets. In the estimation we take the logarithm of IFW or IRA

declarations as the dependent variable to account for extreme observations in declarations.

With a logarithmic specification, β should be interpreted as the proportional causal effect

of the announcement and letters sent. We correct the declarations close to zero based on

the observed densities of the declarations by imputing a minimal absolute value of 100.

This avoids generating large effects based on changes in declarations from observations

close to zero. The first column presents the specification with a common linear trend in

declarations and individual specific levels estimated by fixed effects. The results indicate

that the announcement campaign in 2005 and the letters sent to people having declared

IFW in 2004 leads to a 6% increase in IFW declarations. The second column produces

slightly smaller effects when using a first-difference estimation to remove individual specific

levels. We find significant positive effects of the announcement on IFW in both specifi-

cations. The results show that taxpayers in the IFW sample display similar behavioural

responses to those found in an audit-announcement laboratory study by Alm, Jackson

and McKee (2009). In their experiment subjects respond to pre-announced increases in

audit probabilities by increasing declarations but only when these announcements are

perceived as being credible.

The third column presents results from our preferred specification estimated by first-

difference and allowing a 3rd degree polynomial in the time trend. The results reduce

slightly from the ones with linear time trends indicating a 4% effect of the 2005 an-

nouncement on IFW declarations. To assess the robustness of these results, we allow

for different specifications to capture time trends in declarations. Column 4 presents the

random trend model (Heckman and Hotz, 1989) where we first remove individual levels

by first-differences and then estimate individual specific trend parameters by fixed effects

(Wooldridge, 2005). This model allows us to estimate separate levels and linear trends

for each individual. Column 5 produces a final set of results with cluster specific time

trends which are allowed to vary by job sector and income level (40 clusters). For both

of these specifications the effect of the 2005 spotlight campaign on IFW remains between

10We also cluster standard errors at higher levels based on job sector and income level which usually turn

out smaller. We prefer remaining on the conservative side and present those clustered at the individual

level.
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Table 4.5: Effects of 2005 spotlight topic campaign on IFW and IRA declarations

(dependent variable is ln(y) declarations)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

FE lin. FD lin. FD 3deg. poly. Rand. Trend FD Cluster

IFW (B1)
05 announce. 0.063** 0.051** 0.040** 0.051** 0.045**

(0.013) (0.013) (0.014) (0.013) (0.016)

t 0.612** 0.057** -0.929 0.057** cl
(0.033) (0.003) (0.535) (0.000)

t2 7.757* cl
(3.604)

t3 -1.961* cl
(0.801)

R2 overall 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.009

N ind. 33,639 33,639 33,639 33,639 33,639

N obs. 235,473 201,834 201,834 201,834 201,834

IRA (B1)
05 announce. 0.084** 0.005 -0.018 0.005 0.008

(0.015) (0.015) (0.016) (0.015) (0.013)

t 0.542** 0.041** -0.884 0.041** cl
(0.035) (0.004) (0.627) (0.000)

t2 8.551* cl
(4.212)

t3 -2.399** cl
(0.934)

R2 overall 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.064

N ind. 49,486 49,486 49,486 49,486 49,486

N obs. 346,402 296,916 296,916 296,916 296,916

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01. Clustered standard errors.

(1) linear t FE (2) linear t FD (3) 3rd degree polynomial t FD (4) Random Trend (5) Cluster FD with 40 ‘job sector x box

1 income bracket’ time trends.

4%− 5%.

For IRA, the fixed effect estimator shows significant positive spillover effects from

the IFW announcement but these disappear in all the other specifications. The results

in Table 4.5 give no indication of increases in IRA declarations in 2005 due to it’s link

with IFW. One reason for seeing no changes could simply be that people holding IRA

do not believe they have a higher probability to be audited in their IRA declarations.

However, as shown in the previous section, people in the IRA sample hold high returns

of assets overlapping between Box 1, Box 2 and Box 3. A potential consequence which

we explore in section 4.5.3 is that the announcement in 2005 has indirect spillover effects

on overlapping topics in the tax declarations. Henceforth, we present only our preferred

first-difference model in our results since we think it is the least sensitive to large spurious

jumps in individual declarations.
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4.5.1 IFW and individual characteristics:

In order to obtain a more detailed profile of the people in the IFW sample who react to the

announcement in 2005 we separate the effects by individual characteristics. Obtaining a

more detailed profile of the taxpayers reacting to the announcements allows the tax office

to remodel more efficiently taxation mechanisms and auditing practices to prevent future

misreporting. In Table 4.6 we study heterogenous treatment effects in the IFW sample

by interacting the announcement effect with individual characteristics. When estimating

heterogenous effects we include controls in non-announcement years which account for

changes in declarations from switching between categories in non-announcement years.

The effect of time invariant characteristics in non-announcement years are netted out by

first-differences.11 This produces a saturated model where a significant parameter should

be interpreted as a significant difference in declarations between the announcement and

non-announcement years conditional on the particular characteristic category.

Table 4.6: Heterogenous effects for IFW sample by individual characteristics

(First difference estimation with logarithmic transformation of dependent variable

Gender Partner Migrant Children Age

male 0.051* single 0.082** Dutch 0.041** 0 0.060* -30 0.050
(0.022) (0.028) (0.014) (0.028) (0.011)

female 0.031 partner 0.027 Foreign 0.016 1 0.023 30-50 0.056**
(0.017) (0.015) (0.073) (0.037) (0.021)

2 0.032 50-65 0.018
(0.021) (0.022)

3+ 0.042 65+ 0.029
(0.026) (0.041)

controls no yes no yes yes

t trends yes yes yes yes yes

R2 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000

N ind. 33,639 33,639 33,639 33,639 33,639

N obs. 201,834 201,834 201,834 201,834 201,834

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01. Clustered standard errors. Controls indicate time varying categories. Time trends are specified as

3rd degree polynomials.

The results indicate that declaration jumps correlate positively with males and young

to middle aged taxpayers. These results seem to support previous empirical findings on

tax evasion described in Slemrod (2007). The increases for singles however stands in

11We also estimated specifications with characteristic specific time trends which turn out similar to the

ones with level shifts.
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opposition to previous work by Clotfelter (1983) and Feinstein (1991) who find married

couples more liable to misreport declarations in the US TCMP data. Since misreporting

effects are stronger among single people it is not surprising that we also find misreporting

to correlate with having no children. A last observation is that non-Dutch nationals are

less inclined to react to the announcements. In general, our results indicate that the

average taxpayer misreporting IFW returns is quite independent. A relevant question

which we can not answer here is whether these people misreport because they have lim-

ited responsibilities towards their family or whether people liable to evade taxes select

themselves into an independent lifestyle.

4.5.2 IFW and employment characteristics:

Table 4.7 looks further into differences in the effect of the 2005 spotlight campaign on

IFW declarations by employment characteristics. The results indicate that jumps in

declarations are more pronounced for middle income earners. Slemrod et. al. (2001) point

to similar findings suggesting that high income earners are more adept at legally avoiding

taxes so tax evasion is more often seen for middle income earners. They also suggest that

high income earners have the means to use more sophisticated illegal tax shelters. The

results in the second column show a 7.8% significant increase in 2005 declarations only for

workers with a ‘primary’ income who are not registered as self-employed or small firms.

An explanation for this finding could be that self-employed taxpayers are presented with

ample opportunities to evade taxes in their primary source of income since these are not

verified by third-party reporting. For people who are not self-employed, their secondary

income such as IFW is the only source which is not verified in other sources. This finding

supports the model by Kleven et. al. (2011) and suggests that it is not necessarily specific

characteristics of people who select into entrepreneurial activities that go in hand with

dishonesty in tax declarations.

The third column produces results for taxpayers filing taxes with and without the

assistance of a formal tax professional service. The tax advisors in these organizations

are more informed about the workings of the tax system and perhaps of the information

held by the tax authorities. Since people declaring IFW have different sources of income,

tax advisors may reduce tax misreporting or help their clients legally avoid taxes. Fur-

thermore, for the tax advisors working in tax consultancy firms, the prospect of getting

caught for helping clients fraudulently evade taxes could have repercussions on the entire

firm. As such, their livelihood depends strongly on remaining within legal boundaries.

This is apparent in the results where we see that the reactions to the 2005 campaign are

mainly generated by taxpayers filing their taxes alone. We can, however, not exclude the
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Table 4.7: Heterogenous effects for IFW sample by employment characteristics

(First difference estimation with logarithmic transformation of dependent variable

Total income Employment Tax advisor Job sector

0-30K 0.017 other N 0.032 none 0.074** service 0.095**
(0.016) (0.020) (0.016) (0.028)

30K-60K 0.084** prim. N 0.078** advis. -0.013 industry 0.210*
(0.029) (0.021) (0.084)

60K-120K 0.142** other E -0.339 unknown 0.042*
(0.048) (0.291) (0.017)

120K+ 0.047 prim. E 0.049 other D
(0.091) (0.037)

Controls yes yes yes yes

t trends yes yes yes yes

R2 0.004 0.003 0.001 0.001

N ind. 33,639 33,639 33,639 33,639

N obs. 201,834 168,195† 201,834 201,834

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01. Clustered standard errors. Controls indicate time varying categories. Time trends are specified as

3rd degree polynomials.

†Since we do not have information on the entrepreneur status for 2002 we exclude one year from the estimation.

possibility that certain individuals in this group still employ a tax advisor informally. In

the last column of Table 4.7 we look at the 2005 reactions by job sector. We find strong

effects for jobs in the service and industry sectors. Listed under the service sector are

jobs in educational, cultural, social, religious or sports organizations. These organiza-

tions often employ workers temporarily or for very few hours per week. It may be that

these short contracts are agreed in an informal manner to avoid cumbersome paperwork.

Workers in industry may have skill in a craft for which they can earn income informally

through their personal network. Since the worker and the client are often acquaintances,

it is simple for the client to agree upon ignoring that the work will remain undeclared

in taxes. In counterpart, the work is offered at a lower price than that which would be

demanded from a formal contractor. We also see positive effects for people with unknown

job sectors. All in all, the results fit within the basic model of crime where fraudulent

acts arise when individuals are presented the opportunity and incentives to cheat.

4.5.3 IRA and substitution patterns:

The results observed in Table 4.5 suggest no significant reaction in the IRA to the 2005

IFW announcement. However, as described in section 4.2, there exists an ambiguous
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interdependence between IFW, IRA and other sections of the tax forms. In particular,

some profits related to rented property and income from assets may also be allocated in

Box 2 or Box 3. This is made evident on the tax form where taxpayers are explicitly

asked to indicate the amount declared for ‘other property’, ‘other assets’ and ‘debts’

encompassed in their IFW and IRA declarations. It seems plausible that the effect of the

announcements in 2005 indirectly involving IRA may spillover to declarations in other

sections of the tax returns.

Table 4.8: Substitution effects for IRA sample in 2005

(First difference estimation with logarithmic transformation of dependent variable)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

IRA Oprop Oassets Debts ShareBond Box2

2005 effect

2005 -0.018 0.037** 0.011** 0.014 0.017* 0.042**
(0.016) (0.008) (0.004) (0.008) (0.008) (0.009)

t trend yes yes yes yes yes yes

R2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.008

N ind. 49,486 49,486 49,486 49,486 49,486 49,486

N obs. 296,916 296,916 296,916 296,916 296,916 296,916

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01. Clustered standard errors. Time trends are specified as 3rd degree polynomials.

(1)IRA:IRA (B1) (2) Oprop: other property (B3) (3) Oassets: other asssets (B3) (4) Debts: debts (B3) (5)

ShareBond: shares, bonds, etc. (B3) (6) Box2: Box 2 (B2)

Table 4.8 looks more deeply into related topics in tax declarations for the IRA sample.

The results show patterns hinting towards spillover effects in declarations of other topics.

In columns 1-4 we see that although there are no clear changes in 2005 for IRA declara-

tions, there are significant positive jumps in ‘other property’ and ‘other assets’. Assuming

that in years without an announcement taxpayers allocate their income optimally among

the different sections of the tax form, the shifts observed in the overlapping topics of Box

3 can plausibly result from the increased probability of audit for the IRA sample in Box

1. In addition, it must be the case that the 2005 IFW announcement constituted a real-

istic threat to being audited for the IRA sample. We see no significant effect on ‘debts’

but this may be due to two counteracting forces. ‘Debts’ enter negatively in tax returns

and are known to be a topic very difficult to verify with third-party information. It may

be that experienced taxpayers overdeclare debts in normal years but reduce these when

facing a higher probability of audit in 2005. At the same time, declarations in ‘other prop-

erty’ and ‘other assets’ are often paired with mortgage payments or other forms of debts
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which would suddenly increase as taxpayers increase their declarations in the other two

topics. Klepper and Nagin (1989) give similar arguments and more detailed explanations

on how counteracting effects in the US TCMP tax data can explain declaration patterns

for related tax topics. The fifth column shows an increase in declarations in 2005 for the

topic ‘shares, bonds, etc.’. This category, although not explicitly listed in Box 1 of the

tax form, includes a wide array of financial products that may be declared in different

sections. A last result further suggesting that the reaction in the IRA sample spills over to

other topics shows itself in the last column of Table 4.8. We see that for Box 2, a section

of the tax forms which overlaps with IRA and IFW topics, declarations also increase by

4.2%. As indicated in section 5.3, the IRA sample differs from the IFW sample and from

the average population since it regroups individuals with high returns for all potentially

overlapping topics. For an opportunistic taxpayer, these complex returns may provide

the opportunity for substituting and rearranging tax declarations in a way to minimize

exposure to audit.

Table 4.9: Substitution effects for IRA sample in 2005

(First difference estimation with logarithmic transformation of dependent variable)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

2ndHome ClaimCash Savings Benefits CapInsur IFW

2005 effect

2005 0.005 0.007 0.001 0.000 0.005 -0.009
(0.004) (0.006) (0.010) (0.001) (0.003) (0.005)

t trend yes yes yes yes yes yes

R2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000

N ind. 49,486 49,486 49,486 49,486 49,486 49,486

N obs. 296,916 296,916 296,916 296,916 296,916 296,916

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01. Clustered standard errors. Time trends are specified as 3rd degree polynomials.

(1)2ndHome: 2nd home (B3) (2)ClaimCash: other claims and cash (B3) (3) Savings: savings (B3) (4)

Benefits: benefits claims (B3) (5) CapInsur: capital insurance (B3) (6) IFW: IFW (B1)

To verify that the jumps in declarations are specific to overlapping IRA topics in Box

3, Table 4.9 looks at the changes in declarations for the other topics listed in Box 3 of

the tax form. The categories ‘2nd home’, ‘other claims and cash’, ‘savings’ and ‘benefits

claims’ can not be directly substituted into either of the two Box 1 categories. Checking

for reactions to the 2005 announcement campaign in these categories we find no significant

changes. This supports the idea that the increases observed for the topics related to IFW

and IRA are not simply due to general increases in all Box 3 topics.
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There are two relevant questions to answer when observing these patterns. Assuming

individuals in the IRA sample perceive a higher probability of audit in 2005, why do they

not increase their declarations in IRA directly? And, if the patterns observed represent

strategic evasion, how do individuals choose to reallocate their previously hidden income

in other sections of the tax form? To answer the first question, one possibility is that

taxpayers believe their probability of audit increases with the amount declared in IRA.

This would make sense since the 2005 IFW spotlight topic implicated the IRA category

and the overlapping topics. Given that individuals in the IRA sample hold large returns

in topics linked to IFW, they may try to reduce as much as possible their visibility and

avoid being audited by declaring the previously underreported returns in other sections

of the tax form. A similar argument is also advanced by Slemrod et. al. (2001) in their

Minnesota study when trying to explain the observed decreases in declarations for high

income tax filers who received threat of audit letters. They propose that these individuals

are more adept at finding other havens to hide their returns. A second explanation to

why we do not see the returns directly increase in IRA may have to do with taxpayers

minimizing their tax burden. Once income in Box 1 enters the third tax bracket or higher

(above e30,357), declarations in Box 1 are taxed considerably more than in Box 2 or Box

3. As presented in Table 4.1 of section 4.1, Box 1 is taxed at 42% or 52% whereas Box 2

is taxed at 25% and Box 3 is taxed at 30%.12 The combination of not wanting to take the

risk of hiding returns in a year with high audit probability while still wanting to minimize

their tax burden would explain the observed patterns in declarations.

To assess the robustness of our interpretation, Table 4.10 takes a second look at the

substitution patterns between categories by assessing reactions to the 2007 announcement

campaign which targeted all topics in Box 3. In the model specification, we now add an

additional indicator to capture deviations of declarations in 2007 from the underlying

trend. Looking at columns 2-4 we see significant reductions in all three topics which can

substitute between Box 1, Box 2 and Box 3. Moreover, whereas the Box 1 announcement

in 2005 leads to an ambiguous reaction in ‘debts’, the 2007 reaction is unambiguously

decreasing. This could result from the combined effect of people reducing previously

exaggerated declarations in ‘debts’ and also shifting other topics with attached debt out

of Box 3.

Table 4.11 presents correlations in the declaration patterns between different topics

and years. By studying individual correlations between declarations in Box 2 and Box

3 overlapping topics we can gain further insight into the patterns presented in Figure

12Although these are nonlinear functions, amounts above a relatively low threshold will always be taxed

higher in Box 1.
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Table 4.10: Substitution effects for IRA sample in 2005 and 2007

(First difference estimation with logarithmic transformation of dependent variable)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

IRA Oprop Oassets Debts ShareBond Box2

2005-2007 effects

2005 -0.017 0.036** 0.010** 0.011 0.017* 0.071**
(0.016) (0.008) (0.004) (0.008) (0.008) (0.009)

2007 0.006 -0.021* -0.014** -0.073** -0.013 1.001**
(0.017) (0.008) (0.004) (0.009) (0.008) (0.014)

t trend yes yes yes yes yes yes

R2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.042

N ind. 49,486 49,486 49,486 49,486 49,486 49,486

N obs. 296,916 296,916 296,916 296,916 296,916 296,916

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01. Clustered standard errors. Time trends are specified as 3rd degree polynomials.

(1)IRA:IRA (B1) (2) Oprop: other property (B3) (3) Oassets: other asssets (B3) (4) Debts: debts (B3) (5)

ShareBond: shares, bonds, etc. (B3) (6) Box2: Box 2 (B2)

Figure 4.1: IRA Substitution Patterns in 2005 and 2007 (Dutch tax authorities data)
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IRA Announcement Substitution Effects

4.1. To study the shifting behaviour we focus the analysis of correlations on a suspicious

group, those individuals who decrease overlapping Box 3 declarations in 2007. Wealth

related to the overlapping topics of ‘other property’ and ‘other assets’ should be expected

to accumulate over time. While it can be expected that in any given year some people

will suffer losses in these topics, these losses should not correlate (or correlate positively)

with changes for topics in overlapping sections of the tax declarations. This provides us

with a test to assess whether the shifting patterns in 2005 and 2007 are suspicious for this
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Table 4.11: Correlation table of Box 2 and Box 3 substitution effects

∆07Box3PAD|∆07Box3PAD < 0 ∆07Box2|∆07Box2 > 0

∆05Box3PAD -0.26** 0.10**

∆07Box3PAD 1 -0.07**

∆07Box2 -0.07** 1

N obs. 5953 9247

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.

Box3PAD: other property + other assets - debts in Box 3

group. In the first column of Table 4.11 we consider individual correlations in aggregate

Box 3 overlapping income in 2007 for those individuals who decreased these declarations

in 2007. The first row presents correlations with aggregate changes in Box 3 income in

2005 Corr(∆07Box3PAD|∆07Box3PAD < 0,∆05Box3PAD). We notice a significant neg-

ative correlation in the yearly changes in declarations. This indicates that the people

who decreased Box 3 overlapping declarations in 2007 had increased those declarations

in 2005. Furthermore, looking at correlation results with Box 2 income shifts in 2007,

Corr(∆07Box3PAD|∆07Box3PAD < 0,∆07Box2), we see that these same individuals in-

creased significantly their Box 2 declarations. These correlations can therefore rule out

that the increases in Box 3 topics in 2005, the Box 3 decreases in 2007 and the Box 2

increases in 2007 are independent.

In the second column we consider further these correlations for the group of taxpayers

who increase Box 2 declarations in 2007. This group only overlaps partially with the

sample analyzed in the first column of Table 4.11. The first row indicates a significant

positive correlation between the increase in Box 2 declarations in 2007 and the change

in aggregate Box 3 declarations in 2005, Corr(∆07Box2|∆07Box2 > 0,∆05Box3PAD).

Furthermore, we observe again a negative correlation between the individual increases in

Box 2 and changes in aggregate Box 3 declarations in 2007 Corr(∆07Box2|∆07Box2 >

0,∆07Box3PAD). These correlations taken together can not reject the interpretation of

the patterns suggesting that taxpayers may be strategically shifting income away from

the section of the tax form targeted by the announcement.

Table 4.12 looks again at the 2007 announcement effects for the topics in Box 3 which

do not overlap with IRA. As in 2005, we see no significant reactions in ‘2nd home’, ‘savings’

or ‘benefits claims’. With the exception of certain offshore bank accounts contained within

savings, these three topics are also the ones in Box 3 with the most reliable third-party

information. As for ‘IRA’ in Table 4.10, we see no increases in 2007 ‘IFW’ declarations due
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Table 4.12: Substitution effects for IRA sample in 2005 and 2007

(First difference estimation with logarithmic transformation of dependent variable)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

2ndHome ClaimCash Savings Benefits CapInsur IFW

2005-2007 effects

2005 0.004 0.007 0.001 0.000 0.005 -0.010
(0.004) (0.006) (0.010) (0.001) (0.003) (0.005)

2007 -0.009 0.019** 0.021 0.000 0.000 -0.002
(0.005) (0.007) (0.011) (0.001) (0.003) (0.006)

t trend yes yes yes yes yes yes

R2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000

N ind. 49,486 49,486 49,486 49,486 49,486 49,486

N obs. 296,916 296,916 296,916 296,916 296,916 296,916

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01. Clustered standard errors. Time trends are specified as 3rd degree polynomials.

(1)2ndHome: 2nd home (B3) (2)ClaimCash: other claims and cash (B3) (3) Savings: savings (B3) (4)

Benefits: benefits claims (B3) (5) CapInsur: capital insurance (B3) (6) IFW: IFW (B1)

to substitution from Box 3. We do however see a significant increase in ‘other claims and

cash’ which we interpret as a direct consequence of the higher audit probability in 2007

for Box 3. This last observation also gives support to the idea that when shifting funds

between different tax sections is not possible, taxpayers declare previously underreported

funds directly.

4.6 Conclusion

A fundamental problem in studying fraud is that there is typically no way to obtain a

direct measure of an outcome variable since the actors engaged in corrupt or illicit be-

haviour attempt to hide trails of their activities. Researchers trying to uncover fraudulent

behavior must therefore employ nonstandard approaches to generate measures of wrong-

doing. Empirical studies on tax evasion in economics have used randomized experiments,

alternative consumption outcomes and kinks in tax schedules to search for unusual pat-

terns in tax reporting. These studies compare theoretical predictions from tax evasion

models to actual declarations indicative of tax evasion behavior. Studies in the statis-

tics literature have used other approaches based on predictions about number frequencies

and latent models in randomized response surveys to draw inference on the share of tax

evaders (Nigrini, 1996; van den Hout, Böckenholt and van der Heijden, 2010).

This paper looked into tax fraud and other misreporting in the Netherlands by evalu-
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ating taxpayer responses to publicly announced auditing campaigns in 2005 and 2007. To

this end, we used administrative longitudinal data covering individual tax declarations

over the period 2002-2008. Our econometric approach estimates effects of the announce-

ments as year specific deviations from the underlying trend in declarations. We find

that the 2005 announcement concerning income from freelance work generates a 4%-5%

increase in declarations in that topic. Extrapolating to the average yearly population

declaring income from freelance work, this is equivalent to underreported amounts of

approximately e74 million a year. Looking deeper into this effect we find that it is cor-

related with many characteristics suggesting quite independent profiles of taxpayers. We

see that the jump is positively correlated to being single, male, between 30-50 years old,

and without children. The jump is also more pronounced for middle income taxpayers

who are not self-employed and do not make use of tax professionals to file their returns. It

also seems the misreporting occurs more often in the service sector, where jobs are often

temporary, and in the industry sector, where specific crafts can be used for moonlighting

activities.

We also explore spillover effects from the announcement for a sample of wealthy indi-

viduals with complex tax situations (income from rented assets sample). We argued that

the ambiguous definition of certain tax topics linked to the 2005 announcement might

lead this group to respond to the announcement by changing declarations in other sec-

tions than Box 1 of the tax form. The results show significant increases in Box 2 and Box

3 declarations for certain forms of property and assets which are difficult to verify in third-

party information sources. As a robustness check we verify that non-overlapping items do

not show any responses to the announcement. To further understand the shifting behav-

ior between different sections of the tax reports we also looked at a second announcement

campaign in 2007 concerning Box 3. The declarations for items in Box 3 which showed

increases in 2005 show decreases in 2007. In addition, we also find increases in 2005 and

2007 for assets declared under Box 2. Altogether, these patterns support the proposition

that taxpayers react with uncertainty to an unusual increase in their probability of being

audited. Since they only have a partial knowledge of what information is held by the

tax office, they do not know which selection criteria are used for audits in announcement

years. A possibility advanced in this study is that they react strategically by declaring

previously hidden wealth and shifting a portion of the income in targeted topics to other

sections of the tax returns which have lower tax rates. Although the act of shifting is

indicative of tax avoidance, the spontaneous appearance of previously undeclared funds

shows evidence of tax evasion. We also find a direct effect of the 2007 announcement on

the tax item ‘other claims and cash’ which jumps up. This increase and that observed
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for income from freelance work suggest that when there is no possibility to shift funds to

reduce visibility then taxpayers will directly increase declarations for previously underre-

ported income. Aggregating the different shifts in the IRA sample to the average yearly

population declaring income from rented assets indicates a total increase in declarations

of approximately e76 million in 2005 and of e142 million in 2007.

The type of complex shifting behavior we present presupposes certain taxpayers have

a strong understanding of financial products that can be substituted between different

sections of the tax forms. As shown in our data description, almost half of the sample

holding income from rented assets work in the financial sector. Studying the tax paying

activities of individuals with complex tax returns could provide insight into the different

financial assets which are hard to trace. For income from freelance work, our results would

suggest further considerations on how to restrict underreporting of additional earnings for

individuals employed in the service and industry sectors.

This study will also hopefully provide some avenues for new research. For instance,

one can look deeper into profiles and shifting behaviors by location, between partners or

through networks. For researchers interested in behavioural models of taxpayers, our re-

sults also present an apparent contradiction. We suggest that taxpayers attempt to reduce

(or at least do not increase) their declarations to avoid being audited in the announce-

ment specific topic while still declaring the previously hidden assets in other sections of

their tax reports. So taxpayers, in particular those with complex asset holdings, seem to

have a good understanding of how to shift their assets and what financial information is

available to the tax office in normal auditing years. On the other hand, they still remain

unclear about their exact probability of being caught under unusual auditing circum-

stances. Last, researchers interested in optimal tax systems could use a more structural

approach to evaluate the advantages of a tax system with yearly announcements. Think-

ing about the possible benefits of this tax model is particularly relevant if some taxpayers

underreport by negligence. Announcements can produce a one time push in learning the

tax code which could lead to long lasting learning effects of announcements. The theo-

retical underpinnings for such a model have already been suggested in the work of Lazear

(2006) and Eeckhout, Persico and Todd (2010).
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Chapter 5

Street Prostitution Zones and Crime

5.1 Introduction

The Netherlands has a long tradition of regulated tolerance towards window prostitution

in red light districts. But the Dutch government regulates other parts of the sex industry

as well. An important reason for this regulation is the association of the sex industry to

criminal activities. Rather than turning a blind eye to the problem, the Dutch govern-

ment sees the sex industry as one requiring particular attention because of it’s links to

criminal activities. Around the 1980’s, local governments also started focusing on street

prostitutes, a group formed mainly of drug addicts and illegal immigrants. In an effort

to tackle the crime surrounding them, improve their health and safety conditions, and

respond to growing complaints from residents, local governments introduced designated

street prostitution zones. So ensued the birth of tippelzones1, areas where soliciting and

purchasing sex is tolerated within strict opening and closing hours at night.

The first tippelzone opened in The Hague in 1983 and eight other cities opened tippel-

zones during the following three decades. Of these tipplezones, four subsequently closed

down (Amsterdam in 2003, Rotterdam in 2005, The Hague in 2006 and Eindhoven in

2011). One of the main arguments for closing was the escalation of prostitution related

violence and crime. There were also concerns about the exploitation of prostitutes caught

in sex trafficking organizations. The closing of tippelzones has been a controversial topic.

Supporters of tippelzones claimed that neither street prostitutes nor the crime surround-

ing them would disappear when closing the zones. The problem would simply spread to

other areas in the city making it more difficult to monitor. Moreover, closing the zones

would hamper efforts to address health needs of prostitutes.

We evaluate in this paper the impact of legal street prostitution zones (tippelzones) on

1Tippelen in Dutch meaning street-walking.
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citywide crime in the Netherlands. There is strong evidence linking street prostitutes in

tippelzones to different forms of criminal activity (Flight, Van Heerwaarden and Lugtmei-

jer, 2003 ;Oostveen,2008). The drug use of prostitutes and many of their clients attracted

people in the drug trade while illegal immigrants drew in criminal organizations in the

underground sex industry. Given the strong links to the drug trade, violence and orga-

nized crime, a relevant question is whether the crime appearing in and around tippelzones

was new or whether tippelzones simply diverted crime away from other areas in the city?

A tippelzone may act as a coordination point for different types of criminal activity

thereby possibly increasing citywide crime. At the same time, isolating criminal activity

within a delimited zone may reduce crime in other areas. More generally, a key question in

crime control is how policies targeting the regulation and monitoring of street prostitution

may influence criminal activity in a city.

The empirical analysis uses two data sources and considers crime from different per-

spectives. The first source includes registered crime while the second looks at crime

perception. For registered crime we use quarterly data from the Dutch Ministry of Jus-

tice covering the years 1998 to 2010. We observe all registered violent, drug and sexual

crime in 29 of the 30 largest cities in the Netherlands. For crime perception we use the

Population Police Monitor which is a survey containing questions about feelings of safety

and perceived criminal activity in the respondent’s neighborhood. We focus on responses

to questions concerning drug nuisance and violent crime over the period 1993 to 2006. In

our difference-in-difference analysis we use the variation in opening and closing of tippel-

zones within our observation period to estimate the effect of tippelzones on local crime

rates.

Looking at crime from two different sources allows us to describe more completely the

impact of tippelzones. Registered crime may be better associated to actual crime but

can suffer from underreporting. Perceived crime in survey responses gives an impression

of how the city residents view tippelzones. The public opinion may however be strongly

influenced by single events receiving large media coverage. This means that perceived

crime may not accurately represent actual crime. Nevertheless, both measures of crime

are important for policy and since the probability of being a victim of crime is low in

the Netherlands, individuals may derive more disutility from perceived crime than from

actual crime.

The set up in the rest of this article is as follows. We begin with a brief description of

tippelzones and discuss theoretical mechanisms that may influence crime. In the following

section we describe the data. Section 4 presents the empirical difference-in-difference

model. Section 5 presents the results and the last section concludes.
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5.2 Background and Literature

5.2.1 Dutch Tolerance and Tippelzones

The regulation of prostitution began during the Napoleonic occupation of the Netherlands

in order to protect soldiers from venereal disease. In the second half of the 20th century,

the problems surrounding prostitution became a central concern to the government. Lu-

crative returns in the sex industry attracted a new wave of entrepreneurial criminals who

became involved in drug-trafficking, protection rackets, trafficking in human beings and

money laundering (Brants, 1998). Adding to this the wide use of heroin and crack among

prostitutes, the proliferation of AIDS and the spread of street prostitution across Dutch

cities, the government decided to intervene.

The nineties produced several policies to reduce criminal activities and provide more

protection to prostitutes. Regulation focused on: licensing legal prostitution in brothels,

addressing the problems of underage and illegal immigrants, and separating prostitutes

from criminal activities. This gradual increase in regulation led to a policy amendment

in 2000 stating that prostitutes who are not under age are allowed to work legally under

certain conditions (Daalder, 2007). They must for instance be registered as workers, pay

taxes and maintain regular health checks.2 This new law affected prostitutes differently

across the country since enforcement was left to local governments.

The first tippelzone appeared in The Hague in 1983 followed by a second group in the

mid-nineties including Rotterdam (1994) and Amsterdam (1996). In total, nine Dutch

cities introduced tippelzones between 1983 and 2004 (see Table 5.1). The zones were

outside the city center, often in industrial areas. They came equipped with a wide variety

of features. Some included resting quarters with washing amenities, clean needles and

local medical assistance. Others included separate servicing areas such that prostitutes

remained with clients in a controlled and safe environment (see Figure 5.1). To maintain

order inside and around the tippelzones, many cities also limited the number of workers at

different times with strict licensing systems. In order to deal with other criminal activities

associated with prostitution, semi-permanent task forces were assigned to maintain order

and monitor the tippelzones and neighboring areas.

Despite these efforts, the success of tippelzones is said to have varied substantially

across cities (Hulshof and Flight, 2008). While some zones fared well in maintaining

order, others such as that in Rotterdam were notoriously turbulent. The unrestrained

inflow of addicted prostitutes and illegal immigrants from Eastern Europe and South

2Prostitutes’ social position is also helped by a labor union and their own financial consultancy orga-

nization.
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Table 5.1: Opening and Closing of Tipplezones in the Netherlands

City Opening year (month) Closing year (month)

The Hague 1983 2006 (March)

Utrecht 1986

Rotterdam 1994 (November) 2005 (September)

Amsterdam 1996 (Jan.) 2003 (December)

Arnhem 1996 (June)

Groningen 1998 (January)

Heerlen 2000 (June)

Nijmegen 2000 (October)

Eindhoven 2004 (December) 2011 (May)

America increased levels of violence. Similar problems in Amsterdam and The Hague

forced the shutdown of the tippelzones in these three cities. Since then, one more has

shut down in Eindhoven. Anecdotal evidence suggests a small share of the prostitutes

previously working in Amsterdam, The Hague and Rotterdam moved to the tippelzone

in Utrecht. For the majority of prostitutes, however, it is unclear where they shifted their

activities. As of 2012, five tippelzones across the Netherlands were still open.

5.2.2 Prostitution, Crime and Displacement

The main argument for closing tippelzones was the escalation of prostitution related

violence and crime. Law enforcement agents were the main supporters for closing the zones

which they claimed acted as breeding grounds for illegal trafficking of women, blackmail,

violence and kidnapping. The other group composed mainly of care workers claimed that

closing the zones would simply spread the street prostitutes across the city together with

all criminal activities associated to them (van Soomeren, 2004). Additionally, closing the

tippelzones would complicate the task of providing safe working conditions and address

the health needs of prostitutes.

Several theories in crime location choice and crime displacement are relevant to un-

derstanding of the effects of tippelzones. Cohen and Felson (1979) introduced the routine

activity approach, which explains crime from the convergence in time and place of crimi-

nals and crime targets in the absence of control. In this theory, tippelzones can be seen as

coordination ‘hot spots’. They generate increases in crime by accelerating the process of

convergence for drug and human trafficking. Prostitutes attract drug dealers who in turn

attract other addicts to tippelzones. In similar vein, illegal prostitutes attract criminals

in the sex trafficking industry. They then use tippelzones as gateway points to introduce

new immigrant prostitutes to the underground sex industry. The convergence and con-
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Figure 5.1: Layout of Amsterdam tippelzone (from Van Soomeren, 2004)

centration of potential criminals increases the risk of violent crime. Under this theory,

assuming the risk of committing a crime is similar inside the tippelzone as in other areas

of the city, the opening of a tippelzone leads to an increase in total crime. The theory

would also predict that the closing of a tippelzone spreads prostitutes over the city where

they find new working locations. In time, criminals eventually converge to these new

places. As these new locations grow more important and show signs of disturbances, the

police intervenes which starts a new process of convergence to new areas of coordination.

If the police were able to locate and close down the new high crime areas rapidly, the

crime rate after closing a tippelzone would decrease.

Brantingham and Brantingham (1995) propose an alternative theory applicable to

tippelzones. Within their theory of crime, tippelzones and the mass of prostitutes within

them are crime attractors and generators. These zones not only attract existing criminals

but also provide criminal opportunities to potential new criminals. As in the routine

activity approach theory, the opening of a tippelzone according tot his theory produces

additional crime.

Becker’s rational choice model provides a behavioural background to explain changes

in crime following the opening or closing of tippelzones. The Beckerian criminal weighs

the expected gains from offending by the probability of apprehension and the size of the
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punishment (Becker, 1968). In his seminal model, if the probability of apprehension or

punishment is large enough, then agents will not commit crimes. Deutsch and Epstein

(1998) extend these arguments to crime displacement. In their model, mobile criminals

respond to differences in local enforcement so a lower expected profit of a crime in one area

can induce them to offend in another area. In this framework, tippelzones are ‘hot spots’

for crime so committing crime in tippelzones has a high payoff but is also associated

to a high risk of apprehension. Only criminals expecting sufficiently large returns will

venture into a tippelzone with increased police surveillance. Other criminals may avoid

the higher risk of committing crime in a tippelzone and search for areas with lower police

surveillance. Opportunities for these criminals may be fewer since outside the tippelzone

they are separated from a large share of their clients making coordination more difficult.

The presence of a tippelzone may therefore prevent some crime from occurring and reduce

total crime in a city. However, it may be that the tippelzone induces criminals to focus

more on high payoff crime resulting in an increase in certain types of crime. It therefore

remains unclear what the rational choice model predicts about the effects of tippelzones

on citywide crime. Moreover, since the risk of apprehension is higher in the tippelzones,

it is not clear that criminals will be able to coordinate and carry out their activities inside

the tippelzone as predicted by Cohen and Felson’s theory.

A substantial amount of empirical research in criminology discusses the issue of crime-

control spillovers in surrounding geographical areas (see Hesseling, 1994 and Guerette and

Bowers, 2009 for overviews). On the one hand, focusing police resources on high crime

locations may displace crime to non-targeted areas. While spatial relocation receives

most attention, displacement of crime can also go from one time, target, offense, tactic, or

offender to another following a crime-prevention initiative. Evidence for such effects varies.

Adda, McConnell and Rasul (2011) consider an experiment where cannabis possession in

small quantities is depenalized in one London borough. They find that the depenalization

leads to an increase in offences for large quantity cannabis possession in this area. Half

of the increase is attributable to drug tourism from neighbouring boroughs. The effect

also persists well beyond the end of the policy experiment. Jacob, Lefgren and Moretti

(2007) also observe temporal displacement in their study. Looking at weather shocks,

they show that criminals who are prevented from committing property offenses in a given

week try to compensate for lost income by engaging in higher levels of criminal activity

in subsequent weeks. Di Tella and Schargrodsky (2004) and Draca, Machin, Witt (2011)

find no sign of displacement effects when focusing on exogenous increases in the supply

of police in specific areas in the wake of terrorist attacks. Although both studies find a

decrease in crime in the areas with additional police, neither study find any reduction in
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crime in adjacent locations. Machin and Marie (2011) reach the same conclusion when

looking at a street crime initiative allocating extra resources to certain police force areas

in England and Wales.

On the other hand, localized police efforts can produce a diffusion of benefits on

neighboring areas. Positive spillovers can also stem from local education, health or infras-

tructure development programs. Weisburd et al. (2006) study the effects of a targeted

crime reducing policy on surrounding areas in Jersey City, NJ. They find that an increase

in police surveillance in two high crime neighborhoods leads to reductions in drug related

crime both within and around the targeted area. They attribute this spread of benefits

to the fact that drug related criminal activities, due to gang affiliations, can not be easily

transferred to new locations.

To summarize, the theoretical literature predicts tippelzones will attract different

forms of crime but it is unclear whether this is due to new criminals or to the displacement

of crime from other areas. Empirical studies looking at the effects of increases in police

surveillance in specific areas show evidence of both positive and negative spillovers. The

contrasting predictions and results suggests our question of tippelzone effects can best be

answered with an empirical analysis.

5.3 Data

In the empirical analysis we use two datasets. The first contains administrative records

of crime reports obtained directly from the Prosecutor General (PG)3. For each quarter

we observe the total number of reports for 29 of the 30 largest Dutch cities. So we have

a balanced panel dataset covering the period 1998-2010.4 We focus on three categories of

offenses which we label violent, drug and sexual crime. Violent crime includes: murder,

abuse, threat, involuntary manslaughter, violent theft and blackmail among others. Drug

crime refers only to drug dealing and excessive drug possession. Sexual crime encompasses

rape, sexual assault or other sexual offences. Our motivation for focusing on these three

types of crime is that they are often associated to tippelzones. De Graaf et.al. (1995)

present evidence of drug use among street prostitutes as well as their clients which is

shown to strongly correlate with violence (Sterk and Elifson, 1990). For privacy reasons,

if the number of offences in a given category adds up to fewer than five then it is recorded

as a 1 in the dataset. This occurs in 5.3% of the cases for drugs, 11.8% for sexual crime,

3The PG (Openbaar Ministerie) data was supplied by the Scientific Research and Documentation

center: WODC (Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek- en Documentatiecentrum).
4Information for The Hague is not available.
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Figure 5.2: Trends in Registered Crime 1998-2010 (based on PG data)
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and is never observed for violent crime. A common view is that police administrative

records may underreport some types of violent or sexual crimes committed on people

fearing extradition, incarceration or social stigma from reporting.

Table 5.2: Quarterly statistics on registered crime per thousand inhabitants

Violent Drugs Sexual

number of offenses 2.03h 0.34h 0.12h
(0.66) (0.59) (0.07)

Standard deviations in parenthesis. Registered Crime is based on

PG data of the 29 largest Dutch cities (The Hague excluded).

Table 5.2 presents average crime rates per thousand inhabitants for each of the three

categories. Violent crime is clearly most prominent with drug related crime following and

sexual crime the least often registered. Figure 5.2 shows the evolution of these crime

categories between 1998 and 2010. There is an upward trend in violent crime which peaks

in 2007 and then reduces. Drug crime hits a high point in 2002 and then goes down to a

constant level after 2004. The strange upward shift in drug crime between 2000 and 2003

seems to occur in several cities with no noticeable patterns explaining the phenomenon.

The second data source is the Population Police Monitor (PPM) which examines per-
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Table 5.3: Quarterly statistics on perceived crime

Often Sometimes Never

Violent offences 5.1% 19.2% 72.7%
Drug nuisance 9.5% 15.1% 73.3%

Standard deviations in parenthesis. Perceived Crime

is based on PPM data of the 30 largest Dutch cities.

ceived crime and safety.5 This national survey was conducted every other year from 1993

to 2001 and annually from 2001 to 2006. Respondents were contacted by telephone and

asked questions about victimization, feelings of safety, contact with police, and crime in

their neighborhood. We focus on two questions concerning the perception of violent crime

and drug crime: “Is violent crime common in your neighborhood?” and “Is drug nuisance

common in your neighborhood?”. Answers could take on four alternatives: Happens reg-

ularly, Happens sometimes, Never happens/hardly ever happens, and Don’t know/ No

opinion. We can not use responses of actual victimization to verify results on registered

crime since there are too few observations in the survey. This dataset also includes the

four digit postal code of each respondent which allows us to draw a representative map-

ping of perceived crime across the Netherlands. In the analysis, we take all postcodes for

the 30 largest Dutch cities based on the geographic delimitations defined by the Central

Bureau of Statistics (CBS).

Table 5.3 presents the fraction of answers within each perceived crime category. Over

70% of respondents indicate that violent crime and drug crime are never or hardly ever

observed. 5% respond that violent crime occurs regularly and 9.5% claim drug nuisance

happens regularly. Figure 5.3 shows how these fractions change over time. Violent crime

shows a decreasing trend after 1999 while drug nuisance declines slightly during our obser-

vation period in the “Sometimes” category. We also see that these trends do not overlap

with those observed for registered crime in Figure 5.2. The relative ratios of crime cate-

gories differ as well since the levels of perceived crime are around 25% for both drug and

violent offenses even though the number of registered drug related crime incidences is far

lower than for violent crime.

5This survey (Politie Monitor Bevolking) is conducted by two research bureaus commissioned by the

Dutch Ministry of Security and Justice: B&A Groep Beleidsonderzoek & - Advies BV, and Intomart BV.
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Figure 5.3: Trends in Perceived Crime 1993-2006 (based on PPM data)
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5.4 Empirical Model

Our empirical model adopts a difference-in-difference approach to evaluate the effect of a

tippelzone on crime. The measure of crime Ckt in city k at time t follows the linear panel

data specification.

Ckt = αk + βTkt + µt + ukt (5.1)

In this model αk captures the fixed effect of city k and µt models the time trend in crime

nonparametrically. µt represents quarterly dummies for each year in the registered crime

data and yearly dummies for the data on perceived crime. The variable Tkt is an indicator

taking value 1 for all periods in which a tippelzone was open and takes value 0 otherwise.

We are interested in the parameter β which represents the average effect of an open

tippelzone on crime. In order to give a causal interpretation to β we must assume a

common trend in crime across cities. The common trend assumption imposes that with-

holding any effect of a tippelzone, cities with and without a tippelzone have the same time

trend in crime. It excludes, for instance, the possibility that tippelzones are responses to

city-specific increases in crime. We exploit that tippelzones opened and closed at different

times in different cities across the Netherlands to address both of these possible identifica-

tion concerns. In the appendix we present figures of trends in crime before and after the

opening and closing of tippelzones. Although the introduction of tippelzones came as a
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Table 5.4: Effect of tippelzone on citywide registered crime

Violent Drug Sexual

Tippelzone Effect -0.055 -0.062 -0.203**
(0.064) (0.097) (0.062)

Time dummies yes yes yes

City dummies yes yes yes

N (city x quarter) 1508 1508 1508

R2 0.66 0.47 0.20

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05. Clustered standard errors in parentheses;

Based on quarterly data of 29 cities over the period 1998-2010.

response to general problems relating to street prostitutes in the late 20th and early 21st

century, the patterns in registered and perceived crime do not show any indications of

systematic changes in trends in the periods before the opening of tippelzones. This is also

the case for the closing of tippelzones. One of the main arguments for closing the tippel-

zones was the increase in crime within the zones but the figures in the appendix provide

no evidence of increases in total city crime in the periods leading up to the closings.

The data indicate substantial within city correlation in crime over time. To account

for autocorrelation in the error term we estimate cluster specific standard errors by city

for registered crime and by postal code for perceived crime. As additional robustness

checks, we estimated the model using a polynomial specific time trend and specifying an

AR(1) process for the error terms both of which produce similar results. We present only

the results from our main specification since it imposes the least structure on the model.

To account for the truncation of sexual and drug crime in the data we impute a value of

3 when the crime is below 5 observations.

5.5 Results

Table 5.4 presents the estimation results from our difference-in-difference model for reg-

istered crime. We choose to use a logarithmic specification for our outcome variable to

deal with the larger variation in crime in larger cities. With a logarithmic specification,

β should be interpreted as the proportional effect of an open tippelzone on crime. The

estimation results indicate that having an open tippelzone reduces citywide crime but the

estimated effect is only significant for sexual crime. The effects indicate a reduction by

20% for sexual crime.

We repeat the analysis with the perceived crime data. The survey shows to what

degree respondents perceive different types of crime in their neighborhood. We define
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the outcome variable as an indicator taking value 1 if a person responds that they are

experiencing nuisance from violence or drugs often (or sometimes) in their surroundings.

We conduct our analysis at the individual level which implies that we estimate a linear

probability model. The results presented in Table 5.5 show that the presence of a tip-

pelzone leads to a significantly higher perception in both violent and drug crime. These

findings are robust to the inclusion of individual characteristics (gender, age, education,

nationality) and macroeconomic indicators (population, emigration and immigration).

The presence of a tippelzone is associated with a 0.5 percentage point increase in per-

ceived violent crime and around a 1 percentage point increase in perceived drug crime.

These are relatively large impacts considering only 5.1% respond that crime occurs often

and 9.5% claim the same for drug nuisance. Effects on perceived crime contrast with those

observed for registered crime which showed insignificant negative effects of tippelzones on

both types of crime.

Table 5.5: Effect of tippelzone on citywide perceived crime

Violent Drugs

Often Often/Some. Often Often/Some.

Tippelzone Effect 0.005** 0.002 0.008* 0.012**
(0.002) (0.004) (0.004) (0.005)

Time dummies yes yes yes yes

City dummies yes yes yes yes

N (city x quarter) 300 300 240 240

N (individuals) 248,441 248,441 205,677 205,677

R2 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.001

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05. Cluster robust standard errors in parentheses;

Based on yearly data of 30 cities over the period 1993-2006.

These baseline results compare crime in periods with a tippelzone to periods without

a tippelzone. Since we observe pre-tippelzone data for three cities and post-tippelzones

data for two other cities we can estimate separately the opening and closing effects of

tippelzones. Table 5.6 presents the results for opening and closing effects on registered

crime. In this specification, the variable Open shows the difference in crime between peri-

ods when a tippelzone is opened and pre-tippelzone periods. Closing shows the difference

in crime between the periods after a tippelzone is closed relative to when it was open. The

opening effect of a tippelzone leads to decreases in registered crime but all these results

are insignificant.

The closing of a tippelzone however shows increases in crime for all three types of

registered crime. This effect is smallest and insignificant for drug related crime. Registered

violent crime increases by 9% after the closing of a tippelzone and this effect is significant
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Table 5.6: Effect of tippelzone on citywide registered crime

Violent Drug Sexual

Opening Tippelzone -0.022 -0.089 -0.129
(0.116) (0.182) (0.093)

Closing Tippelzone 0.092* 0.031 0.286**
(0.051) (0.102) (0.119)

Time dummies yes yes yes

City dummies yes yes yes

N (city x quarter) 1508 1508 1508

R2 0.66 0.47 0.20

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05. Clustered standard errors in parentheses;

Based on quarterly data of 29 cities over the period 1998-2010.

at the 10% level. The largest effect is seen on sexual crime where the closing of a tippelzone

leads to approximately a 29% increase in crime and this effect is significant. For violent

and sex crime, closing effects are larger than opening effects. These effects show that

our baseline findings of decreasing crime rates in the presence of a tippelzone are mainly

driven by closing effects. This result could indicate that opening a tippelzone attracts

new potential criminals who spread over the city when the zone closes. An alternative

explanation could have to do with changes in tolerance for certain crimes in the tippelzone.

If the police tolerate certain forms of criminality in tippelzones, this would lead to fewer

crime registrations in our data when tippelzones are open. Changes in reporting norms

would give a wrong impression of decreased criminality when a tippelzone is open. This

concern is however not supported by reports on tippelzones which record the frequent

raids by police forces with subsequent arrests and extraditions of illegal immigrants (see

Flight, Van Heerwaarden and Lugtmeijer, 2003).

We repeat the analysis of opening and closing effects for perceived crime. The results

presented in Table 5.7 show that the opening of a tippelzone leads to a lower perception

of ‘Often’ occurring violent crime but shows no significant effects for all other categories

of violent and drug crime. The closing of a tippelzone on the other hand shows significant

decreases in how crime is perceived. The probability of declaring the category ‘Often’

decreases for violent and drug crime by 1.6% and 1.1% respectively. Again our baseline

results are mainly driven by reductions in perceived crime after closing. One possible

explanation for our findings is that tippelzones make previously underground crime visible.

It could be that people develop a negative view of tippelzones through media coverage or

direct view of the zones particularly in relation to drugs. They then associate the closing

of these zones with a reduction in crime overall and in their immediate surroundings.

If tippelzones attract criminals over time or gradually develop a bad reputation, the
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Table 5.7: Effect of tippelzone on citywide perceived crime

Violent Drugs

Often Often/Some. Often Often/Some.

Opening Tippelzone -0.008** -0.001 -0.008 0.009
(0.004) (0.006) (0.009) (0.010)

Closing Tippelzone -0.016** -0.005 -0.011** -0.012**
(0.004) (0.006) (0.005) (0.005)

Time dummies yes yes yes yes

City dummies yes yes yes yes

N (city x quarter) 300 300 240 240

N (individuals) 248,441 248,441 205,677 205,677

R2 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.001

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05. Cluster robust standard errors in parentheses;

Based on yearly data of 30 cities over the period 1993-2006.

effects of a tippelzone will depend on the time since opening. We explore this possibility

in Table 5.8 where we split up the opening and closing effects of tippelzones into short-run

and long-run effects. We adapt the tippelzone effect in model 5.1 to,

Ckt = αk +βopen>1Tkt,open>1 +βopen<1Tkt,open<1 +βclosed<1Tkt,closed<1 +βclosed>1Tkt,closed>1 +µt +ukt

(5.2)

In this equation, Tkt,open>1 takes value 1 in all periods after a tippelzone is open and

0 otherwise. Tkt,open<1, takes value 1 only in the first year after opening a tippelzone.

Tkt,closed<1 takes value 1 in the first year after the closing of a tippelzone, and Tkt,closed>1

takes value 1 for all years after the first year of closing a tippelzone. The parameters

βopen<1, βclosed<1 and βclosed>1 are to be interpreted as deviations from the long-run effect

of opening a tippelzone given by βopen>1.

The results on opening effects show no clear differences between short and long-run

effects. We do, however, see that the estimated coefficients are always negative for years

when the tippelzones are open and always positive in years after closing tippelzones. This

gives some support to the idea that the closing of tippelzones increases crime, particularly

violent and sexual crime. The effect on violent crime and sexual crime is significant after

the first year of closing a city’s tippelzone.

This pattern seems to indicate that the increase in registered crime shown in Table

5.6 does not occur immediately after closing a tippelzone. One explanation could be that

prostitutes relocate to another area or spread in many areas across the city. Criminals and

clients with a previously defined spot to look for prostitutes must now track down these

new locations which may take some time. This would give support to the routine activity

approach of coordination and convergence to crime. After having relocated, the criminals

and clients know that their behaviour will not be monitored closely by the police as it was
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Table 5.8: Effect of tippelzone on citywide registered crime

Violent Drug Sexual

Effect Tippelzone -0.005 -0.083 -0.129
(0.119) (0.183) (0.079)

Effect 1st year after opening -0.125 -0.054 -0.006
(0.080) (0.133) (0.243)

Effect 1st year after closing 0.041 0.071 0.035
(0.044) (0.177) (0.093)

Effect 2nd year and later after closing 0.109* 0.006 0.331**
(0.056) (0.093) (0.127)

Time dummies yes yes yes

City dummies yes yes yes

N (city x quarter) 1508 1508 1508

R2 0.66 0.47 0.20

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05. Clustered standard errors in parentheses;

Based on quarterly data of 29 cities over the period 1998-2010.

in the tippelzones which leads to increases in crime. This second aspect of behaviour would

give support to the theory of rational criminals weighing the probability of apprehension

in different areas. A last possibility is that some clients defer their potential crime to a

later time.

Table 5.9: Effect of tippelzone on citywide perceived crime

Violent Drugs

Often Often/Some. Often Often/Some.

Effect Tippelzone -0.009* 0.010 -0.014 -0.008
(0.004) (0.007) (0.009) (0.012)

Effect 1st year after opening 0.004 -0.038** 0.014 0.002
(0.007) (0.010) (0.010) (0.011)

Effect 1st year after closing -0.015*** -0.007 -0.011** -0.012*
(0.004) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006)

Effect 2nd year and later after closing -0.016** -0.007 -0.016 -0.015*
(0.008) (0.010) (0.010) (0.009)

Time dummies yes yes yes yes

City dummies yes yes yes yes

N (city x quarter) 300 300 240 240

N (individuals) 248,441 248,441 205,677 205,677

R2 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.001

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05. Cluster robust standard errors in parentheses;

Based on yearly data of 30 cities over the period 1993-2006.

The results for perceived crime presented in Table 5.9 show again a different picture.

We find mixed results for the opening effects of a tippelzone with both positive and

negative results in short and long-run effects. The results on short-run and long-run

effects of closing a tippelzone are more consistent. Within the first year of closing a
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tippelzone there is a significant dip in perceived violent and drug crime. This result seems

to support our previous suggestion that tippelzones obtain a bad reputation, perhaps

because it makes certain types of crime visible. The public then associates the closing of

the tippelzone with an immediate reduction in crime despite that registered crime does

not decline.

5.6 Conclusion

This paper studies the effects of tippelzones on citywide crime and crime location. We

made use of two datasets, one describing registered crime and the other perceived crime. A

first observation is that the two datasets show opposite results for the effect of tippelzones

on crime. The estimation results indicate that residents associate tippelzones to increases

in crime which contrast to the decreases observed in registered crime. Our proposed

explanation is that tippelzones make activities surrounding street prostitution more visible

to the public.

Theories of crime such as the routine activity approach and crime attractors and gener-

ators predict that tippelzones induce additional crime. Although the results on perceived

crime seem in line with these theories, this is not the case for the results on registered

crime. The observed increases in drug and violent crime following the closing of a tippel-

zone might be explained from rational choice theory. For the police, a tippelzone is easier

to monitor than an entire city. One possible prediction in the rational choice model is

that crime increases as tippelzones are closed down since potential criminals know they

are less likely to get caught for committing a crime. The problem with rational choice

theory is that it allows a wide range of empirical results depending upon what we assume

is known to the agent when choosing whether or not to commit a crime.

In this study, we focus on citywide crime and we can not exclude the possibility of

differential effects within the city. One avenue for future study of opening and closing

of tippelzones would be to consider displacement and diffusion effects simultaneously.

Closing a tippelzone may lower crime rates in some neighborhoods while simultaneously

creating enough displacement to increase the total volume of citywide crime. The evalu-

ation of geographical redistribution in crime within a city would require data at a finer

level of observation. With more detailed data, another possibility would be to see if cer-

tain criminals react differently to the opening and closing of tippelzones. For instance,

it would be relevant to know if the increase in sexual crime is observed mainly on street

prostitutes or whether a wider public falls victim to rape and sexual assault.

The actual probability of falling victim to violent crime, sex crime or drug crime is
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low in the Netherlands. So if the government is interested in individual welfare, one rec-

ommendation from this study is to focus policy on how crime is perceived. Alternatively,

policy could focus on both perceived and registered crime if the public were better in-

formed of possible effects of crime policies. This would align the public view with actual

crime.
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5.7 Appendix

5.7.1 Opening and Closing of Tippelzones

Figure 5.4: Trends in Registered Crime in Tippelzones Opening Cities 1998-2010 (based

on PG data). Dashed line represents average of all control cities. Vertical lines indicate

moment of opening tippelzone.
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Figure 5.5: Trends in Registered Crime in Tippelzones Closing Cities 1998-2010 (based

on PG data). Dashed line represents average of all cities with open tippelzones between

1998-2010. Vertical lines indicate moment of closing tippelzone.
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Figure 5.6: Trends in Perceived Crime in Tippelzones Opening Cities 1993-2006 (based

on PPM data). Dashed line represents average of all control cities. Vertical lines indicate

moment of opening tippelzone.
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Figure 5.7: Trends in Perceived Crime in Tippelzones Closing Cities 1993-2006 (based on

PPM data). Dashed line represents average of all cities with open tippelzones between

1993-2006. Vertical lines indicate moment of closing tippelzone.
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Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch)

De ideale aanpak in de micro-economie om het effect van (overheids)beleid op een bepaalde

uitkomst te toetsen is om een zogenaamde “randomized experiment” uit te voeren. Zoals

de naam al suggereert worden in deze aanpak een groep individuen willekeurig bloot-

gesteld aan een bepaald beleid (de “behandelde” groep) terwijl een andere vergelijkbare

groep (de controle groep) niet wordt blootgesteld aan het beleid. Het effect van het beleid

wordt gemeten door het verschil in de relevante uitkomstvariabelen tussen de twee groepen

op een later tijdstip. Dit proefschrift richt zich op de evaluatie van beleid wanneer het

gewoonlijke statische raamwerk van de “randomized experiment” niet geheel toepasbaar

is. De eerste twee hoofdstukken bespreken micro-econometrische methoden om dynamis-

che situaties te analyseren wanneer blootstelling van het beleid op verschillende tijden

gebeurt en de meting van de uitkomstvariabele ook afhankelijk is van tijd. De laatste

twee hoofdstukken van dit proefschrift zijn empirische criminaliteitsstudies over belastin-

gontduiking en straatprostitutie. Deze studies exploiteren een verschillende variatie over

tijd door panel methodes te gebruiken om het effect van (overheids)beleid te evalueren.

Een kort voorbeeld

Beschouw het volgende probleem. In een ontwikkelingsland is een beleidsmaker of on-

derzoeker genteresseerd in evaluatie van het effect van een geldoverdracht naar arme

huishoudens op het aantal jaren scholing dat hun kinderen krijgen. Deze geldoverdrachten

waren willekeurig verdeeld over tijd en waren bedoeld om boeken en ander schoolmateriaal

voor te kopen. Om de vraag te beantwoorden of de geldoverdracht een positief, negatief

of geen effect heeft gehad op het aantal jaren dat de kinderen naar school gaan moet eerst

een geschikte evaluatie vraag geformuleerd worden. Deze evaluatievraag hangt af van een

aantal dynamische aspecten. Een geldoverdracht kan gegeven worden op verschillende ti-

jdstippen tijdens de opleiding van een kind (basisschool, middelbare school etc.). Het kan

zijn dat de geldoverdracht een verschillend effect heeft afhankelijk van het tijdstip waarop
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het aan de arme families wordt gegeven. Het zou bijvoorbeeld geen effect kunnen hebben

als het in de vroegere jaren van de opleiding van het kind wordt gegeven maar een positief

effect als het in latere jaren wordt gegeven. De effecten kunnen ook afhangen van het

moment van evaluatie van de scholingsvariabele. De effecten zouden positief kunnen zijn

kort na de geldoverdracht maar negatief over langere perioden. Deze variaties in effecten

zijn belangrijk voor beleidsmakers die gëınteresseerd zijn in het optimaal verdelen van de

geldoverdrachten.

Ook is het belangrijk om te begrijpen hoe het gedrag van economische actoren de

evaluatie van het beleid kan hinderen. Wanneer bijvoorbeeld het moment van evaluatie

gekozen moet worden, kunnen sommige studenten al van school af zijn voordat hun fami-

lies de geldoverdracht krijgen. Deze studenten kunnen niet genegeerd worden wanneer de

effecten van de geldoverdracht geëvalueerd worden aangezien ze geen willekeurige selectie

van studenten zijn. Deze studenten zouden degenen met de slechtste cijfers kunnen zijn

die school vroegtijdig verlaten of uit een arme familie komen die moeten werken om bij

te dragen aan het inkomen van hun huishouden. Bovendien, als families over de geldover-

dracht te weten komen zouden ze hun eerdere gedrag kunnen aanpassen in afwachting

van het additionele toekomstige inkomen of om in aanmerking te komen ervoor. Dit dy-

namische selectieproces maakt de analyse complexer. Zelfs als de geldoverdrachten initieel

willekeurig zijn verdeeld als de kinderen voor het eerst naar school gaan, zullen de behan-

delde en de controle groep niet meer willekeurig zijn op het moment van de daadwerkelijke

overdracht noch wanneer de beleidsuitkomsten worden geëvalueerd.

Overzicht van dynamische behandeling evaluatie

Hoofdstukken 2 en 3 van dit proefschrift vergelijken bestaande dynamische microeconome-

trische aanpakken, suggereren nieuwe methoden en passen die toe op echte en gesimuleerde

data. De focus van deze methoden is om het statische potentiele uitkomsten raamwerk

(Holland,1986) aan te passen naar dynamische situaties in een poging om functionele vorm

aannames te minimaliseren. De basis structuur van de analyse is toepaspaar op situaties

waarin we voor elk individu de duur T > 0 in een bepaalde initiële situatie (bijvoorbeeld

aantal jaren in school) observeren. We definiëren de binaire variabele Yt als indicator

voor het verblijven in de initiële staat (Yt = 0) (bijvoorbeeld schoolgaand) of eruit gaan

(Yt = 1) na t perioden, dus Yt = I(T ≤ t). Deze uitkomstvariabele beschrijft het verblijf

in de initiële staat.

We richten on op een situatie waarin individuen slechts een enkele behandeling kun-

nen krijgen (bijvoorbeeld aan geldoverdracht), alleen een keer en het tijdstip waarop de
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individuen de behandeling krijgen verschilt. Laat S > 0 de verstreken duur aangeven

op het moment van ontvangst van de behandeling. In dynamische situaties zouden som-

mige mensen de initile staat verlaten kunnen hebben voor het ontvangen van behandeling.

Zonder additionele parametrische aannames is het niet mogelijk om het effect te beschri-

jven op deze individuen. In plaats daarvan, overweegt de evaluatie meestal alleen de

mensen die de initiële staat niet hebben verlaten op het moment van het evalueren van

de behandeling.

Laat Y ∗1,t(s) de potentiele uitkomststatus aangeven na t perioden als het individu was

behandeld na s perioden. Een natuurlijk tegenpool om te overwogen is de potentiele

uitkomst Y ∗0,t, wat de uitkomst is als het individu de behandeling niet had gekregen voor

t. Dit proefschrift beschrijft de benodigde identificeringscondities om een toepasselijke

tegenpool te formuleren in verschillende behandel situaties. Identificatie is gebaseerd op

de aanname dat er geen informatie bestaat die een actor’s uitkomst kan bëınvloeden die

niet geobserveerd kan worden en die niet kan worden gemodelleerd door de econometrist.

Wanneer dit het geval is, zal een relevante behandelingseffect het volgende zijn:

∆(t, s) = E
[
Y ∗1,t(s)− Y ∗0,t|S = s, Ys = 0

]
met t > s

Dit behandelingseffect geeft het effect weer van de behandeling op s op uitkomsten op

t voor degenen die nog steeds in de initiële staat waren op s. Dit is het ex-post ef-

fect van de behandeling op toekomstige uitkomsten. Individuen behandeld op s worden

dus vergeleken met individuen die (mogelijk) behandeld worden na t. Dus zelfs als we

slechts een enkele behandeling overwegen zou het verschillende effecten kunnen hebben

als toegepast op verschillende tijdsperioden. De grootste empirische complicatie is dat

het onzeker is welke individuen kwalificeren voor de controle groep. Hoofdstuk 2 en 3

verlengen het basis raamwerk om een grotere verscheidenheid van behandelingseffecten

aan te kunnen zoals ex-ante effecten en totaal beleidseffecten. We behandelen zowel niet

parametrische discrete methoden als semi parametrisch continue methoden.

Hoofdstuk 2 evalueert een programma dat hulp biedt om werk te zoeken aan mensen

die een uitkering ontvangen waar de toekenning van het programma het hierboven beschre-

ven dynamische proces volgt. We geven een meer gedetailleerde behandeling van dynamis-

che behandeleffecten en identificatiecondities. In de empirische analyses gebruiken we ad-

ministratieve data van een unieke institutionele omgeving dat ons de mogelijkheid geeft

om verschillende micro econometrische evaluatie schatters te vergelijken. Alle schatters

laten zien dat het hulpprogramma om werk te zoeken de “exit rate” naar werk verminderd,

vooral wanneer het aangeboden wordt tijdens het eerdere deel van de werkloosheidspe-

riode. Verder zijn continue tijd methoden (timing-of-events en regression discontinuity)

robuuster dan discrete tijd methoden (propensity score en regression discontinuity).
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Hoofdstuk 3 richt zich op het verlengen van de methodologie van hoofdstuk 2 naar een

algemener raamwerk. Het behandelt de evaluatie van een beleidseffect in dynamische situ-

aties waarin er een initiële willekeurige toekenning van behandeling is en een behandeling

op een later tijdstip. We evalueren in dit hoofdstuk weer de onderliggende aannames en

relatieve prestatie van verschillende micro econometrische methoden in discrete en con-

tinue tijd wanneer daadwerkelijke behandeling afhangt van dynamische selectie. We geven

een discussie over het definiëren van relevante parameters in verschillende beleidssituaties

met doorlopende ingang in de behandelingsstaat en anticipatie gedrag. We vergelijken de

gewoonlijk gebruikte 2SLS methode met dynamische IV methoden en stellen een nieuwe

methode voor om ex-ante en ex-post dynamische behandeleffecten te schatten wanneer

actoren hun gedrag aanpassen voordat ze behandeling krijgen. Om de prestatie van de

concurrerende methoden te illustreren laten we een simulatie studie zien waarin we ge-

bruik maken van een simpele structureel dynamisch model. De resultaten onderschrijven

de gevoeligheid van IV methoden, 2SLS in het specifiek, naar de keuze van de populatie

die de controle groep ingaat. Onze dynamische niet parametrische en dynamische minste

kwadraten methode produceert betrouwbare schattingen van ex-ante, ex-post en totaal

effecten in onze simulatie wanneer actoren anticiperen op behandeling.

Effecten van economisch beleid op misdaad

De laatste twee hoofdstukken breken met het dynamische raamwerk hierboven en ge-

bruiken verschillende vormen van exogene variatie over tijd om het effect van een beleid

te identificeren. Deze twee hoofdstukken kijken naar onderwerpen in de economie van

misdaad en richten zich meer op de onderliggen prikkels die crimineel gedrag bëınvloeden

en de respons van gedrag op verschillend beleid. Het micro economisch gedrag van crim-

inelen in beide hoofdstukken is afkomstig van Becker’s (1968) economics of crime model.

Becker verklaart de keus om een misdaad te plegen als het resultaat van een individu die

de potentiele baten van een misdaad afweegt tegen de kans om gepakt te worden en de

straf als hij gepakt wordt. In zijn model maximaliseert een economische actor verwachte

nut E[U]:

E[U] = pU(Y − C) + (1− p)U(Y )

Waar U(·) de nutsfunctie is van de actor. De actor zal een misdaad begaan als de mon-

etaire en fysieke baten Y hoog genoeg zijn, en de kans om gepakt te worden p en het

monetaire equivalent van de straf C laag genoeg zijn. Veel van de discussies in hoofd-
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stuk 4 en 5 putten uit verlengingen en verfijningen van dit model wanneer toegepast op

belastingontduiking en misdaad.

Hoofdstuk 4 gaat over het effect van willekeurige belastingcontrole aankondigingen

op belastingaangiftes. In Nederland kondigt de Belastingdienst aan het begin van de

periode om aangifte te doen aan welke onderdelen van de aangifte extra gecontroleerd

gaan worden. Theoretische modellen voorspellen dat rationale belastingbetalers valse

aangifte in deze onderdelen van de aangifte gaan verminderen (aangezien de kans om

gepakt te worden p omhoog gaat). We gebruiken gedetailleerde administratieve data

van de Belastingdienst om ongewone patronen te vinden in belastingaangiftes na twee

aankondigingen. We vinden gestegen aangifte van secundair vastgoed, residuele activa

en freelance inkomen dat niet onderhevig is aan rapportage van een derde partij. We

vinden ook patronen in vastgoed en residuele activa aangiftes die vooronderstellen dat

stijgingen niet direct te zien zijn op het belastingonderdeel waar de Belastingdienst zich

op richt maar die zichzelf verhullen in andere overlappende onderdelen. Het substitutie

patroon suggereert dat belastingbetalers proberen om hun aangifte te verlagen in het

aangekondigde onderdeel en eerdere te weinig aangegeven inkomen en activa over andere

onderwerpen verdelen in een poging om hun aanslag te minimaliseren. Wanneer aangifte

naar andere onderdelen verplaatsen niet mogelijk is, laten belastingbetalers hun aangifte

in de aangekondigde onderdelen stijgen.

Het laatste hoofdstuk, hoofdstuk 5, gaat over het effect van legale straatprostitutie

(tippelzones) op criminaliteit in de 30 grootste steden in Nederland. Gebruik makende van

een difference-in-difference model evalueren wij het openings- en sluitingseffect van tip-

pelzones op zowel geregistreerde als waargenomen misdaad. We vinden dat open straat

prostitutie zones samengaan met een daling van geregistreerde misdaad maar gestegen

waargenomen misdaad. Deze resultaten worden vooral gedreven door sterke sluitingsef-

fecten. Voor geregistreerde misdaad is de daling merkbaar na een jaar, terwijl de stijging

in waargenomen misdaad het sterkst is direct na sluiting van de tippelzone.
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